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PREFACE
.
This report documents the results of a study conducted by ;the McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) from 1 June 1976 to 31 March 1977
for the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) related to
integrated payload-and mission planning for Space Transportation System
(STS) payloads. This Phase III effort is a continuation of the Shuttle payload
planninstudies initiated by NASA/MS:FC in October 1:974.. .
An executive summary of this phase is reported in MDCK6740. Final
detailed technical results of this study phase are reported in the following
volumes of MDC G6 741:
Volume I	 Integrated Payload. and Mission Planning Pr,ocess..
Evaluation
Volume II. Logic/Methodology for Preliminary Grouping of
Spacelab and Mixed Cargo Payloads
Volume III - Ground Data.Management Analysis and Onboard. 	 a
Versus Ground Real-Time Mission Operations
Volume IV - Optimum Utilization of Spacelab Racks and
Pallets
This Volume III presents the results of two principal study tasks related to
data-management and mission control, Part I contains the results of a study
to analyze Spacelab payload real-time onboard versus ground mission
operations support. ' A cost relationship of three assumed cases of onboard
versus ground capability was.develPped.. Part II contains the results of..a
study to. analyze the Spacelab experiment-operations ground-data manage-
ment problem and to establish an effective approach for ground data proc-
essing to support real-time operations as well as postflight analysis:
	
_	 Information in the.. Appendixes_ includes a brief :review of 'lessons learned
.^
from major programs ..invalvig .payload integration and . a checklist that
would help to minimize integration-related problems.
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PART I —SUMMARY
The payloads tentatively planned: to fly on the first two Spacelab missions
were analyzed to examine the cost relationships of providing mission opera-
tions support from onboard vs the ground-based Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC).
Cost relationships were determined. for .three assumed cases of onboard vs
ground capability. The three cases were defined as follows;
0 Case 1 -- A full data--and-command centralized POCC with minimum 	 a
onboard control, display, and data processing.
6 Case 2 — A voice-only centralized POCC with maximum onboard
control, display, and data processing.
a Case 3 --Data and command systems added to a voice-only cen-
tralized POCC to permit mission feasibility or significantly
reduce overall costs, Complementary onboard equipment
will be used as required.
initially, Case .3 was to be limited io ground display of minimum payload
	
t,	 system data. However, early in the study it was discovered that display of
scientific data was cost effective: for many payloads :.and.the Case 3 POCC
configuration: was revised accordingly.
	
z	
Y	 y performing	 Y	
p
The stud was conducted b er£orm^.  an individual analysis 'of each e^ eri-
	
J	 ment to define its operating modes and support requirements for each of the
.three cases. These individual experiment operating plans were then inte
	
'	 grated and revised as necessary, to assure overall: mission compatibility.
The onboard and. ground support requirements, including hardware, software, i
and support personnel were then identified and costed. Cost figures were
established as differences to a Case l baseline except for POCC opera ions
which. were. identif ecl as .total support.;requirernents By ground::rule,.. cost.
savings were not derived for POCC and onboard hardware not utilized to 	 j
support the various cases. Cost results are summarized in Figure I-1.
,
3
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Pocc ONBOARD
TOTAL
HARDWARE SOFTWARE OPERATIONS HARDWARE SOFTWARE OPERATIONS COST`
14#} 1;4$1 (HR) (0$) (af) (AHR) «}
CASE 1 0- 0 lo,m 0 0 0 $326,000
90 CASE 2 0 1$7B,D0af 5,420 a SM34000 4,690 97U,OMSAVINGS
CASE 3 0 SAVI
($24,a0a)
NGS 5,570 0 r33,D0O 1,8BQ 52{2,ow
CASE 1 0 a 11,90a 0 a 0 $367,000•
SL-2 CANE 2 0 (>i3lS,D00}SAVINGS 7,320 5294,OOa $32,aa0 1,010 l w'wa
CASE 3 0 ($14,000) 9,700 0 $32,000 870 $332,UWSAVINGS
SCENTIFIC RETURN
It is not possible to get the same experiment scientific return in Case 2 as
it is in Case 1 or Case 3. The very nature of sc-xentific experimentation
requires frequent evaluation of experiment w,puts with readjustments of
inputs to obtain the desired results. Evaluation of outputs often requires
years of education, training, and experience . available only through the
dedicated scientist. Experimentation time availability coupled with the
inherent problems of verbal communication required in Case Z preclude the i
ground-based scientist of providing the most effective interface with his	 'W ^
experiment.
3
i
The required scientific Imowledge can partially be translated to onboard
operations by increasing crew size (allowing more time per experiment),
providing extensive crew training, arr.i providing complex. automated
sci,entifin data processing and evaluation programs. These approaches	 j
increase the cost yet still .fail to give the same degree of scientific return
as available through the well--informed ground-based scientist of Case 1
and Gas a 3.
OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
The ability to monitor and control payloads from the ground (Cases 1 and 3)
provides a significant : degree of flexibility not available in Case Z. Should i
onboard problems (e. g., crew sickness or diversion' of attention from one
payload to problem. investigation of another p.arli.ad or STS support system)
preclude accomplishment of scheduled payload activities, ground control
could be assumed with a potential of salvaging significant payload operations.
The requirements for increased crew training and the increased complexity
of onboard hardware and/or software. required by Case Z would minimize the
i	 flexibility for changing payloads late in the prelaunch preparation phases;	 3
k	 ,
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
The Space Transportation System (STS) currently under development by
u
	NASA will begin a new era of space activity that will involve a significant
increase in the number and type of space payloads and 'missions. To satisfy
the needs of the various payload users and in order to utilize the STS in the
most effective way, additional emphasis is being given by NASA to the unique
planning and program integration activities necessary to folly exploit STS
capabilities. This planning and integration process becomes extremely
important when considering the high rate of projected STS traffic, the
frequent requirement for payload sharing of STS flights, the varied states
of payload development,  *.nd the different operational aspects of each .payload.
These activities include studies of cost-effective approaches to payload .
integration. and rniss:!on operations. Real-time mission support of the
Spacelab payload, operations is a significant component of the overall payload
integration cost.
This report documents the results of an analytical study performed to examine
the cost relationships of providing payload read.--time emission.operation sup-
port from onboard vs the ground-based Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC).
1 1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this task was to perform: a trade study which examined I, e
cost.relationship of three assumed`cases'of Onboard vs ground capability.
The three cases are (1) full data-and--command centralized POGO with mini-
xiaum onboax.d control,. display, and data'prac.es:sing; (2) voice-only centralized
PO CC with axiaximijm (within STS accommodations capability) onboard control,
r
....display, and data processing; and (3) data and command systems added to a
voice-only centralized POCC to permit mission feasibility or significantly`
reduce overall costs. Complementary onboard equipment will be used as
required.
}	 f
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1. z X: COVE
This task was conducted during the period from November 1976 through
31 March 1977. The study was limited to an evaluation of the experiments
from the Spacelab Missions 1 and Z as defined by the MSFC Strawman
Summary documents. 1 Refer to Figure 1-1-1 for a listing of experiments.
During the conduct of the study, such realities as the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) blackout periods, data downlink constraints, and the
value of man-on-the-scene were considered for the minimum onboard opera-
tions of Case 1. Man-in-the-loop vs automation comparisons were empha-
sized for the onboard operations of Case,-; 2 and 3.
-	 28'132
SPACELAB-1 SPACELAB-2
(7 DAYS -196 EXP HRS) (12 DAYS - 1091 EXP HRS)
NASA PAYLOADS NASA PAYLOADS
1. AP-09-S	 ELECTRON. ACCELERATOR 1. 65-CM. PHOTOHELIOGRAP.H (IPS)
2. AP-13-S	 LOW LIGHT LEVEL TV Z SOLAR MONITOR PACKAGE (IPS)
3.	 ST-31-S	 DROP DYNAMICS 3. SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE (I PSI
4,	 EO-01-S	 ZERO-G CLOUD PHYSICS 4. LYNIAN-ALPHAWHITE-LIGHT
.5.	 LS-13.-S	 MINILA6 CORONOGRAPH (IPS)
-	 VF1	 VERIFICATION FLT INSTR 5. HIGH-SENSITIVITYX-RAY BURST
DETECTOR (I PS)
	
w y
ESA PAYLOADS 6. SKYLARK COSMIC X-RAY
TELESCOPE (MPM)
1.	 APE-01	 L1DAR 7, LOW LIGHT LEVEL N (M PM}
2. 	 SPE-80-85
	
SPACE PROCESSING 8. '_FAR UV SCHMIDT CAMERAL
3.	 SPE-01	 FREE-FLOW ELECTROPHORES IS SPECTROGRAPH (MPM)
4,	 EOE-01:	 METRIC.CAMERA. 9. TRANSITION RADIATION
5.	 APE-07
	
INFRARED RAD I OMETER SPECTROMETER
6.	 STE-10	 HEAT PIPE' 10. EUV IMAGING TELESCOPE	 1
7. ASE-01
	
WIDE-FIELD GALACTIC CAMERA
- VFI (VERIFICATI.ON FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION)
IPS - ESA INSTRUMENT POINTING SUBSYSTEM
MPM -MINIATURIZED POINTING MOUNT-	 -
Figure 1-1-1. Spacelab Experiments (Strawman)
1.	 Spacelab 1 Strawman, MSFC, SE-O12-Q20--2I-I, October 1976; and
	 {
Spacelab 2 Strawman, MSFC,` SE-,(1
 x2 1102 28, December 1976.	 -
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1, a GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
A, Case 1 (maximum POCC,/minimum onboard)
0	 Vxperiment will be monitored and controlled at the POCC;
onboard control will be minimized.
a	 Must consider TDRSS blackout periode., data downlink con-
straints, and value of man-on.-the -scene.
B. Case 2 (voice-only POCC/maximum onboard)
a	 All experiment a erational data transmission and commands
shah, be voico-only to and from a. centralized POCC.
Man-in^-the--loop vs automation comparisons .will be made.
C. Gaze 3 (rainimum systems data POCC/maximum onboard)
o :.. The minimum amount of command control, display, and data
processing equipment will be added to a voice-only centralized
POCC that will permit mission feasibility or significantly
reduce overall costs...
a	 Man-in-the-loop vs automation comparisons will be made.
D. Spacelab .Missions 1 and 2 are to be used for this study.
E. All data transmission to and from the ground will be via the TDRSS.
F. One centralized POCC at Johnson Space Center (XSC) will be assumed
	 i
as the baseline for. all cases.
G. Assume the crew size is . variable for each case.
H. For all canes, the onboard control and display shall be as defined by
the Payload Specialist Study. for the aft flight deck (AFD) and by the
Spacelab Accommodations Handbook for the Spacelab module.
I. Accommodations for onboard data processing requirements exceeding
the capability of the Spacelab Command and Data Management
T System (CDMS) shall be assumed as part of each instrument design
for all . .cases	 i
J. Assume Caution and Warning. (G&W) is constant for all cases,
K, Verification Flight Instrumentation. (VFI) and related operations are i
to be considered as a high--priority exp eriment, however, it is not .. .
to b e the	 rime design driverp
L.. All co's:ts are Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM), normali2;ed. to
FY 9 77 dollars..
M. Costs will be determined as increments to a baseline system. The
baseline system is considered to be the current system design and
POCC/NASCOM facilities presently planned for early Spacel.ab
missions.
N. POCC facility deletions that are possible for Case c. (minimum POCC)
and Case 3 (minimum systems POCC) will not be costed.
O.. Onboard equipment reductions will not be considered for any of the
three cases. 1
P. Utilization or operating costs will be expressed in man-hours. Man.-
loading -will include both Government and Contractor services.
Q. The basic operations and maintenance of POCC facilities, comrauni-
cations, and ground data systems are assumed to be . constant for all
eases and are provided wholly by SSG as the POCC host.
R. Real--time co£tware used in POCC computers will be developed,
maintained. and funded: by JSC. Software. for offline analysis and
software for user-provided equipment will be user-provided, main"
tained, and funded.
S. Computation support for payload activity replanning will be performed
on an MSFC computer using terminals located in the POCC and the
software system used for premi.ssion planning.
T. Continuous POCC manning is required throughout the mission for
all cases, but manning levels are dependent upon specific payload
activity requirements.
i
I	
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Section 2
APPROACH
The general approach followed for this study is summarized in Figure 1-2-1.
CR20-111
TASK 1	 TASK 2	 TASK 3
INDIVIDUAL
	
INTEGRATED	 SYSTEMSEXPERIMENT
	
MISSION
	 DEFINITIONANALYSIS	 ANALYSIS
TASK 4.	 TASK 5
COST	 PROGRAM
ANALYSIS	 INTEGRATIONAND RECOM-
MENDATIONS
Figure 1.2-1, S ddy Flow
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2. 1 TASK l - INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
An analysis . of each experiment was conducted to develop an operating plan...
ifor each of the three cases. Individual experiment and CDMS interfaces
were defined for each experiment using existing documentation and consulta-
tion with cognizant investigators and payload engineers.... The onboard and
ground personnel and hardware/ software support requirements were identified.
Potential instrument design and Spacelab support . system impacts were also
identified..
2.2 TASK 2 — INTEGRATED MISSION. ANALYSIS
Based on NASA/MSFC-supplied mission experiment timelines, each of the
individual operating plans for each of the three study cases developed in
Task l were integrated to identify mission and/or support system total
demands, Grew demands including VFI were assessed along the entire
timeline.  Total ,demands . w.er a a. s, s e s s e.d .]a y r evie acting .the ^xxtir.e timeline.
to select certain critical high-activity periods for more detailed assessment.
System impacts were identified and integrated mission support requirements
were established for each study case (e, g., Brew size,. PCCC manning,.
_	 downlink data rates, uplink command rates, TV transmission:, etc.).
5
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Section 3
STUDY RESULTS
3. 1 INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
Each individual. ex e;71cnent on Spacelab land
.
 
.Spacelab 2 was separately
analyzed to (1) identify currently defined characteristics and planned opera-
tions; (2) define an experiment control, display,. and data management base-
line (Case 1) including CDMS interface and operations; (3) define variations
to this baseline for Case 2 and Case 3; and (4) assess the individual experi-
ment impacts; by. case; on the flight .cretin, POCC staffing, and planned
hardware and software.	 The sources for data on the experiments included
(1) the mission St-rawman documents, (2) SSPD documents, (3) mission
Announcements of Opportunity (AOs); (4) various studies on specific payloads
or disciplines involved, and (5) telecons with specific investigators or lead
engineers involved in.the conceptual . design of planned exper ments or
instruments.	 In addition, MDAC experience with Skylab experiment opera-
tions and data management, tempered by the STS and Spacelab operation
guidelines and policies, were used as appropriate. Where no . cle.ar or common.'
definition of an item was available, estimates or assumptions were made
consistent with the best or most recent descriptions. 	 This was also the i
;- approach used, where necessary, in adapting the definitions to off-nominal 	
3
i
cases.
	
i
3.1.1	 Spacelab_ 1 Individual Experiment Analysis
The twelve Spacelab 1 experiments analyze-I are presented in Table I-3-1
along with the basic location of their hardware components, general pointing,.:
requirements., and basic objectives.	 As indicated, Spacelab l contains .both
...NASA and ESA experiments located in the (long) .
 module . and on the pallet.
Pallet-mo.unted. ins truments generally have a control and display panel
located in a rack in the module.
	
Half the experiments are rack only, one
experiment is mounted (when operated .) at the module aiewport; and, one is
r_ deployed (when operated) from the module airlock,. The experiment set is
7
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n Table I-3-1a
. SPACELAB 1 EXPERIMENTS
r
o Locations Pointingc
Experiments Module Pallet STS	 Other Basic Objective
1. AP--09 Electron Accelerator Rack (C&D) Inst X Active sounder of mag-
netosphere and i
atmosphere.
Z. AP- 1.3 LLL TV. Rack (C&D) Inst X f45 ° Z--Cone AP-09 sensor plus
extended objects viewing.
3. ST--31 Drop Dynamics Rack -- — Drop dynamics.
4. EO-01 Cloud Physics Lab Rack -- — Cloud microphysics.
5. LS-13 Minilab Rack -- -- Cell, tissue/blood, and
°0. urine/frog otolith.
6. APE--01. LIDAR: Rack (C&D) Inst X Align Active atmosphere
sounding.
7. SPE-80/85 Space Processing Rack — — — Alloys, fiber/crystals/
pure metals/super-
conductors.
8. SPE--01 Electrophoresis Rack — — -- Pure chemical and bi.o--
logical specimens.
9. EOE-01 Metric Camera Viewport -- X Z-Steer Earth mapping (targets),
10. APE--07 IR Radiometer. Rack (C&D) Inst X t60° Y Z-Sean
w
Passive. atmospheric
s o unding.
11. STE=-10 Heat Pipe Rack : -- — — Heat pipe technology.
1Z, ASE:-01: Wide Field Galactic Airlock X .	 — Extended objects
Camera mapping.
P
I
T
multidiscipline; four (33%) are atmospheric and space physics sounders or
sensors, one other (EO-01.) is highly oriented to atmospheric physics, and a.
sixth (ST-31) is also physics oriented. Two experiments are in space
processing, . one is in life science/biomed, and one each is in earth mapping,
astronomy-mapping, and space technology (heat pipe). six (50%) of .the
experiments require some degree of STS pointing and orientation, and three
of these require some degree of additional pointing control (pointing, steer-
ing, and/or scanning).
Table 1-3-2 briefly summarizes some operating characteristics of these.
experiments, including their primary control source and crew functions for
the baseline case (Case 1). Typical run times are presented . for each.
experiment. The run times inch-tde calibration as well as actual data gather-
ing time, but does not include any set-up or refurbish time; rather, each is
representative of the time which requires continuous or near continuous
monitoring and control. Some run: times (e. g. , APE--01) actually consist of_.
a series of rapid data runs (i. e. 4/second) scanned over the period indi-
cated. Others, such as ST-31, EO-01, SPE-80/85, and SPE-01, consist
of a precisely controlled experiment process and procedure performed
(largely automated) over the period indicated. Some. are tied to certain
flight conditions (night side viewing by AP--09, AP-13, and APE-01) or
targets . (EOE-01) which are firmly committed to schedule, once orbited.
As indicated, data rates are all moderate to low 'except for the numerous
TV requirements. Most of these can: be met by short selected viewing .at the
beginning and/or end of experiments and are primarily operating aids to the
Principal. Investigator (PI) at the POCC in assessing experiment progress
and contingencies (this . is not . avai.lable for Case Z, . by definition). Several
	
i	 prime data records of experiments are on film with little or no real-time
monitor interface except as provided. by sampled TV viewing. For all cases,
the data stream to ground, except for operational TV, is essentially the same
and provides the capability to perform postflight analysis. For Case z, no
real	 data processing or display is available from.: this data stream.
	
Jj 	 -	 _	 -
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°o
1JU rCLLLUi1{h} Data (kBPS) Baseline -Case
tn. Experiments. Typical Run Scientific HK Control Crew OPS
I. AP-09 Electron Accelerator. (1) (2) 0.3. 16.2 1.2 POCC Activate
2'	 ' AP- ],3 LLL TV	 1}	 .('	 (2) 0.3 TV. 0.2 POCC Activate
.5. ST-31 Drop Dynamics (3) 0.5 Film/ TV 1.3 Program Seq Support
4:. E0-0:1 Cloud .Physics 2. 0. 1..6/Film o.6 CDMS Program Activate
5. LS--13 Minilab 0. 7: 7/TV . 1. 0 CREW/ CDMS Op.e r ate
6. APE=-01 LZDAR (1) (2) 0. 5 54.4 4. 0 :POCC Activate
7. SPE-80/$5 Space Processing (3) 2.0. Film/TV 1.2 Program Seq Support
8. SPE-01 Electrophoresis 0. 5 3/Film 1.0 Program Seq Support
9 . . EOEr-01 Metric" Camera (2) 0.	 1.. Film 0,2 CREW/CDMS Operate
10. APE-.07 1R Radiometer (2) 0.5 69.0 1.0 POCC/CDMS Activate
11. STE-10 Heat Pipe 4.0 0.3 0. 2 POCC/CDMS Activate
12: ASE--01 Wide--Field. Galactic 0. 2" Film/ TV 0 3 CREW/:CDMS Operate
Camera (2) .(3)
(Assumed Constant) 60.4	 MCC/CREW
VFI l and Ts.: (Assumed as Avail,) 	 TV	 (No POCC IF)
Support
Operate
3For the baseline case, primary experiment control and monitoring are
centered in the POCC except where special factors require or favor onboard
control (POGO monitoring is used in all Case. 1 experiments). In three
cases, onboard control is exercised by preprogrammed sequencers contained
in the experiment itself; for Case 1 these are subject to program update
command link from POCC, .prior to each. -run activation. While these could.
perhaps be more easily effected by the crew (via POCC voice and text uplink
directly on the experiment panel, it was elected to apply Case 1 guidelines
for maximum POCC control/minimurn onboard operations. However, in all
cases, experiment activation (initial setup and turn-on) was considered pri-
marily an .onboard crew-fun.ctio.n:
For one experiment (EO--O 1), because of the complexity of operation
(including control feedback and use of the CDMS) and run duration, it was
elected to maintain primary control onboard, even.for Case 1. 	 In addition,
the-minilab and .cameras require significant crew manual operations and ..
support and are baselined for onboard control, although the POCC contributes
by monitoring data and TV and advising.
In. addition to the 12 experiments shown here, there are some eight different
;. groups of verification flight test (VFT) instruments including module and
pallet instruments.
	
Most of these are passive or require little crew support.
They were not individually analyzed; however, their impacts on the data link
and on the crew . work load were taken into account in the integrated analysis.
R,
3. 1. 1. 1 AP-09 Electron Accelerator
This experiment consists of a high-voltage electron beam discharged into
space to evaluate interaction with the ambient and perturbed plasma, length
of magnetic field lines, magnetospheric electric fields, and induced atmos .
pheric emissions.
	 A variety of sensors (assumed fixed in the payload bay
for Spacelab 1) are used, including a vector magnetometer, low-light-level`
t
TV (LLL TV) ., -and electrostatic potential analyz ers .	 Also includ ed are high=
pressure :nitrogen supplies 'vrhich vent a plume of gas in the path of the elec-
tron beam .f or viewing by the LLL. TV (AP- 1 3) _	 Figure 1-3. 1 shows the
arrangement of the AP-09 main elements interfaced to . the CDMS.	 Data
.	 L- 	 :... . ^: mCS74NN^'it nouGA./tS J^- 	 ....
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Figure 1-3-I ..Spacelab 1 AP-09 Electron Accelerator and AP- 1 3 Low Light Level TV, Case 1 Control and DisplayIData Processing
g
functions and control operations are also indicated for Case 1. Experiment
AP 13 (LLL TV), which works closely with AP-,09, is also shown.
Operation of the AP-09 experiment requires night side conditions and
orientation by STS with respect to the magnetic field and velocity vector.
Alignment with the magnetic field is monitored by the Spac.elab experiment
computer through the magnetometer signals and controlled by forwarding
pointing requests to the STS general purpose computer (GPC). Closed-loop
e,
pointing control is maintained onboard, even for Case 1, as the most prac-
tical approach to maintaining alignment during discharge. It is assumed that
onboard override (manual or general purpose. computer). or ground command ...
(from MCC) is available if needed. , Activation of AP--09 is initiated onboard
by a payload specialist at the AP.-09 C&D panel (set up and turn-on).
For Case l POCC uplinks commands (through MCC) to the experiment
computer to load in . the AP-09 programs out of mass memory. POCC then
initiates the AP -09 programs on coordination and verification by the onboard
crew. AP-09 operations and housekeeping are monitored at the POCC by
the AP-09 systems engineer; onboard display and mon toning is available . .
to the crew as an option or backup only. Experiment control and beam
discharge is assumed. to .be commanded from the POCC (involves coordination
with onboard crew, STS, and AP-13). Sensor scientific data is downlinked
directly through the high--rate multiplexer (along with the housekeeping data) 	 r
to the POCC. Magnetometer data.required for. STS. alignment is 
.
also supplied
through this data bus to the experiment computer. The downlinked scientific
data is monitored by the AP-09 PI and the system scientist to assess opera
Lions acceptability. Experiment computer functions are .indicated along with .
^`	 I
estimates of the computer operations per second and memory requirements
(AP--09 ' and AP :13 combined). These estimates were based on the required
d Wi computer functions and the number of parameters, sample rates, anal/or
For Case 2, the major changes are (1) deletion of POCC command uplink
(operations. are centered onboard at the data display unit/keyboard
[DDU/KB] and AP-09 panel); (2) data bus access of AP-09 science data (all.
sensors) for onboard automated monitoring by the experiment computer
(data is still directly downlinked through the high-rate multiplexer [HPMJ for
postflight analysis, but onboard monitoring is limited to a gross assessment
as to Sens. or output); and (3) in conjunction with AP-13, . TAI' display of AP.-09
plume discharge onboard to the payload specialist for comment and assess-
ment to the POCC PI (voice-link only). This TV image is still downlinked
for ground record as vital to postflight analysis of AP-09 (or AP-13) experi-
ments; however, by defi.niti.on, it is not available at the POCC in Case Z.
POCC and PI control can still be exercised to a limited degree through voice
uplink, or preferably by text if complicated, to the onboard payload specialist
for input at the DDU/ KB or AP-09 panel. The scientific monitor fun', ;tion
imposed on the .experiment. computer. increas es its load significantly but still
within capacity. The load (42K OPS, 30K word) is total.(all programs and
slab.routines) for AP-09 and AP-13; actual load at any instant may be signifi-
cantly less. The automated monitor £unction, was p rovided to minimize the
monitoring work load imposed on the crew since crew work load, even with
added crewmen; appears critical for Case 2. Even with this app.roacla, _AP-09
was estimated to require almost a full-time crew (0. 9 man) due to activation,
TV monitoring, voice link, and control. operations.
Case 3 is similar to . Case 1, again, but with (;1) AP-09 command and control
' : operations onboard and (2) housekeeping and scientific data, including AP--13
TV image, available at the POCC for real--time monitoring and.assessment.
The required onboard operating programs add only a moderate load on the
experiment computer (estimated total is 13K words, 12,K OPS maximum).: .
Onboard crew monitoring is minimized, as in Case 1, by effective use of the
POCC. ..However, the increased onboard control function increases crew work
load to 0. 8 man (almost as high .as Case 2, although at a. higher level 'o£ con
i	 fi:dence in a successful operation).
There is no significant onboard hardware differences between cas es', and no
.additions are required to the ba.s elined '^OCC configuration: Significant soft-
ware differences occur : 	primarily for 'Case 2 onboard and for Case'. l
at the POCC.
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Estirriated POCC staffing requ.ire^.-nents are shown in Ta.bie I-3--3.
Overall ass essi^nent/comxx^and	 1	 1./Z^^	 --
Monitor scientific data 	 1/2	 ^--	 1/2
IVlonitar AP--09^AP-13 TV	 1/2	 1/2 ^=	 1/2
	
. '	 Monitor boos ekeepng .data 	 1	 1 R=	 1
Total
	
3	 ^	 2
=Per voice link coanments only
POCC hardware utilization is maximuzx^ for G,i.3e 1. (3 :CRTs, 1 TV,. 1 com--. .
mand panel} and can be met by the planned configuration.
	
,:	 ,
3. ^:. 1. 2 AP-13 LI:L TV
	
, .	 -	
^
This experimentis used in combi.na^an with the AP-09 electron accelerator
and serves as an aspect caxrxera . for tha t experiment.., It is a.lsc used to detect
:Faint and extended objects in the atmosphere (aurora and airglow}. It may
.also be used as a target search for the wide field galactic camera (ASE--O }.).
LLL TV exper^rient characteristics aril operatans aP.placable to this. s^Zdy 	 -.
9
	
'	 are:
-	 • Mounted an a szx^all po:ini:ing mount {t45°Z) on pallet General STS
_.., ,.
orientations earth, stellar, and magnetic field required during 	 1
-._	
operation.	
_:.
,..	
_
•. Data:is analog video (4; Z:.M1"s^z}.
,.
_,
	
. -
	 a Housekeeping measurements (Cl kBPS} are .monitored during_
	 i
	
__--	
_	 op e. r.a^i.on.
-.
• . Experiment is . shut davJri between runs:.	 :,
• :: No`sei"up required after initial activation (uhlock, checkout)•..
s . Reduixes :p.aiiittng. xnount,opez-ations in conjunction with AP^.09 beam.
r
viewing, suppoxt to ASE--01.-target search,. and AP--I3 unique S
(atrn.o spher3.c phenoxnEna) . 	 '
^:
'^5
	
^^	 r
n7caoNNetc...voucL.as ^ .. ^	 ^ ..	 ^	 ..,.
r.
I	 I	 ':	 I
s
	
	
Crew involvement is required during data gathering (arion^.torixag ar^d
pointing) (Gases Z and 3).
• POCC involvement is required during data gathering (monitoring for
C.as es l and, 3, and .pointing for Case 1.
•	 Real-bane visual analysis is required on intermittent basis.
c Deactivation requires lock up and securing anount prior to deorbit.
q
7n Case -1, this experixxsent will be controlled by ground commands, the point- 	 ', ^,,,,,
ing mount .will be slewet^, and the TV camera activated. The interfaces with
^;	 the CDMS are shown i.n Figure Z--3-1. 'x'he ground comxz^ands wiX1 be proc-
i
essed by the onboard computer and routed through appropriate. remote..
j
acquisition atnits. (RA.L7s) to the end items:.. Housekeeping dada will be moni-
to^ed by the AP-13 system. engineer The video signal will be anonitored by	 __
the Pr. Pointing will be controlled frown the POCC by the appropriate PT
} (AP-^R, AP-l3, or ASE^01). The housekeeping data and the video signal
will be monitored intexm:ittea^tl,y by the flight crew, :especially during TDRS
data gaps. .
In Case ^, the pointing mount and experixn.ent wi1]: be cone-rolled-and the
housekeeping data and the .video mill be monitored .by the flight crew. .The 	 -
video wi]1 be downl^nked for postflight analysis: The. control and.zxaonitoring 	 '^
j	 will .ba accomp:ished at the . DDTT/KB ox at the dedicated experiment panel.
..
^Taice linit witih the appropriate Plat the POCC will be used to assess and
(	 direct the-video viewed by the crew.
;.
-	 '
lra Case 3, it is recoanmended that pointing mount and experiment control .be
^.
accoizaplished by the flight crew and that -the housekeeping data and vidstr be
trarasnraitted to the' ground for moa^itdring s.nd analysis. by. the AP-13. systezxx : -. .
1`
	engineer and the appropriate- PI. The flight crew also :monitors video in sup- 	 -.:,	 `:
,. part of control and pointing operations:,.. rapid r^.^pgnse.ta A.P .-Q9 operations,
axid response _to PI direction.	 #
;..The activities 'of all three cases c .an be acc`oxx^plishEd vlitn. no har.dwar^.:
adclitans (assurraes mi.niatuxzed pointing mount analog : pointing pane].
	
^-^
.	 can..be.used for AP-13.pointing by POCG) The only software changes will 	 i
_;
require additions to POCC software. capabilities, in Case 1, ^o control the
^_	 1pointing mount and experiment.
	
-
:.	 ..
^,	 16
^ . ^d.
€.
a
^^
i	 ^	 ^	 1•	 ^	 ^
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	 Flight crew utilization ^.s law (estimated at 4. Z over the run trn.e) in. Case 1,
]a'or Cases 2 or 3, because of the_ increased onboard rrzonitoring and con,i:rol,
crew utilization is almost full-tine during runs. POCC personnel. supporting
the experiment are indicated in Table 1-3^4,.
Expexrxa•ex^t computer £unctions. are indicated in Figure I^3--1 along with
esti^r^.ates of the computer operations per second and memory requirements
{coxr^.bined AP-49 and AP-l3), These estimates were bs.sed on the- required
computer functions and' the nurrxber of parameters ., .sample rates, and/.or 	 ^.
data rates. required. With this approach, onboard crew work load {primarily
..	 activation} was zxainimal (4. 2 xx^an) when averaged over the run time,
_^•	 3. 1. 1. 3 ST-31 Dxap Dynamics
This e^peri^nenf cori.ssts :. of single rack-mounted equipnzexit to generate drop
_	 specimens, inject the.ze specimens into a test chamber, and e:^cite and posi-
tion thezxi acoustically (tree drivers vrith variable frequencies, dower levels,
-	 and phasing) while monitori.ig their physical dynamic properties .(oscillations,
`	 shape, fission, etc. }, Each experiment: rtfn is primarily controlled by a pre. --
•	 •
-	 programmed s-equenc.er in the Experiment hardware (magnetic tape being
.considered) and data. are. recorded on three orthogonally positioned film
cameras. This includes film edge record, -via light-emitting diodes (LEDs), 	 '
_,	 _
of .:run number, time, and test conditions. Manual operations incl^xde drop
V	
-	 ;
Table I-3 -4
___	 AP- l3 P©CC STAFF
i
I	 4	 ^	 ^	 ^
fluid changes and servicing, film leading, test chamber cleaning, and controX
panel and TV camera setups. Zimited direct viewing or T.V coverage of the
test chamber is provided to assist in zeal- tirxse assessment and subsequent
run reprogramrxiing,
Current design goals call-for aself-sufficient experir_^.ezxtpackage wi^h
xninixazu^rri functional interfaces with Spacelab {i. e., no data nor CDMS,, no
controls, and only power, therrraal, acceleration, and timing inputs. All
controls and displays are onboard with voice support frarn ground; experi-
rnent data is reEurned on film.
Figure 1--3-2 .presents the ST.-31 and CDMS.intexface .far Case 1. Ta opexa^e
frotxi the ground, additional flight hardware features would be required, i. e. ,
A. Design changes to allow_ . remote panel controls/displays.
B: Basic CDMS components and interfaces. (R.A.U, software}:
C. Optics to p^rznit simultaneous TV and film camera.
D. TV camera mount and connection.
^j
Also for Gase 1, flight crew support would stiti be required to change fil.nrs, 	 E ^^
clean`chax^ber, etc. Fa.lxn would still be primary data source. POGG soft- 	 ._ :.
,'	 ware, data, and TV systerris would also be req;^ired;
'	 For Case z, the data bus link is still requ^.red to minimize the crew monitor-	 -	 a
i
a.ng requirez7xents The TV: may be eliminated in favor of direct viewing, 	 '
if possible; for the voice 1ink.comxnent: and assessment to the. Pl (no. T^ at.
POCC). In .addition,. p hogran^ changes need. ^o be ;.t^.rectly entered by the
onboard crew (via DDY7/KB or, preferably, the ST-^3l C&D panel) since
^	 cornxnanduplink is `not available from the PO.CC: It is. possible that ST-3l	 -	 I
CDMS interface may be eliminated for Case Z if crew. rn.onitoring at the 	 ^^.
^	 raclz..is p.erm.itted; however,. adding simttl$aneous panel. monitoring. to 	 _
!	 chamber viewing plus the manual operations, xnay present an excessive 	 _
I	 demand on crew time Tine:	 _
__._
i:.	 :	 .	 :.
.	 ..
Data downlixZk via HRM for postflight analysis is-not required in Case Z „since
,_:
the same data is available on the ST-31 film record.
- :.	 .,	 r ,.i8 .
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iFigure 1- 3 - 3 presents the ST..31 and CDMS configuration far Case 3. This 	 ..
is near the nominal configuration (currently planned) with no direct interface	 _
tr the CDMS although some xxxethod o£ prnvzding flight timing is xequi.red. 	 ••
This might be provided by a rni^imal input from another experiment RAU.
TV viewing; and downlinlc to the POCC PI is provided, however, as a meazis of
enhancing experiment operations and success by allowing- real-tune assessxrzent
and potential program updating (via voice and text uplink--directed crew
manual input to the ST..3l C&D panel). The only real-time rx'sonitor available 	 ^„
to POCC is the selected video viewing. Prime experiment record, for post.- 	 --
flight analysis, is the returned film record. The flight crew may provide
occasional ST -31 panel monitoring and comments (voice} to PDCC as 	 ..
requested.	 :
Flight crew utilization is estimated (oven the run time} at 0: ^ nisi,: Eor Case 1:
full time £or Case 2, and 0. b men for- Case 3. POCC personnel estimates
are sir_iilar to that presented .for APd0 .9 . at three, two, and. two for.Cases 1,
2, anal 3, respectively.
No new hardware procurements are required iri any case as the added RALT _..
and connectors £or Cases 1 and 2 are assumed available from-currently
authorized inventory. The minor experiment equipzxa,ent featurES such as
j	 R.AU interface s TV mount, etc. , are assumed within the currently canc.eived
j	 equipment scope. POCC rec^uireinents earl be met by the baseline.
{
-,
Onboard software requrexxxents are maximized-for Case 2 (ass •uming CDMS	 '
_	
?
xxaonitoring},. and POCC software re quirem.ents.are maximized for Case 1. 	 ^^	 ^
;.Case 3 requires na CDMS or POCC software.
3: 1. 1. 4 EO-Ol .Atxriospheric. Cloud Physzcs
This experiment,exan^ines the zero - g loehaviar o£ gases and,aerosals
-^	 ^	 _ 1
injec^:ed info .an env .ironxnentally controlled test chamber to .determine the
atmospheric rz^icraphysics of cloud formations; dispersion, condeiisati:an 	 -
thermal transfers, ete. Operation consists a£ bb^h mauu.aT and aiitarxxated 	 ,_,
£unctions interspersed over relativ.:el.y long run tixx7es: (2:. hours}. .Data are 	 •
collected on film and via an electronic data train. _Primary control is
^.,
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1currently centered onboard in the CDMS-and requires closely coupled feed-
back control loops. The fli.ghl; hardware configuration, is the same for all
.cases (Figure I^3-4} however, POCC control is ixxa.practical due to the
Txacki.ng and Data. Relay Satellite {TORS} loss-of»signal (LOS}, experiment
_ run time, and close feedback :ontral incompatibilities. For this reason,
Case 1 is defined with CDMS onboard control of E0-01. The POCC can
monitor and evaluate the . EO-d. l scientific and housekeeping da-^a stream, and
can assess experiment or equipment problems, uplink advice, and prograxx^
changes (for subsequent runs).
_...
i
3	 Far--Case 2, pxogram modifications and updates must be voice and/or text 	 _
}	 uplir^ked ^o the onboard crew for manual entry at the DDU'/KB (ar EO»O1
^	 panel, aerosol manifold, eta ; , as appxopriate); however, POCC PI ability.	 ^	
_
to assess and manage the e^peximents will be severely limited due to lack of 	
' ..'i
i
'data, except by voice eornrxa.ents or readouts. Onboard crew time to monitor .
'	 EO»Ql could prove excessive. EO»Ql is already x3nonitored by the CDMS
^^
computer far .housekeeping and program operations, and extending this 	 -
^	 function with additional programs to monitor sorr^e of the scientific data far	 -
E	 gross correlation and limits, will require additional rrxemory and computer
	 :.
ij	 operations, Oth.^:rvcri:se, Case 2 is operated basically , the. same as selected
	 _
-	 ^	 for. Case 1, Case 3 is even. closer to C.^.se l in operation, the only difference	 ^ ^ ^'
being that no command .plink is 4^vailaba.e since POCC management or changes
	 _
^	 are via voice a.nd/or text to the. crew. The EO^O i data stream is available.
j -	 at the POCC^ are in Case 1.	 -_I
^	 ^	 ^,
k	 ..
Flight crew -tztilizatian is lowest for Case l (0.4 man) and about the same
	 ^
^.
far cases 2 and 3 (0. 7 rrxan} because of the similar control - mode and-the
-	 use of the CDMS for a^:toz^a,ted monitoring irA Case ^.
	 _...
-	 .
- ^	 l'OCC personnel requirements are. estimated . as a. Pr, an experixxient scien» 	 ^	 ^ ^ ^	 ',
_	
-	
---
tific ananitor, and a system engineer ^tiiree) far Case 1, and a P^ and sy^stexxa
	 '
^'	
_	 ^;
engineer (twa; for Cases 2 ox 3.
-	
-
,1	 No new hardware i:s required ^. ariy case. Oi^.board software needs are
	 ^ .'
maximl7m
 for Case Z, estimated at up to 47K-words memory and 30K OPS
f.	computing), and are a nzinixn^.urn for Case l {Figure l^ z--4}.
..^	 ;
^.
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3. 1, 1. 5 LS-13 Minilab
- .;
This is a double , rack of life: science , experi.znents to investigate body fluid
redistribution; vestibular function; and cell and tissue growth, development
and organization, and to develop accurate urine voluxne measurement sys-
tams. The operation consists of taking biomedical. measurements such as 	 ^	 ^`
blood- ressure; collectin 	 rocessin and resexvin s ecimens • and	 ^^`P	 g, P	 _ g^	 p	 g P
stirxxulating vestihular.functian (this is assuxxxed to consist primarily of the 	 - '
frog otoligth experiment). Some of the preceding are mostly manual opera.-	 1
^.,.
Lions performed by skilled specialists and could not be readily mechanized 	 'i ^
'	 ^for remote ground control. Others, such as .the cell and tissue . growth and.	 __ ^ ^ ^
vestibular stimulation, while . subject to ground control, could also be 	 ^'
easily irr.^plemented onboard xx^anually or via CD?vIS programs. 	 ^'	 1
r
Figure I»3-5 shows - the LS--l3 and` CDMS interface and functions-for Case . 1.	 ^
	
'	 One feature, suggested here, is .voice ,tag with ^Ehe downlinked data, pri-	 • .'
	
^	 ;I
	^	 marily for. postflight analysis convenience since real-time operations will be 	 -
linked by one of the operational voice channels. In addition, it may be 	 . .
feasible to downlink LS--13 data available to experiment computer by program	 _
.i`1 or direct command via,the input/output t I /O) unit output to the HRM.	
_ : }
	
r	 3ecause of -.the need for continuous monitoring of certain . LS-13 functions,	 ^
	
I	 especially housekeeping, it was elected ^o perform these basic functions
onboard with the CDMS to avoid the problem of TDRS data gaps. In additions
this provides. a ciaser control, including, automated .alert axld corrective
_ ^ -	 action, over basic_LS-l3 functions. Housekeeping-data is: also available to 	 ^ '	 '
the POCC (Cases l and 3) for more sophisticated assessment and evaluation	 - -	 ^
as necessary: In a.drii^ian, scientific data is provided in the form of a 7 1zBPS 	 _
data stream (mare_recent_data indieates this may peals at values ` upta	 _ i i
100 .kBPS) as.well.as selected TV vievcring (.the 6 MHz request s pawn..may be	 ^ ^	 i
_.
	j	 downgraded to the nominal . 4 IVIHz available in the Space^.ab systeLn). In any
,.	 ^.
	^	 event, film record is available on return for postflight analysis.{:	 _	 -	 _
Fox : Case 2 the daia s rearrs downlink is th:e sarxxe exceptfox na T^ {POCC ; 	 ^, ^
	
,, ^	 -	 is..limited to .voice .only and data stream is for postflight an^.lysi s). Com
	
. "^,	 puter software estimate is inczeasecZ to 24K words to provide increased_ 	 `, ^
I^
	
--^.-_._-
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Case 3 is the same as Case 1. Flight crew requirements (1.3 men during
LS-13 operations} are estimated as the same iri all cases since computer
monitoring in Case 2 is assumed to supplant POCC monitoring functions.
POCC personnel requirements are similar to that estirrlated for EO-OL
(^.. e. , three, two, -and two for Cases 1, 2, and 3, `respectively).
Hardware is the saxrse in all cases. Software is maximum for Case 2 onboard
and for Cases 1 or ^ on the ground.
3. 1. 1. 6 APE-01 LrDAR	 ._	 ;.
._
This experizxaexxt uses equipaxxent for .soundzxsg i:he atxnosphexe in the optical
i	 band by laser bacl^scatter techniques in order ta. define mean structure, temp
^'^
pEratixres, winds, and distribution of aerosols, atoms, ions, and gases.
^,
The low--pavcrer (1-,Ta^tzle.pulse} laser limits operat%on to raght.sidepasses;
repetition is four soundings per second once the instrument is aligned. and.
^	 calculated. Possible miGaligx^nent requires adjusting the laser optics rela-	 - I
j	 five to - the receiver. Calibration is achieved by adjusting dye - flow to the	 ^^
tunable cl e laser and to a reference 'o acit and dexisit	 ^-
'i	 Y	 P	 Y	 Y. (reference sources ^:
assurried provided in experiment}. Once . initiated, this calibration can be	 -- ^	 i
lar el automated as ca..n the o eration STS ointi.n Las ex . o ^^ration d e-g Y	 ^	 P	 ^	 p	 g^	 P	 , Y
flow calibration • kxaw ever ,.
,^
),	 man monitoring and support appears, waz^ranted, s_.	 I
at least on eax•1y missions. Housekeeping fiunctzons zn^ro^.ve power supply and 	 _
conditioning and cooling; :these axe also largely automated in the exper^.xnes^t,
lout should lasemonitoredby the CDMS with rnan as occasional monitor, bacleup, 	 a
Scientific data ^.s reduced in ra id bursts (t icali 50 txa,sec 	 ^^..	 and contingency. 	 p	 p	 yp'	 y	 }.
,._.
I
,:	 ,	 ..Figure x.,3 6 p.restints the .APE--0l 'and CDIVMS configuration and functions for
Case J..	 _	 ^^'	 a{	
,;,
I	
,
Primary control and monitoring is executed frarrs the POGC. The flight crew.. 	 -
'	 activates the AP-Og panel and perforx3cis any required preoperation checks.
POCG eazx7mards the'necessary programs into 'the onboard computer as we^:l
>-as dxec-^s corrirnands to AP^p9. The`6nboard cor^pii.ter monitors' status and
....
housekeeping . as . well as forv^rards .uplink .co. mmands _and formats. hau . s ekeeping.
,..
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data for onboard display (far activation and preoperation checks, - occasional
operations are displayed on demand). APE-Qg scientific data and house-
lceeping data_ is dav^tnlinked directly through the HRM to the POCC for.rrsoni-
toring . and assessment.
For Case 2, APE-D l control and monitoring- is cente-red in the CDMS
experizYZent computer. APE-i#l..poi,nti.ng requirements ar .e determined £rows
the GPC far execution. Onboard work load is increased £or calibration and
APE-Oi operating assessments; this is partly offset by providing a-grass
scientific data assessri^ent (sensor limits, output., and logic) to the experi-
xnEnt +coanputer fixnetions. These added £unctions irscxease the _estimated
total onboard coxxsputer 7.oad t .o 84K .OPS and 50K words (not alI required
s ixrsultane ota.s ly}
Onbaa;rd cre^r utilization is increased £rain 0, 4 man (Case J.) to full-time: .	'. ^ .
(1, 0). This is duo to the increased onboard cali.bxation and control, control
.and xrsonitoring of pointing requirerrsents, and monitoring and assessment o£
the APE-01 and CDMS operations. Total data streasxs is still directly down=
	 ---
link; via HRM; £or postflight analysis. 	 . -
f	 Case 3 maintains onboard . calibration and_ control, including determination o£
k	 pointing requirements, but - scientific data xnoz^itori^ag and assessment decreases
,'	 to aboat 4. b msix ^ with minixxxurn onboard rxa;onitaririg .ar involvement,. once a	 ^^
',	 run is fully initiated. _Onboard computer operations decrease to an estimated 	 ^ .
;. total :APE--.O.l. load o£ 16K OPS .and Z3K words. 	 .^.
,.,
Onboard hardware and configurations is the same in all cases and xnaximuxn
PO CG requzrernesits (Case.. 1) of ` o^.e s:cientifi.c display atsd .one hou:seke.eping..
display axe. v^rithin the baseline. POCC software is m:axirnurx7. for Gase 1.
....
^	
_
`	 P.00C,personnel.e.stimates axe,two, one,' and one far Cases 1, 2, and 3,
__
r e sp a ct^.v.ely.	 `
.	 a3 l.: l_.7 `.SPE--$`d:^^5 sp:ace P.roc .essing ,.	 , .
This -.experimE.ent provides three fixrnace facilities far research on processing
alloys,. pa.rti.cle and ,fiber reinforced materials, and dispersed aupercanduc--
.^	 tors, :and purification of metals in a controlled zero-g enviraninent. Specimens 	 r -
,.
-.	 - - 1NCD 0111NELL DOUG(.A^ 	 ^_ -	 -	 -	 ^ . -
	
-	 ^ -
:;
I	 ^	 I	 I	 i	 !
;_ .
are posi^ianed and xnelLed in a closely controlled envirox^nzent o£ inert. g<s.
In some cases, the m.eltecl specimen is mixed or positioned lay acoustics, .
Specirrien seZectson; specimen insertion, mounting extraction, and st.awage;
and panel set ups .requixe the flight crew, but othex operations axe automated
'	 '. by a progranrirxsable experiment sequencer.	 The prepragraxnmed experizr^erit
• sequencer would control the furnaces heating, gas composi$ian and pies--
^^^.
^.^
cures, coaling flow, tixx^e line,' acoustic ax xrieehanical positioning and
}-' txzixing devices, and data collection.	 Then e would include nominal value
^.
housek^:epi.ng programs and specific experiment programs. 	 This would be
subject to reprogramming tprograxn update} onboard via cairxmand uplink
. Case l) or direct crew entry (Cases 2 ar 3) at either the CD1vIS or
..
SPE^SO/Ss C&D panel.	 Reprogramming waulcl nominally be lzrnited to
settirsg of certain key pxogram parameter values temperature profile, xun
time, pressures, Etc.) in an existing- program.
Scientific data. - are. co1].ected an film and in specimens,_ withsupporting
.1
•-- engineering data on.equipxnent perfarzrxance and test conditions (L•empexatures,
-
^:
tim.e, pressures, accelerations, and acoustics) supplied via ,CDMS data
_^	 _ train. `Individual expexirrient runs-.vary frflm as low'as _1 hour to as Tang ^s
?^ hon:rs, vvitli a typical run, time of ^ hours. . Up to three runs. may proceed
simultaneously by using-all three furnaces, however, nominal operation
•..
k.
would have only one or 'two runs at a time.
i
Figure I--3-7 shows the SPE-80/85. elena^^ ; s -and t'nair interface and functions 	 ^i
a. TV interface is shown for dawn-	 3.with the CDMS for Gase 1.	 As indir.atE:^	
i
].inking news of the;specirnens to the POCC far experiment assessment and
-^ update.	 Current ESA design does n:at appear to provide direct viewing into
,.. ,.	 ,	 .	 ;
a furnace dtiririg opexation,. in which cas.e,. TV.downlink wQUld be limited to
the selection. arx3 installation process and the postrun Extraction and exarnina-
-
^_
^
,
tiara.	 This. vTauld . sti7.l be.highly useful to -the POCC PI in assessing expexir
__.
^	 ^^
rnent results and subs .equ ent operations.. ^
i,a_	 .. SPE--80/85. is .currently. a. sezniaiatonomous. design with; ].united operations,...
' status monitor.. and. data acquisition, irnpos ed on the CDMS. 	 For Case 1, this
^. includes.a P,OCC command .uplink capability, including updates of the -
r--
4_^
{
i
...:
. 	 ^	 '.
..
^-.
..
^...	 ..	 i^
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SPE»80/85 programmer. For Case Z, the TV downlink is not available to the
'I'
	
	 POCC. Experiment observation is limited to the onboard crew (verbal link.
to POCC) prerun and postrun descriptions of specimens. Real-time =dewing .
of specimen .runs depends upon Furnace viewports accessible t^ the crew or
to closed»circuit television (CCTV), These would be of more limited value
since onboard crew work load v^ould oat permit more than occasional moni-
toring. Pragrarri updates froxrs POCC voice, ar -text, uplink would be entered
by the crew at the DDU/KB .or SPE»80/85 .0&L? panel, .SPE»80 j$5 data
streaxrr. is monitored by CDMS cozxzputer to assure proper operation of equip-+
ment and runs (this is largely redundant to the experiment-contained control,
but is provided fox operations assurance to minimize crew.anonitor require-
x^zEnts in Case 2), This increases CDMS woriz load estimate to (^K OPS,
16K wards.
^".
Case 3 is the same as Case 1 except that control is executed onboard via voice
or t.ex^ uplink.
Crew utilization is estimated at 0, 3 roan for Case 1 (primarily the necessary
Fnanual operations}, 0. 7 fo g' Case 2 {visual monitoring and.conveying to
POCC by voice}, and 0.4 - far Case 3 (Case i plus control function}.
POCC personnel requirements during runs is estkzx^ated similar to that £or
AP•.09, i. e., three, two, and - two for Cases 1, Z, and . 3, respectively.-
lvo added hardware requirerxients were identified,
3..1. 1. 8 ...SPE-Ol Free--Flow Electrophoresis
. The free-flow electrophoresis faciliFy includes all equipment to perforrri
automatic electrophoretic sepaYa:tions for analytical and preparative ptixr-
Th d .	o£ th sea do h rob a e i th o d of,....	 poses.	 e. ^ xnensions
	
e	 p ra n.c a	 er r n e r er
'"	 -ISO by.30 by4 mm (fluid. cross section). A buffEr solution is pumped
_.
through the separation chamber by .means of crate-controlled peri^;taltic
^. __
pump. Biological samples are"injected near the upstream end of the
eha^nber at a predetermined rate. An electrical field a:s applied perpen-
;^	 dicular to the buffer flow . vrhich deflects: the saxnpl.es . at different ang?es :
,t	
..	 .
` ^'
	
	 depending on their electrophoretic r^zobility. At the dawnstreaxx^ end of the
separation chamber, the fraction obtained is collected by a series of small
^.^,, i
31
.,	 .. .	 lYY4^!9OlNNPLC AOfJGLA^	 ^	 -. ..
4.__.^.,..__
	
..	
.
^'
t^"
tubes into a compartmented storage rack. The results may be observed
visually by an optical window. Data- recording is possible either photographi-
cally or via a special optoelectrani.c data acquisition device which generates	
_-._.
an electrical. signal derived froaxa. the concentration of light-absorbi.rag
material (fractions} along a cross section. of the separation chamber.
In zddition to the - basic equipment described, - some_ auxiliary eq^.xipment is
necessary to support the main function.
^u
A. In order to remove gas bubbles generated by electrolysis, a segarate 	 ^-^
^'
purge fluid loop is provided. To prevent gas frorri penetrating a.nto	 .--
the buffer £low, both electrodes are separated from ihe. active 	 _i
a i e c	 a	 e.volume b n on x hen e xn rs^brany	 g	 ... ^	 ;
f B. As live biological sarnplas are used, special provisions must be
made for temperature control. The separation chamber is coaled	 _--^
	
i	 .__by a liquid cooling loop to withdraw the heat generated by electrolysis..
processes. As chamber low te^.npexatures (-^5.°C) are required,.	 i '^
active cooling is provided.
C. 7.n order to keep the samples alive for the mission duration, the 	 ^ ,
sample fraction storage valurxie is cooled to an average terriperature	 _..
of t2°C. As continuous c'aoling^ even during ascent and descent, is
required, a dedicated battery module has to be .used.
i
	
',	 -
Figure 1-3-$ shows the SPE-01 and GDMS elex^ex^ts - and functions. Grew ► 	 ';	 ;.i
_^
operations include set up and .reduction of buffer Fluids and £low rates; set
tip and :installation of fraction collection; activation: of buffer _flow which is
	
-	 autaxriatically controlled; sElec^ion , and injection of samples into. the flows;
.monitoring of separation through density scan readouts or direct visual, if 	 - I
feaszble; isolation, r. emc ,.,..and-storage df collected fraction rack; clean 	 '.	 ^
up and purge; and. filrri change.
-^
.During ^b,e .actual flow run,. the process (flow rate, purge loops, voltage level,
temperature, etc.) is controlled by the selected experiri^ent program (DI]Tl/KB
	
`:	 ar SPE - ^1' C &D panel} in the ex^p^rizx^.ent sequencer. Experirnex^it data is:
g	 p g
	 p 
	^
^
ravided : to the .GDMS. for nionator^.n boos ekee an and fax format and dis la	 ;.
,.... ,.
at the DDU; it is also directly downlinked through the HRM.
	 ^ ^	 ^
,.
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Figure I-3 . 8. Spacetab 1 SPE-01 Free-Flaw Electrophoresis, Case 1 Control and Display/Data Procc
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For Gase ?, command ^aplinit to SPE -Ol is provided to adjustand nzadify the
run per the POGO PI assessment of downlinked `data. Far.Case 2, program
^,
ruodifications are entered directly via DDU jKS o r SPE»Q 1 C &D panel per
POCG PI voice andjar text direction. .The experiment dexn.ands a large 	 '
degree of crew support despite automated run control. Ta rninirnize crew
demands £or onboard monitoring (Case 2J the CDMS computer is,ttsed to
monitor the scienii^.c output (density counts, etc. ). as well as key house-
.	 keeping parameters, 'Shis increases computer work load to an estimated 	 ..
i 6K OPS, 13K words. Case, 3 is like . Case L except POGO PT does not have
direct control access {crew entry onboard through CDMS or SPE-Ol C8iD 	 _
panel).	 ^_
-Grew utilization is estirr^ated at 0. 5 xnan ^^r Case 1, and a. $for Cases 2
and 3. POCG personnel is estimated at three, - two, and - two for Cases 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. No hardware additions are required .in any case...
{
3. 1. 1.9 EOE-01 Metric Camera
This experiment utilizes ahigh-resolution, geometrically accuxate camera	 ...-.
(visible and near) for earth mapping and for calibration reference for the
- ^
mare experiznenEa;l earth-imaging sensors.. The earizera is gimbal-mounted
at the optical viewing. window during operation..and .. is removed and. stowed
r^hen not in use .  Interval timing and slew control, is by CDMS co^.nputer
which requires Orbiter state vector data. Destnwing, installation, fil,zx^,
loading, - panel set upss calibration, rexxaoval, and restow'ing are manual.
	 `"
`	 Actual operation for data taking can-be manual. b..ut will.norxually b ,e auto--	 W_
na,atically:^imed with target acquisition and pointing by the CDMS computer
	 ^.-	 1
update from the STS state vector. The - flight hardware configuration	 ^,
(Figure I=3..9) remains the s . airie far all cases, ^crJith software and naxxpow.er -
	 ,,'r	 ';
exxzphasis being the primary dffexences.,
r^.
	
i
_	
-	
-	
-	 -	 i
'.: i
Data consist prinraxily.of.hous ekeeping and status (temperatures, film niiri:iber;
.	 a
power levels., time, optics set^Eings, and gimbal angles}. It is suggested that
s. ozne of these key parameters be recorded, via.. LEDs, on,.the .
 film edge if	 - J
^`	 feasible to facilitate correlation. At aa3yrate, this data-is monitored and.
	 '^^'
^	 operated (prirnarily:targetixig, : s'teexing, and operation) by the CDMS. The. 	 - -
,.,
a
,:	
_	
- ..	 ^	 ,.
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Figure I-39. Spacela^ 1 EOE-D1 Metric Camera, Case 1 Control and Display/Data Processing
data is also downlinked through the experiment computer I/O unit via the
experiment 1/O unit line to the HRIvT or dawn the b4 kBPS operati.anal line .
to the PCM, if available {data is very law rate). The made rraay be prepro»
grarxamed or selectable ^y command. An alternative would be onboard
retard, however, downlinking waixld be needed to comply with Case 1 ground
rules and allow a degree of camera operation roal-time evaluation and_
assessrx^ent at .the POCC. This made of data retrieval, which is necessary
for postflight analysis o£ the £ilrn record, appears suited to the Cases z and
3 als a.
For Case 1, painting requirements could-be determined at the POCC froix3. STS
state vector projectiax-;s and provided to the CDMS £or execution; however,
it would seexxz more practical to center this function onboard, as in Cases Z
and 3, and supply the pertinent pointing ix^farmation to the POCC for x^xzonitor
'and record. Pri.rriarily, EOE-01 lends itself to onboard. control and operation
and differences between cases is primarily limited to providing far same
incre .ase.s to automated moxiitoring {2K OPS, 4 .K wards} of camera operation.
and conditions £ar Case 2 to minizxiize crew woriz load.
Crew utiliz.atian. is estimated , as full--tirne during manual opexatons, but
dropping to Q. 1 man (Case 1) and. 0, 5 rz3an {Cases Z or 3} when averaged
over the run period. Case 1, which depends upon a high degree a£ POCC
control as well as monitoring, may be impractical. POCC staffing is esti-
mated at one man {Pl} over the run period in every case. No hardware-
.	 d' ff	 ' d	 tif' d
..	 i
.._
---	
1
z erences were a en ie .. 	 ,
ii:..
__...^
3. ^.. 1. 1d APE-07 TAR Radiometer- 	 _	 1
`i	 i	 I
This experir^ient consists of sip identical radiometers.:used to measure
atmospheric temperatures and distribution of constituent gases as a function _ 	 '
-,
-_	 i
of altitude, spate, and time. -Five a£ the radiometers share a single limb»
.	 ..	
,	 .
--_.
scanning system, .while a reference measurement chanazel is directed at the
reference altitude. Each radiometer - has two channels - except for a COQ
,.
_-reference cletectar. A b^ack . body.calibratian refexence.can . be imposed an
each radiometer. Housekeeping and scientific-.data {7Q kBPS} acquired by	 "^
the pa7.let»mounted instrument is provided to the APE-^7 control panel mounted	 --
in a modv.le rack {Figure 1-3-10).. This is then downlinked through the HRM	 ^-
I	
^^
.. ,.
-.	 ,	 ...	 .
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to the .ground for pastfligh^ analysis (all cases} and for real-time experiment 	
_.. e.
operation monitoring at the POCC (Cases 1 and 3 only}. Far Cases l and 3
only, houselteeping and operations data. (1 kBPS} is routed through a.n R.AU,
fraan the APE-07 panel, to the CDMS for onboard monitor and control
operations. For Casa ]., primary control is from the POCC. For Cases 2
and 3, primary .control is onkioard frozxa the CDMS which provides an operat-
ing and scanning program based an experiment pointing recluirenaents and 5TS
state vector updates (basic viewing orientation is provided by the Orbiter).
Calibration is primarily provided onboard through the provided instrument
refer^.nces and appropriate CDMS pragrarn.
For Case 1, once . activated by the crew, APE-0? will. be operated from the
POCC through ca^.l-up and monitoring of the CDMS and APE-07 programs
and the APE-07 downlinked scientific data stream; .For Case 3, these pro- .
grams_ will be called up and initiated by the crew with POCC primarily involved
in monitoring and. assessing APE-09 scientific data. For Case 2, scientific	 ..._
data is also provided to the CDMS far onboard n3.onitoring and verification of
sensor operations and data lamit checks. Tha.s wail s^.gnxfacantly ancrease 	 __, -
the experiment computer-work load (estimated at 20K QP5,_ ^71^ words for 	 i
^:
	
I	 Case 2).
^.
Crew utilization over APE- 0l run tune is estixna^ed at 0.2 rnan - for Case 1
	
'.I	 and ^:4 for CasES Z and 3 (increased onboard control). POCG personnel 	 a
	
3	 include a. PI and an APE.-07 _system engineer for alI cases, and. an additional	 "' "	 ^
APE-.07 experiment .data monitor for Casa 1 (P£. performs this function for 	 -
C s 3	 o e	 ar a ire ents ere identified. Some APE-07	 -^^a e ). N n w ha row e r qu rri	 w	 ^
onboard software'is required in-all cases, but is rnaxin^.um for - Case 2.	 .^-,	 ^
f^ ... 3
._
	^	 3. 1. 1. 11 STE--10 Hea-^ Pipe.._
	
_
^:
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate - the heat transfer capabilit^.es 	 '
.	 ,..
of heat pies in zero^g. Heat is transferred from a source (an. e^.ectronic
	
.`	
.:.
	
^	 control-box) by - heat-pipes to a th^:rrxial capacitor-.and then throhgh none--way..'. 	 ^-
	
i	 ....
	^	 heat pipe to: a heat re^ec"Eian po^.nt {Spacel.ab water loop}, Operation requires
	
^	 turning on and off the heat source, via a manual or a preprogrammed autnrxxa-
Lion rnocle, - and monitoring temperature distribution through the system, using 	 -_^
..:
f aPproxamately i0 zxionatorzng points. Figure I=3-1'l shows the systenx compo- 	 _..
	
Il	nents and the interfaces with the C1]MS.: Data fux^ctions and , control operations 	 -'
	
,'	 for Gas e.^-.are aiso showia,.
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Figure 1-3-'i'{. Spacelab ^ STE^ '10 Heat Pipe, Case 'f Control and DisplaylDa #a Processing
In Case 1, the cantxol of the' experiment and the rx^onitoring of the system
tempera^a.res is accarripli.shed by-the ground through the experiment computer 	
_ 
.^.
and appropriate RAFT. Data analysis accorxiplished by the PI in the POCC
will identify changes to the test or will determine the requiarements fox sub-
sequent tests. The flight crew will support the ground personnel by moni.-	 -'
taxing experixraent operation, especially during .TORS data gaps.
lri Case ^, the . control of the experiment and monitoring of the data will be
the responsibility of the fligh$ exew. ^S`his will die accomplished at the
DDU/KS or the ex^eriinent C&D panel. zx^formation dawnlinked to the POCG
via the void. link will pexmit the P^ to evaluate the operations and assist
the flight crew. in . evaluating. the data.
In Case 3, the control of the experiment will be performed by-'the flight crew .
and monitoring and evaluation of the data will be accomplished in the POCC.
The flight craw will also monitor the data and,. in conjunction with the PI,
evaluate the operation and determine changes.
E;
i
f
i	 ,
--
Crew utilization is estimated- as 0. 1, 0. 5, and 0. 5 rnan for Cases 1, Z, and
3, respectively {iaicxeased. ^nonitaring and control. in .Cases 2 and 3).. POCC
xequirexnents are .estimated as two, a. Pi and an STE--10 engineer, for
Cases 1 and 3, and one Pz for Gase 2.
-There is no onboard $ardvvare differences_ and no additions are required to
the baseline POGC configuration.
3. 1. 1. 12, ASE-01 ^V'ide--Field Galactic Camera
	 _	 _	 _ ^.
This experizxientuses awide--field. {120° by b0°) eainera to: xnap .extended	 __
ob3^:cts, i. e., galactic equator, ^odiacallight, sky background, etc. 	 ,._^
Exchangeable ^il.ter .m.odules, automated or possibly rrsanttal, with four ranges 	 ^e ..	 ° ,.. ,.	 ._	 .(froze 1500 A to 9400 A) are used to gather photographic data:..... {TV a:s a
ta.xgeting aid is gptional. )' The camera is launched in the Spacelab airlock
	
^^	 ^
and is deployed: outside the airlock before filrs^i .exposure. The airlock .inner.. .
door is opened only_-for camera servicing, fi.lna and filter .changes. Camera 	 ^^
access and servicing is, of course, manual; data--taking operations can be
40: ..
,^
-	 - NlCDDl1/N,^tL DO[lG[.AS
r--.::.^_^_.._. __
manual. or automatic. Can^.era changeout (various _film types) is a pl.ax^ned
capability: AP--I3 may be suitable to provide targeting search. Thy flight
hardware configuration (Figure ^-»3-1z) is the same for all cases, With
*
	
	
naa.nor software and manpower differences, most control and display is: onboard
with POCC displays and capability^o i^iti.ate or se.gtienc.e data taking fox
Case }..
As with EbE-01, camera operation aryl status is available on a law-• rate data
_.
	
	
stxeaxxz routed to or through. the GDMS corizputer and downlinked, to the POCC
in Cases l .and 3,. via the HR.M .(E^perirn.ent l,(Q Zxnit input) or 6^-kBPS .
operational line as prepragraxxznsed or selected. For Case 2., this data
stream is available o,:,lgr for postflight analysis, and the T^]' target search
optio:rx is not available to the POCC. Onboard crew inay v.se the CCT'^T, .
^_
possibly with AP-i3, to performs this function in coordination with 4he
POCC PI via voice link.
y.	 .
Crew utilization is estimated as full-tune (l. 0 to ].. 5 men} during deployment
_	 or changeout, and at 0,3 xx-xan {Case 1) or .0. 5.(Cases ^ or 3) over a typical.
r^i time. Airlock. operations inaply ,contingency provisions for EVA.
..	
i
1
POCG requiren-^ents are estirraated as one xra,a:n, PI, aver the run period in
	
_ ..:	
every cos e. No hardware differences-were identified.
,.^
r^	
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The solar experiments, numbers ^. through 5 in Table.x-3-5, axe tnnunted on
an Instrument Pointing System (xP5). 	 The fax ultra-violet (UV) Schmidt cam»
era/spectrograph, low--light-level television (LLL TV), and Slcylark cos-
:nic ^-ray telescope are mounted on a rrsiniaturized painting mount (MPM), 	
.' whi?.e the xemaini^.g two ^xperitnents axe hard-t^a.ounted o^. the pallet.
Table T-3-5
SPACELAB Z EXPE1^IIvIENTS
^.
1.	 b5-cm photoheliogxapla.
2.	 Solar ri'^:oni'^or package
^. 3.	 Soft x-ray 'telescope
.	 , 4.	 Lyman-Alpha vrhite^light coronagraph
5.	 Idigh-sensitivity ^-ray burst - detector
6.	 Skylark costra.ic x-ray telescope
7 . . LLL TV
S.	 Fax UV Schmidt can^exa/spectraxneter
9.	 Transition radiation spectrometer
.^	 .
..,
`^
la.	 Extreme UV im.a.^ing te^:escope
^^
Each. expe^iz^.ent was analyzed for each of three cases of onboard ^erexsus
ground capabili^Ey (see Subsection I.. ^:): and the impact an experitx^.ent opera--
3
. dons was determined. ,
 The interfaces of each experiment with the Orbiter_
aizd Spacelab CDMS v^ias .defined.
	 The 5p acelab 2 Strawna.an was used as a.
__
gta.ide .for mission analysis and planning, and a preliminary timeline vvas us ed
to d.etexrrxine e^perienant activities'.
;.r-' ,.
^
,^
t
The ,collowing sci.bsections cor3.tan the individual. analyses pexfnxt^.ed for each
.:^
^	 -; expexim:ent. and its operation vaith the .onboard 'versus ground capability neces-
^	 ! nary. to support the experiment.
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3, 1. 2. 1 65- cm Phot^heliagraph
This expeximent is used to obtain high-resolution photographs of solar fee-
.	 -,
tares. It is .used in. combination with other solar experiments and also in
combination with the extxeme UV imaging telescope to obtain stellar photo-
gxaphs. Sixty-five-cm photoheliagraph experiment characteristics and opera-
-	 bons applicable to this study axe:
•	 Mounted' on BPS.	 j ''
r - Data is gathered on Film.
^.
•	 TV camera is part of unit and is used to provide identification
^,	 of what is being obsexved.^,
•	 Housekeeping measurements (^lzJ are rrionitored during operation.
r	 •	 Expexa.nzent is not shut down between. runs. _.
{
a	 Setup includes prograrxxming of filters, etc. Expe^.•iment xuns
I	 thxough program automatically.
	 j^	 '.
i r
	
	 Crewe involvement is small during data run (intex.mittent. viewing 	 j
of TV) .
•	 No real-time data analysis.,
i The opexation of the - b5 -cn^. photoheliogxaph in Case- 1, whexe maximum POCC	 i
operations are employed, requires that ground contxol be used to slew the
1PS to the sun ar steilax object, set - up the proper filter sequences, and then
__.
'i .	initiate the data-taking cycle. The interfaces with the CF]MS is shown onj
Figure I^3-13: These ground commands will be pxocessed by the appropriate	 =;
Spacelab computer through a, subsystonc^. or experiment RAU to t13e end-item. 	 ^	 .
.The. television can^.era in the experiment wi.11 . p.xovide real-time. presentation
of the taxget being. observed. All scientific data gathered by the photohelio- ...
graph is xecorded on - film contained within -the experirrzent. Housekeeping	 --;
data, indicating' expexiriient health and program .run conditions, v^ill be tele» . F
metered to the gxound for evaluation in-the POCC by the PI. The TV and 	 _,
housekeeping data axe also available for. the onboaxd flight crew to. rr3.onitar 	 .. i	 {
experi^xi.eni: activities in support of gxound personnel, espeically during TDRS
'.	 dada gaps.	 , .
^..
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Case 2 requires that the command and monitoxing activities be accomplished
by the flight crew. In this cage, the uplinit IPS ^ointir^g commands and experi-
ment cotx^rxidnds will be eliminated, and the downlink TV and housekeeping
data will not be available in the POCC. Only voice com.nzunication will be
provided between the flight crew and the POCC. The commands and moni^
foxing will be accomplished at the 1^DU/KB ox at the dedicated experitx^.ent
C&D panel, both located in the Orbater Ak']a. Interface w= th the IPS and
experiment mill be as in Case .^., through the appropriate cotrxputex and RAU.
The housekeeping data will be monitored by the , flight crew to check the
health and operation of the expexitnent while tree TV' will be monitored inter-
rn.ittently td verify the target being observed.
In Case 3, it is recommended that i:he control of the IPS and experin^.ent be
pexforEx^.ed by the on--orbit ^.i.ght crew while the major monitoring of experi--
ment opea.•ation and health be accomplished by the PI at the POCC. Flight
crew duppoxt can be provided to the Pr, as required, and monitoring will
be provided during TDRS data gaps.
The activities of all three cases can be accotr^.plished with no haxdware addi-
tions to the POCC ox to onboard systen3.s. Control of the IPS ox experiment
will require no new addition to software onboard; howevex, additional soft-
ware must be provided at the POCC to provide control. of the IPS.
Flight crew utilization is slightly less fox Case 1 than for the other cases
because mare fixnctians axe being performed on the ground; however, in all
cases, the utilization is low because set-uptirn.e is small (1 to Z minutes)
and rnbnitoxing is only intermittent. Ground personnel supporting the experi-
ment would.be the same for the three cases except that no painting engineer
is required for Caste 2.
3, 1. Z. 2 Solar Monitor Package
This e^pexirn.ent is used to obtain high--xesolution^solax images anal to mea-
sttre solar rna:gnetic fields. During this. mission it is used in combination with
other solar experiments. Solar .monitor package experin^.ent characteristics
and operations applicable to this study are;
,,
^'
^.	 .
^7
Y^
t..,
^ Mounted on IPS.
	 -
r Data rate of 5 p
 k13PS+
a	 TAI' canlex+ a is part of unit and is u^^ed to provide identification
of what is being observed.
r Housekeeping measuxernent s (^ 3 p) axe monitored during
	
..	
open+anon.
	
_"	 .	 E^pexirnent is not shut down between runs.
s	 Set up includes pxogramtning of expexirrient filters, etc.
	
--,	 F^pexirnent runs ^.xough progran3 automatically.
	
_ .	 ^	 Crew involvement is small during data xa^n (intermittent
viewing of TV)
	
'' ^	 .	 So.me real^tirne data analysis is required to identify presence
of unique magnetic fiel.as.
	
"_-	 This e^perit^.ent consists of three sensors ^Hydxogen Alpha ^Ha^ catx3.exa,
	
'-	 an x-ray ultraviolet ^XU^I'^ rx^onitox, and a nzagne'c.heliograph) which are
^;
	•	 opexs.ted sit^.ultaneausly.
I
^',_
L :r
^n Case 1, the solar monitor paclzage will be controlled by ground comtr^ands.
The i:25 will be stewed to the sun, the expexirn.ent program filters and
sequences will. be set up and the data-taking initiated. The interfaces with
the CDMS to accomplish these operations is shown in Figure Y-3-14. -The
ground-originated coix^zr^.ands will be processed by the Spacelab computers
and ^.•outed through appropriate RAUs to the end item.. TV catnexas in the
expexirra,ent will provide xea7.-tiYxa.e presentation of the target being observed.
Scientific data wi1T. be downlinked to the P^CC and will be evaluated by the
Pl to detextxa.ine tb.e presence of unique x^iagnetic Melds. The' TV and house-
keeping data will be moniiored by the :Pl to detexrrsine proper aperafion o^ the
c.^pexi.^-ent. The TV and housekeeping data is also available onboard fax
manito^ing.by the flight crew to support the ground operations, especially
during tin^.es of TD^.S data gaps....
The flight crew s.ctivi:ties accomplished iz^. Case 2 are sim.ilax to those per-
fox^ned by the ground in Case ^.. _The 1PS and experiment are controlled by
crew direction and the TV and housekeeping data axe intermittently monitored
to verify operation. However; `the data output of the experiment, a 50 kPPS
digital stxearx^ cannot be continuously processed and analysed by the onboa^:d
47
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computer. This information, in. Case 1, can be handled by the ground com^
puting facility and magnetic .fields can be identified. In order to increase the
e^perimenta^. scientific return of Case Z identification of unique. nagnetic
fields which might require additional data acquisition, it is x.ecomrriended
that a detector be developed.as an integral part of the e^perirnent. This
detector will alert the flight crew of the presence and location o.E unique
magnetic fields, and, with the use of the voice link to the PI, .permit the crew
to determine i.f additional data runs are required.
L^. Case 3, it is recommended that the flight crew control the 1PS and the
e^peximent. The TV, housekeeping data, and scientific data should be down
linked to the POCC for Pl e^craluation as in Case.l. In this case, as. in , .Case l,.
the addition of-the magnetic-field detector will not be required, During data
acquisition, the flight crew grill be required to monitor the TV and housekeep-
ing data on an intern'^ittent basis, mainly dosing tithes when there are TDR;S .
data gapf3.
- The activities of all three cases can be accon-^.plished vrith no hardware a,ddi-
ti,ons to the POCC and only the addition of the txsagnetic field detector idEnti^
fled for Case 2. Control of the IPS or experitx^ent vra.11 require no new addi^
flans to software onboard; . however, additional software n^.ust be provided
at the POCC for Case .l for control.of the LPS.
Utilization of the flight crew is slightly less for Case l operations because
the ground personnel are controlling the 1PS and ,e^peritxxerit.. However;
flight crew activities are not-large,in any of the cases, because set up time i.s
minimal and tnonitori.ng is .required only intermittently.
^...
w . 	Grau.nd personr^.el required to support the expexim.ent are the, satrxe for all.
,! .
-.:.	 cases except that Rio pontin.g en.gineex is required for Case Z, . ;
' ,.	 3. 1. 2. 3 Soft X^Ray Telescope
,..
	 ., :.
This ^^perinie.nt is used to study solar phenorriena and physical pxa.perti.es .
^_. .
Yt is used in combination with other solar_ ^^erimerits and contains two sen-!	 -	 -	 -
^"	 scrs;. an.:x-ray telescop e, .and-proportional counters. Soft.x-ray..telescope
experiment characteristics and operations applicable to this study are:
^__
i	 j
•	 ^^ a
`.-. ^	 - MClS4NN^L[. DO[!GL' p5' `
^k9
_. _ _	 1	 .,_....: .	 ......^
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4	 i	 ,
• Mounted on LPS.
	 -
• Data is gathered on film.	 =
• =Housekeeping Yn.easurena.ents ^^.9) are monitored during	 . ,
op er atiozz.
• Set up consists of a. made selection. Expexi^raent runs through
pxog^atn a^.toruatically.	
_
•	 Expexi.ment is shut do^vsrn b.etweeri runs.
•	 Cxew involvement is srn.all during data run ^n^.anitoring). 	 '	
^„
•	 No real-time data analysis. 	 ^ "'
xn Case - I, the telescope-operations will be coz^txolled by ground coraa.mands;
fhe ZP5 .will be. slevred to the sun, the experiex^.ent mode will be selected, and
the data run will be initiated.. The interfaces with the CDMS are shown on
13
	 Figure I--3^?.5. Ground commands will be processed by are onboard cat3nputer 	 '.
and routed to the IPS or experiment through the appropriate RAL7. Scientific
i
	 data is gathered on .fi1,m however, housekeeping data will be downlinked to the
POCC so that the PI can monitor the operation azxd health. of the experitxzent.
This housekeeping data is also available far intermittent xrxcnitoring by the	 --
flight crev^r, especially during TDRS data gaps.
i
zn Casa ^, the catx,.m.and anal monitoring activities- ^.^ a acca.mplished entirely	 _
by the flight crew and the limited voice interface with the ground will be
utilized to assist the craw with the operations. Tha comn^.ands and the moni-
toxing will b^: accomplished at the DDU/KB or at the dedicated experiment
.-_.C&D panel, both located in the Orbiter AFD. interface with the CDMS:equip.^ 	 =
rxxent will be, as in Case . I, .through. the appropriate cotxap^a.ter and RAU.	 ^	 . "
Housekeeping data will be monitored by the flight crew to check - the health	 `°
axed operatinn of the e.^perir^.ent, 	 , .	 j
lrs Case.3, the contrpl of the IPS and experitxient .should be maintained by the
flight craw while rnonitoxing of the housekeeping data should be performed by
POCC ^exsonnel. Intermittent monitoring gill be provided by the flight crew
	 `
,„
'^
	 to Inver operations dv:ring TDRS data gaps.
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Na additional PaCC ax flight hardware is required for this experiment in any
o.£ the cases. However, .additional software would be xequir.e.d for the POCC
only to pro^sride far control of the IPS.
^7tilization of the #light crew is nearly the sarx^e fox all cases, being only
slightly less in Case I, because all .unctions a y e accot^npiished by ground	 e '	 1
contxal. However,. because set up titue is only a few minutes and monitor-	 ^ ^,
ing of housekeeping data is only intermittent, the overall utilization in each
^.
case is law. i
_.
Grauncl. pexsannel required to support the experiment axe the same, ..except
in Case 2 where. no painting .engineer is required. .
3. Z. Z. 4 Lyman»Alpha White-Light Coxonagraph 	
,,	
^
The pur.pase of this experiment is to obtain high»resolution images af.the s^.n
and to study the solar corona. It is used in combination with other solar
experiments and consists of two sensors, one which analyzes the sun in the
Lyman-Alpha (L^) wavelength (Izlb AJ and the other which photographs
the ^t^.n (the white-light caxonagraph ^WLC^ }. Lyman alpha WLC experiment
characteristics and. operations applicable to this .study .are: 	 - .
a	 Mounted an IPS. 	 ^	 G
• Data is gathered on film (WLC) and a Z00 kBPS data txain (La}.
	 ,
^	 HaYxsekeeping ►x^easuxements (^40) axe monitored during operation.	 ? '^
•	 Experitz3.ent is shut dawn between runs. 	 _
•	 No. s et up is required. After initiation, experitx^.ent runs .through 	 ^-:^ i ',
t
progra ►xa. auton^aticaLiy.	 .
i
•	 Crew involvement is s^r^all during data run (monitoring). 	 _._f
^	 Sot^i,e real.-tirrie data analys^.s is . r^quired on..the L^ output..
The operation of this experiment retiuires,. in _ , Case ^., that ground control
..
,...
s^.evcr the 1..P5 to .the. sun and activate the sensoxa. The experitYient will run
tlxxough th.e gxogxann, auton^:atica7.13r wzthout addzt^.onal commands. The in^Eer .-	 ^ .
faces with .the. CDMS axe. shown in Figure f-3 -16 with the gxou^.d commands:
being processed bythe appropriate flight computer and routed to -the.end	 ..^
iterrza through a subsystem. or experim^:nt RA'C.l'. The scient^.fic data from
_.	 .
. the `WLC is recorded on film. while the data .frorri the La is downlinked an a	 ^--	 j
1
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200 k]3PS data txain fox tnonitoxing and analysis by the PI. Housekeeping
rn.easuxer^ents.far both sensors will be telemetexed fox evaluation by the
gxound pexsonnel. The housekeeping data will also be available fax the
flight crew, in support of gxound personnel, to monitox the health and opexa^
tion of the expexinnent, especially during the TDRS gaps.
Fox Case 2, .the caz^ntnand and monitoring of the e^peximent will be accarrip^
fished by the flight crevr. This will . be performed in the AFD at the DDl1/KS
or at the dedicated experiment C&D panel. Interface with the end items will
be through appropriate computers and- RAUs. -The flight crew will monitor the
health and operation of the experitxl.ent using the . housekeeping data. However,
it is necessary to tnoni^or the output of the LrY sensox to detertrsine the occur--
xence of solar phenomena which might require additional data runs. The
continual, analysis of the output data, at 200 kBPS, would xegrzire a: large
catx^putex capability. This can be accarnplished in Case I by the ground-
based. computer brit would not be within the .capability of the flight corriputex.
Consequently, it is recommended that a detector be developed and incorpo-
rated into the L^ equipment to detect solar phenatnena and - alert the flight
crew of the presence and location of thetas. The flight cxew, in conjunction
with gxound personnel via the voice link, can then determine i.f additional
data runs should be conducted.
In Case 3, it is recotxa,tnended that the control. of the IPS and the- e^peritxzent
be t^.aintained by the flight cxew and that, as in Case l., the t^.anitaxing and
evaluation of scientific and housekeeping data be accomplished by . the PI in
the POCC. The addition of the solar detectors will not be required fox this
case. Dtxxin.g data acquisition, the flight cxew will be required to monitor
b.orxsekeeping data on an intermittent basis especial.Iy during .TDRS gaps.
No additional POCC. hardware additions are required for any of the three
cas^:s, and only the addition of the solar detector was identified. fox Case Z.
Control qf the IPS or e^pexitnent will xegrxixe no-new additions to. software
onboard;. however; additional software must be pr.avided at the POCC for
Case 1, for control of the IPS:.
Flight cre^r utilisation is less .£ar Case I than Cases Z or 3 because ground
personnel axe controlling-the experim.en.t. ,However, since set-up time is
..	 .
^	
! .
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small and - only intermittent nnoni.toring is xequired, the flight crew activities
are not large in any of the cases.
Ground support far the experiment is the same far all cases except that no
	
^^	 painting engineer is required for Case 2.
	
^^'	 3. 1.2.5 High-Sensitivity X-Ray Buxst Detector.
	
-'	 This experiment is used to investigate x-ray emissions of the sun. ):t is
	
• (
	
used in con^.binatian with other solar experiments. High-sensitivity x-ray
	
i	 burst detector experaxnent character^.stics axid operations appiicab^.e to thzs
;^
study axe:
	
I	 ® Mounted on IPS.
_.
• Data rate of b0 kBPS.
r Housekeeping measurements (.r10} are xrionitored during operation.
	
'	 •: Experiment is shut. dawn between runs.
•	 No .set up required. After activation, experiar,.ent runs through
	
...	 program, automatically.
•	 Grew involvement is sxi^.a11 during data gathering (monitoring}.
•	 No real--time data analysYS,
lrn Case 1, the burst detector will be controlled by ground ca:^n^nands, which
will slew the IPS to the sun and initiate data-taking. The interfaces with the
CDMS are shown in Figure I--3-17. The coxn.m.ands will be processed by the
	
^^ '	 Spacelab computers and routed to the TP S and experiment through appropriate
RALTs, .Scientific and housekeeping data will be downlinked to the POCC for
	
.	 monitoring by the PI to determine proper operatian of the experiment. The
housekeeping - data is also available for onboard monitoring by the flight cxew,
especially during TDRS data gaps.
	
...	 Flight .crew activities, in Case 2, include the control. of the IPS and activa-
flan of the burst detector. The scientific data will be dowxslinked to the
ground for analysis later in the rn.ission or after m.isSion completion. No on-
board analysis is required.' During Case 2 operations, ..the ,crew will monitor
$he housekeeping measurements to verify experiment operation. Onboard
	
^-^	 control, and monitoring will be acCOmplis^aed at the AFD DDII/KB or the
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dedicated experiment C&D panel. Interface vrith the- CDMS, the IPS, and
experiment wi11 be through the appropriate corxaputer and RAU.
In Case 3, the control of the IPS and experiment should be maintained by the
flight crew while monitoring of the scientific and housekeeping data should
be perforrr^ed by the PI at the POCC. Intermittent monitoring of - the house-
keeping. data wi11 be accomplished by the flight crew, especially during tirxa.es.
of TDRS -data gaps.
No additional hardware is required at the POCC or onboard to support this
experiment. However, adclitional softv^rare is required far the PGCC only
to provide for control of the IPS,
Flighti crew utilization is essentially the same for all cases, with onlyi,.;
slightly less support required in Case 1. Because there is ne. set up required
and since monitoring o£ housekeeping data is intermittent, ovexall utilization
` •	 in each case. is low. Ground personnel support is the same for aI1 cases except
—	 that no pointing engineer is required for Case 2.
3, 1. 2..6 Skylark Cosmic X-Ray Telescope
This experiment is used to rrsap ^s--ray sources in space. It is used in com-
bination with the LLL TV. Skylark cosmic x--ray telescope experiment
characteristics and' operations applicable to this study are:
_.
^ 1Vloun^ed on MPM.
`^	 •	 Data rate is: ^ k.BPS.
--
	
	 s Housekeeping measurements (M5) are monitored. during operation.
• Experiment is shut down between runs.
e	 No set up required. After activation, expexixnent guns throsigh	 `.
.-.	
program a.utomati.cally. ;;;
=.	 • . Crew involvemezxt is . small during dada gathering (m.anitoring).
No real--tixn.e data analys zs.
s ;
	
-.
,E
_w The ap.eration of this experixneist, in Case 1, will be by ground aoir^.^nands;
>F?	 the MPM will be stewed to the- spatial target, and the data run will: be
'F -^	 initiiated, The interfaces with the CDMS are shown on Figure I-3-1$. The
a
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the IvIPM ar experiment thxough the appropri^.ee RAU. Scientific and house-
keeping data are transmitted to the ground to be analyzed by the PI at the
POCC. The housekeeping data is also available for intermittent monitoring
by the flight crew, especially during TDRS data gaps.
The operation of the MPM and experix^.ent, in Cass 2, will be cantro3.}.ed by
the flight crew. The MPM. will be stewed and data-taking initiated, Hause-
keeping r^easuxements are rr^.onitored by the flight crew to verify expsri-
xnent operation. The control and rnonitoxing will be conducted at the DDUjKB
ear at the dEdzcated experir3a.ent C&D panel, both located in the Orbiter AFD.
3:n this case, the scientific data will not be xnonitarsd onboard. because no
xeal-tires - analysis is required, However, it will be downlinked for sul---e-
quent analysis,
In Case 3, the MPM and experiment wi11 be operated by the flight crew, bat,
as in Case. 1, the housekeeping and scientific data will be na.anitored by the
PI. FJ.ight crew support of the Pl can be provided by intermittent monitoring
of the housekeeping data, especially during tunes of TDRS data gaps, --
Activities in all cases can be accomplished with no additiona y hardware. No
new additional software is required onboard but, additional . software is
required in the POCC fax control of the MPM in Case 1.
Flight crew utilization is low in all cases because activation time is small
;.	 and monitoring i.s only. required intermittently. Flight crew utilization is
slightly less in Case l because the control is maintained in the POCG.
Ground personnel suppoxting the experiment would be the same far all three
cases except that no pointing engineer is required in Case 2,
3. 1. Z, 7 LLL TV
` This experimez^.t is used in combination with the Skylark cosmic- x-ray
telescope and serves :as a.n aspect camera,for that. e^€periment. It is also
.used to detect :.faint objects in-the presence of bright stars. LLL TV
	
'	 experin^.ent characteristics and operations applicable to this study are:
• daunted on MP2VI,
• - Data is video.
	
^^	 ^ .
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• Housekeeping measurements (^ I) are monitored during operation.
a Experiment is shut dowx3. between runs.
• No set up required: Experiment operated autoxxxatically after
activation,
• Craw involvement is sn^.a11 during data gathering (monitoring},
• Real-time visual analysis is required on intermittent basis.
zn Case 1, this experiment will be controlled by ground commands, the MPM
will be stewed, and the TAT catxa.era activated. The interfaces wz.th the CDMS
are shown in Figure Z»3 »19. The ground commands will be processed by the	 f
onboard coxxa.puters and rou#ed through appropriate. RAUs to the ez^d items
Housekeeping data will be monitored by the PI. The video signal will be
monitored also by the PI and will be analyzed by ground coxn.puters to identify
any faint ob3ects. The housekeeping data and the video signal will be m.nni-
tared i=ztermittently by the flight crew, especially during TDRS data gaps.
In Case 2, the MPM and experiment will be controlled and the housekeeping
data and video will be monitored by the flight crew. The video will be down-
linked for subsequent analysis, The control. and monitoring will be accom-
plished at the DDU/KB or at the dedicated experiment C&D panel, both located
in the Orbiter AFD,
Xn Case ^, it is recoxximended that MPM and experiin.ent control be accom-
pushed by the flight crew and that the housekeeping data and video be trans-
. milted to the ground for monitoring and analysis by the PI. The £Light crew
can provide monitoring support during times of TDRS data gaps.
The activa.ties of all. three cases can be accomplished with no hardware
changes. The -only software changes will require additions to POCC software
capabilities, in Case 1, to control the IV.LPM.
Flight crew utilization is slightly less in Case I than in Cases Z or 3, because
there is little set-up time and n^.onitoring.is .an1y intermittent.
Ground personnel supporting the experiment would be the same in all cases,
except that no pointing engineer is required for Case 2.
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3. 1. Z. 8 Far UV Schmidt Ca^.era/Spectrograph
This experiment is used to perform spectrometry and photometry ai spatial
objects. Far UV Schmidt camera/spectrograph experiment characteristics
and operations applicable to this study are:
s Mounted on MPM.
s Data is gathered an £ilxn.
• TV camera is part of unit and is used to provide identification of
wh.^.t is being observed.
s Haus ekeeping jnes.surements (^ 4} ax.^ monitored during operat^.an.
• Experiment is shut dov,^n between runs.
• Setup includes programming corrector .plates and mirror gratings.
Expexirx^.ent rune through program automatically..
s Crew involvement is required interxxs:i.ttex^tly during data runs to
monitor expexirnent and record tin3.e grid targets.
s No real-^me data analysis.
....	 ,
{
;!
Ire Case 1, the MPM and experiments will be controlled ^by ground commands.
In operation, the 1^IPM w.ilL ^e dewed to the target, the expexixnent corrector
plates and g^'atirigs will be p r^:^^^^-ammecZ a.nd data=taking will be initiated. The
interfaces with the CDMS is shown in Figure I-3-2Q. The ground commands
will be processed by the appropriate Spacelab can^.puter through the RAUs
and then. ' o the end item. The TV camera in the experiment will provide
real-time presentation of the target being observed. All Rcientific data is
recorded on film contained within the experiment. Housek^.eping data will be
monitored by the Pr in the P^CC. The £light crew will. ;auppo .z't experiment
operations by monitoring the video and housekeeping data an an intermittent
basis, especially during times of TDRS data gs.ps.
Irx Cane 2, the command and monitoring-activities will be performed by the
	 _ ^^;
flight crrew.. A voice link will provide :PI support . zax the flight crew activities...
The control will be accomplished at the DDUfKB ar at the dedicated experi-
ment C&D panel, both located at - the Oxbitex AFD. ti;^terface wi4h the TPS
	 _-	
,'
and experiment will . he through the appropriate computer and RAU.
	 --
Housekeeping data and TV will be intermittently m.anitore^. by the flight crew
to verify the health a£ the experiment and the target being observed.
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Sn Gase 3, it is recommended that the control of the MPM and experiment be
performed by the flight crew while the monitoring of experiment operation
and TV be accomplished in the POCC by the Px. The flight crew will support 	 j
the ground personnel by rnonitaring these outputs during TDRS data gaps.
The activities of all three cases can be accomplished with no hardware	 ^ ^
additions to the POCC or to onboard systems. Control of the MPM will	 "^
require additional software only fox the POGC.
^	 _
Flight crew utilization i.s slightly le$s for Cased than the other cases	 _
beca^.se more functioxxs are being performed on the ground; however, in all
cases the utilization is low because set-up time is small,. a couple of rr^inutes, 	 'E
and monitoring is required only intermittently. 	 LL^
. {
Ground personnel, supporting the experiment would be the same fox all three
cases except that no pointing engineer is req+sired for Case 2.
_,
^	 3. 1. 2.9 Transition Radiation Spectrometer
This experiment is used to determine flux ara:d energy spectra of cosmic 	 _ 1
protons- a-nd electrons. Transition radiation spectrometer experiment char- 	 __
^	 acteristics and operations applicable to this study are:	 I
^^
'	 • Hardmounted an pallet,
_.^
•	 Data rate is 50 IcSPS.	 F ^ ^ .
• No houselreeping data.
• Unit is operated continuously .throughout mission,	 ^^
• No set up required; once activated, experiment operates automatically.
	
.^	 '
• No cxew involvement during data gathering except in Case 2, 	 i
^	 No real^.t'iizie data anal^^sis, but identification and location of energy 	 _,.^
sources-are desirable.
_...
The operation of this experixxa.ent requixes, in Case 1, that the unit be
	
^.. ^	
.R
activated as -early as posBible in the launch sequence to coxn.rnence d^.ta- taking.-	 ^	 °
^_.i
the expexi^i.ent will op erate , c^ritinuously during Elie missaxa. until..^eorbit.when
it will be shut down.- The interfaces. with the GDMS are. shown in Figure I-3-Z1 	 ^
with ground commands being processed by the experiment computer and dis- 	 `-'	 3
tributed through the appropriate RAl3. Scientific data is trarismitt^d at a rate
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of 50 icBPS and will be monitored by the Pl. Subsequent analysis Svill be
perforrr;.pd to evaluate the data. The experiment has no housekeeping data to
be moni'cored. Zrio flight crew support will be required for this expexix^rxent.
For Case ^, the experin^.ent will. be act^.vated by the flight craw, eithex by
commands generated at the DDU/K33 ox at the- deciica.ted experiment C&D
panel,. both located in the Orbiter AFD. .This . activations will be accomplished
as early as possible fluxing the launch ax orbital phases.. The. data. output of
the expexixxient, a 50^kBPS digital stream, cannot be continuously processed
and analyzed by the onboaxd computer. l:n order to increase the scientific
return o£ the adentificatian of specific energy sources which. might raquixe
additional data. acquisition (Case 2, in paxticular), it is recommended that a
detectox be developed as an integral paxt of the experiment. This detector
will alert the flight crew of the presence and location of unique energy
sources, and, with the use of the voice Link to the :PI, permit the cxew to
determine. if additional data acquisi^.an is required.
rn Case 3, it is recommended that the control. and m.onitaxing of the experiment
be perfoxrxxed, as in Case 1, by ground personnel. No flight -crew support
will be required.
Tl_e activities of all theee cases can be accomplished with na hard^Nare
additions to the POCC and only the addition of the detector identified for
Casa 2. Control of the experiment will require no new additions to onboaxd
or POCC soft. ,are.
No utilization of the flight crew is required for Cases 1 and 3, Since there is
no set-up required and because ^.xsanitoring is required only intermittently,
flight crew activities axe small for Case Z. Ground support fax the experi-
ment is the sa^.xse for all cases.
^. I. 2. l0 Extreme UV Itn.aging Telescope
This experirxien^ is used to obtain extreme UV images of stellar objects. Yt
is used in combination with the 65-cm paotoheliograph. Extreme UV imaging
telescope experiment characteristics and operations applicable to this study
are:
• Hardxn.ounted an pallet.
•	 Data rate of Z00 k1=3P5.
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;_.; r	 Housekeeping measureirients (^4) are monitored during operation.
,^, ^	 Experiment is shut dawn between. runs,
o	 .Set up requires monitoring of housekeeping measurEanents £or approx-
imately one minute after activation. 	 Experiment runs automatically.
^	 Grew involvement during data acquis^.tion includes recording o^
-^. Shuttle aspe^^t angles.
f. ^	 Some real.time, or near read.-tixxa.e, data analysis is xegt^.ired,
In Case 1, the exts.• exne UV imaging telescope will be controlled. by ground
	 '^"
.,, commands.	 The experiment wi.l1 be activated and housekeeping measurern.ents
will be monitored. 	 After this initial activa.ty, -the e^speximent will . operate
^_
autoaxx.at^.cally, 	 The interfaces with the CDMS for this experix^c^.ent are shown
in Figure I--3--22.	 The ground con^rnands will be processed by the Spacelab
computers and routed through appropriate RAUs to the unit.	 Scientific data
3ui11 be downlinked to the POCC anti wZll be evaluated by. the PI to determine
una.que sources of .extreme UV.	 Housekeeping measurements wi11 be mon-
`^	 ^ itored to determine proper opera'^ion o£ the experiment. 	 The flight crew will
support ground operations by xecarding Shuttle aspect angles and by monitor-
ing the housekeeping data on an intermittent oasis especially during times o£ 	 ^
TDRS data gaps.	 j
Flight crew activities in Case 2 wi11 be similar to those performed by the
ground personnel in Case 1.	 The experiment will be activated and housekeep-
r ing measurements will b^: rx^.onitared for approximately one minute prior to
the start o£ data. acquisition.. 	 The contxol of the experiment will be accom-
plishe.d through the DDU f KB . or the dedicat^ad experitx^.ent C&D panel located 	 ^
3
in the Orbiter .AFD, 	 Housekeeping measurements will be monitored inter-- 	 ^
mittently and Shuttle aspect- angles will be recorded. - The scientific data, a
_ 200 kBP5 digital str^:am, cannot be continually proces.sEd and analysed by the
onboard computer.	 In order to increase the scientific return o£ the experi- 	 ^
meat for Case 2, it is recommended that a detector be developed as an
integral part of the experiment.	 This detector will. alert the flight crew o.f
,.
^^^ the presence and location of unique . extreme U^ sources. and, _with the use of
the voice link to the PI, .permit the crew to determine if additional data runs
.^_
.^
are required.
r,
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,:	 In Case 3, it is recontixx^.ended that the fla.ght crew control experirrient activa-
rvY	 tion and the initiation of data. acquisition. The scWentifi.c and housekeeping
data should be downlinked to the POCC for PI evaluation, as in Case 1. In
this case, the addition of the extrem =s UV detector will not be required.
During data acquisition, the flight cxew will be required to monitor the hov.se--
"'	 keeping-data on an intern^.ittent basis, especially during tinrxes when there are
TDRS data gaps.
The activita.es of all thx re cases can be accomplished with no hardware addi-
__ bons to the POCC and only the addition of the ex^rezn.e UV detector identified
fox Case 2. Control o£ the expeximent will require r,.o new additions to so£t-
ware onboard or at the POCC.
Utilization of the flight crew is slightly less £or Case 1 opexations because
^^^	 the ground personnel control and monitor. the expeximent. The flight crew is
required to periodically record Shuttle aspect angles and to monitor the
housekeeping data, especially during TDRS data gaps.
Ground support for the experiment is the same for all ease.
3. Z INTEGRATED EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
Based on NASA MSFC-supplied mission experiment tune lines, each o^ the
individual experirx^.ent operating plans for-each of the three study cases_
developed in Task 1 were integrated to identify mission and /or support system
total derrsands. Crew demands, including VFI, were assessed along the
entire time line. Total demands were assessed by reviewing the entire
time line to select certain critical high-activity periods for more detailed
assessment. System impacts were identified and integrated mission support
requirem.e.nts were established for each study case {e. g. , crew size, POCC
manning, downlink data rates, uplink command rates, TV transmission,. etc. ).
3. Z, l Spaeelab ^. Integrated Expeximent Analgsis
The operation of the Spacelab l experiments in an integrated mode was
analyzed using a NASA MSFC-supplied detailed mission time like, A
summary of that time. line, ind^.cating experirn.ent opere:tion.s only, is showtt
in Figure I-3-23. V4^hile c^xtr^..i."sx Spacelab ]. experim.ent;s tend to operate in
groups :(e, g, , night side viewing AP-09, AP-13, and APE-Ol), in general,
opsxations are independent of ewa:h other insofar as resource utilization
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Figure I-3 .23. Spacelah 1 Experiment Tirr.e line (MSFC Spacefab 1 Strawman, SE-012 -020 .2H , October 19761
permits. Most external-viewing experiments require earth orientation and
tend to operate in groups, while most internal laboratory-type experiments
are generally distributed to preclude excessive resource demands. As
indicated in Figure I-3-23, experiment operations are not initiated until
T+12 hours and terminated around T+154 hours. The summary time line
indicates periods of experiment activity; however, these are not necessarily
continuous. APE-01 LIDAR is operating only during night side passes,
_	 typically for 30 minutes per orbit, followed by a quiescent housekeeping
period and then recalibration for the next run. Only a few experiments, such
as SPE-80/85, EO-01, or STE-10, may run nearly continuously for several
hours or more. Even with these experiments, operating demands and
data production peaks are generally limited to only parts of the cycle. As
Figure I-3-23 indicates, seldom are more than two or three experiments
operating cluri-;^g any one period. One of these periods, which appears to be
one of the highest activity periods is the first shift (T+12 to T+20) when
AP-09/13, APE-01, and LS-13 operate.
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Table 1-3 -6
 identifies four t^.me periods identified as high»dexr3.an,d periods
for deeper analysis of support requirements, The detailed tirr^e line was
used to sum the coz^bined demands front each of the individual experiments
over these periods.
1n. the process, these periods cover all experiments except for the',.wo
camera experiments, EOE-01 and ASE»O 1. The camera e^speriments do
not impose high demands on the CDMS, although they can impose loads on
the crew during their activation or deactivation.
As Table Y»3 -b
 indicates, Spacelab 1 experiment operations place significant
demands on crew support, even far Case 1where-primary experiment
monitoring and can-^rol is from the POCC, Cxew demand is rounded up to
integral values and does have greater margin for Case 1. Case Z support is
based an a degree of increased data monitoring by the CDMS to relieve the
crew of excessive monito-ring demands. Demands on CDMS and POCC are
all within their capability except for CDMS operating rnexnory . demands for
Case 2. PO.CC channel dexxaands are the xxiinimurn acceptable level required
sizxxultaneously to support the experiments indicated. In practice, an addi»
tional channel may be desired for monitoring other experiments status and
housekeeping:
To support the development of the integrated demands analysis summarized
in Table I-3-6, the highest activity period indicated (GET 1219) was analyzed
in some detail and is presented in Figures Z-3-2^4 through I-^3-Z q . For each
case, 'there .is an onboard integrated time line and a correspondzng POCC
integrated time line. The experiment profile presented at the top o£ the
Figures is the same in each case far convenient reference. - ^s discussed
earlier, experim::nt operating periods are generally comprised of a: series of
operating ruins, - preceded by adjustment ar calibration operations and
.intervening shutdown or standby. modes. VFZ activities are also, indicated
during this period since it makes similar demands on the payload crew and^mr
mission specialist as v3ell as the data link. Zt is assumed to-place minimum.
demand on the CDMS`(except for CDM-Q3 which exercises the system) .and
none on the POCC (VFZ is handled on the ground by the MCC).. It was not
.clear if the VFi ground opera#ions at 3'SC would consume one of the four
hTCDONNGGL. DOC1GLLt5	 '^	 ^ ^^^
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Crew {Basic + Experirra,ent}	 z0	 14	 lb	 18	 13	 15	 19	 14	 15	 lb	 lz	 13
Channels	 3	 0	 3	 ^.	 o	 z	 Z	 a	 2	 z	 0	 2
Experiment CRTs	 8	 0	 $	 5	 0	 5	 6	 0	 b	 4	 0	 4
Tlnclurles VFI -also superirxaposes playback:
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-^^Nat all active .simultaneously
fi	 ^	 {	 _	 ._.	 .___.
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sI	 ^	 ,	 _	 ,^	 ^	 _	 ..	 ^___., ..	 ^.	 __.	 ,.,_.._.^	 :__.,...:
output channels available to the POCC; however, since it appeared possible to
--^	 accornrnodate POCC needs with only three char^n.els (Cases 1 or 3), this was
not pursued further.
Figure Z»3-24 presents the onboard ^i:'i'.^^ line fax Case 1. As indicated, crew
operations are primarily limited to activation, operation of sotx^e VFZ, and
LS»i3 experiments. Some monitoring support is also provided, especially
during TDRS dGta link gaps with the POCC. Experiment payloads generally	
^.
control their internal housekeeping functions (and provide display) and some
also control and display their experiment operations to at least some degree
of autonomy, The CDMS provides for AP-a9 pointing support and LS»l3
operations control (AP »a9 / 13 and APE-a 1 calibration and operations control
are uplinke d from the PO C C) .
Onboard crew support is within the provided time ;irxe up to T+16 hours when
only- one crewman is on duty -support of APE-al operations at the same time
as LS-13 and VFI operations should require more than the single cxewrnan
indicated, possibly PS-Z duty shift should be extended,
As discussed earlier, CDMS'utilization is modes-ate for Case 1, Although
operating memory may approach its limit if all programs for an experiment
are assumed :^.ctive whenever the experiment is active, in practice, only
some or parts of these programs may be required at any given time,
Multiplexer capacity assumes seven channels active during this period,
including programmed ar coixaxnanded data provided from. the experiment
Computer link, Experiment infoxxx^ation rates (including VFZ and record
dumps) are indicated, although actual data rates on the line will be determined
by the selected multiplexer clock rate. Data downlink is provided for Mode z
operation by the TDRS to accorr^.modate the high»TV demands characteristic
of Spacelab 1. The channel capacities are more than adequate to handle
even the maximum rate encountered (328 kBPS} which includes playback by
the payload recorder and provisions for digital voice tag of LS-l3 operations
data,
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Case 1 POCC time line ovex this period is shown in Figure I-3-z5. This
indicates a - high aegree of POCC activity involved in operating and monitoring
r^,	 these experiments and is assessed as probably the most aa'tive Cas-e..l
period for POCC for'Spacelab 1, POCC pexsonnel xequireria.ents are summed
^;	 at 20 active positions (including a Case 1 basic core of l ►^ } up to T+1 b. This
.	 also requires up to eight ex^aeximent-dedicated CRTs (above the basic core
^.	 and STS displays} as well as use of the two command panels and a pointing
comrn.and panel far the POCC contxcil of LLL . TV (AP^l3) operations in	 .....
conjunction with AP-D9. POCC computing support xequirern.ents are indicated
only by general functions in this section. They are quantified {in terms of
additional programs and instxuctions to the basic host-provided capability)
an Subsection 3. ^4. 2
Figure 1-3-26 presents the onboard time line for Case 2 ovex the same time
period. Additional onboard demands on'operations {AP-• O y /1.3 and APE-13)
and monitoxi:ng raise crei; support.needs {inclucling VFi). up . to three during
the. first hour and- require maintaining a two Oman shift requixe^.nent into the
nett . shift.. This . , s.s sumes only. minimal moni^Eo ring demands on the crew, 	 '
usin autoxx^ated CDMS ro raxxxs ^o monifor data. The resultant wa y^l^ loadg	 P g
on the experiment computer irsay emceed its current memory_ capacity.'
^^
	
	 However, the data available and the .level of analysis could: not verify this.
Estimates of pxogram sizes, _based on parameters or bits operatEd on for
each function, at tl^a.s point are debatable and closex editing-rn.ay reduce the
scaling factors .used. In addition,' programs xnay be segmented and pulled
^I out from mass memory only d^+a.ring 'irn.^n.ecliate ^a.se, reducing the storage
demands on the operating m^moxy.. At any :.
 rate, the overload (factor. of 2)
.was not sufficient at this time to assess that additional computer capacity
was required for Case Z, automated monitoring. Case 2 requires increased
iise of DD.i7/KB units {still within. c.apac^Ey)'. 1VIuT.tiplexer use..is essentially
+^,e same in alb. casES, the .
 difference; is how the dotx^nlinit is used on the
.ground,. However, T^ downlink is limited to those portions of AP-13/AP^D9
'
	
	 vital to postfJ.ight analysis. No LS-13 TV' is provided since POCC Iles no
TV display, by definition. VFl 7'V downlink (HAB--D 1) is assured availableT to the M C u..:: 	 - .
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EXPNIT Il0 12 20	 12	 20 i2 (Cf^M03) 1^20
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CHANNELS
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bOWNLINK 133	 lh9 726	 275-i26^---^^ 228-133^-^ 5d	 328 -124J'--{ 228-133
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1.
{CHANNEL 3} AP -i- 5TR AND LS ECS	 ^AP •I- L5 AP CDM	 } AP
TV	 CCTV F =^^1 — — -^	 P-
13 1 _ .-. ^., A> ^•13^ _ ^. — _	 .^. _ A'),- P 13-[
DOWNLINK
	
LS-13 ..
(CHANNEL2} ^ AP-i3 i^-^—i 1—'-I
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.Case .Z POCC requirements are minimal over any tzme period. F'igtxxe I-3-27
: indicates £our to six adclit^.ona^. specific experiment pexsannel are required
over a basic POCC core o£ eight. No equipment, except voice linlc, is
required.
Case 3 onboard time line CDMS utilization is very sizni^ar to Case l
{Figure I-3»Z8}. Crew support requirements are closer to Case 2, three
men initially and atwo-man crew an the neat shift. Z£ need be, this might
be reduced' to nearer the Case 1 letrel by restoring .AP-^.3 operations 'and
control to the POCC. (This reflects the ,flexibility in use of resources
available to Case 3 coxn.parecl to Cases I or 2, } . For this study, it was
decided to retain onboard control so long as crew size could be reasonably
accommodated and no extensive software and CDMS requirements were
.generated (as. in .
 Case 2),. Again; the multiplexer .time line is .tli^; saxxaz. ..
TV downlin7c 7,s the same as for Case- 1.
POCC reciuirerrieiits £or Case 3 {Figure ^-3 -29} axe closer to Case .l, Pere
sonnel requirements - are less_ ( l 6 versus ZO up to T+16 hours}, however,
display needs are. essen$ially the same. ( .eight experiment--dedicated CRTs),..
but still well within the baseline POCC canfi.guration. No command functions
or panels are indicated, but backup ar selected use to rnio.imze crew -oealc
work loads might be considered in later planning.
^n the assessment of the Spacelab l experiments, a concern £or the acquisition. 	 ` '
of the highest quality a£ scientific data identified the need £or additional 	 ^
monii;aring capability for Case 2. :En Cases l azid 3, the scientific data a.s 	 ^ ^'.
available irk the POCC far comprzter and Pl analysis. HavrPver, during	 - €
..Case . 2, this data link is not. available, ln, add^.t^:on, even. with maximum	 ^ :.
payload crew (five ie. :cluding mission specialist}, only limited monitoring
time was available compared to - that provided by a g round facility and team.
	
^.	 _
The approach used for Spacelab l was to sample the experiment scientific
,_
data for preprogrammed logic and limitcheclts by the experiment computer,
This approach was .selected because most. o^.the.experimen^s .already	 --^
,. ,.
in^:er£ace.d with the CDMS to some degree, and many o£ the experiments were
subject to a trariety o£ lest conditions 'including changes during the mzssion. 	 -
Thzs v4au^.d a^.^:o.w changing and updatzng.tlae valtze: .of rrkonitor prograrri
.parameters dependa.o.g on the specific expeximent test conditions., ..Except .
,,. ,.
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for AP-09, AP-13, or ST-31, no irn.age data is involved (hard -copy film
data is resfiricted to postflight analysis in all casesj. For these three
experiments, :snboard cxew monitoring of image data, coupled v^^ith voice
link to the app •^opriate POCC PI, is used. For other experiments and non-
iFnage data from AP-09, and ST--31, software programs are provided to
assess whether data is being produced or acquired when expected and if it
falls within expected ranges. of values. Variations or excursions s,re called
to the attention of the crew for assessment. The quality of this assessment,
from the limitation of the autar,;.ated checlt, and ^,he limitation of crew skills
and work load, would often tend to be Toss than provided in Cases 1 or 3
where a dozen or more qualified specialists can monitor the data at the POCC,
Table I^3-'7 presents an assessment of relative scientific data quality which
might be expwctPd in each case, using Case l as the nominal reference case.
Depending upon their operating and data characteristics, sot^xe experiment's
quality are more subject to degradation than others, For example, for
AP-09 and AP^ 13, understanding of complex and subtle visual data which
cannot be easily verbalized to the ground (POCC PI} would tend to limit
these experiments to the onbaarc'. crew's skill and understanding. On the
other hand, SPE-41 data can largely be easily described and quantified by
the crew over the voice loop, allowing better interpretation of results and
uplink of advice by the POCC ^'I. An average value is shown as a general
indicator; however, since nai: all experiments produce data of equal value,
the average value should not be assessed as a measure of the relative
-
	
	 scientific -value in-each _case. Similarly, the assessment inherently assumes
a .relative crew. skill and PI slcill..and an experiment adaptation potential
(capability_ and requirement} to mission updating.
The following genex.al findings were derived in the Spacelab 1 payload
Evaluations with the degree of applications varying with payload,
3. 2. 1. 1 Case 1
A: Central functions and operations tn.anagexnent-are centralized in
POCC: POCC centrals onboaxd autora?a^ion.
1
_^
_	 ^^
-F,
Table T-3-7
SPAC^LAB I - RELATZ^E SCZEN CE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Case I
,; (Reference)	 Case 2	 Case 3
.	 1. AP--D9	 Electron Accelerator .	1..0	 0. 5	 I, 0 .
}-;`	 ^, APMI3	 LLL 'TV	 1. 0	 0. 5	 1, 0
3...ST^3l. D-rap Dynam.zcs	 I. 0 .	 0. 7
	
0. 9
^. EO-01	 Cloud Physics Lab	 I. 0	 0, 7	 I. 0
'_.!	 5. LS-I3	 Minilab	 Z. 0	 0. 8	 ^.. D
6. APE -D I	 LIDAR
	
3:. 0	 0. b	 0. 9	 ._
^	 7.
y ~
SPE $0/85	 .Space Processing	 1. 0	 0. 6	 1. Q
.	 8. SPE--Q l	 Electraphoresi.s	 L. 0	 0. $	 I. D
^.,	 .
9,. EOE-D 1	 1lfietric Camera	 I. D	 1. D	 1. D .
4 :	 l0. APE X 07	 rR Radiornetex	 1, 0	 0. 7	 1, 0
l 1. ST E -10	 I3e at Pipe	 ^:. 0.	 1. 0	 ^.. 0
lz, ASE-Ol	 . Wide--Field Galactic Camera 	 1. 0	 0, 9	 I. 0
-^
,,	 .
..
Average	 l.0	 0.73	 0. 98
B.	 Flight crew plays role `of suppoit techna.cian (activates manual tasks}. 	 ^
.._ C.	 Flight crew work loads are at xxairiimum ( :of three cases).
;. D.	 POCC equipment and manpower is at raa.axim.uxn.. 	 j
E.	 Case 1 requires that rigid design criteria be imposed eaxly in payload
p developrxaent to provide suitable in:stxumentation and rexriote . control.
^!
F,	 Certain. kinds o.^ payloads and functions cannot fit Case-1 in a practical. 	 3
trray t e • g •:, life sciences Uiorriedical specimen extraction and
pracessir^g; manual, set ups or aervici^.g}. 	
__
G.	 POCC evaluates malfunctions and problems and develops - cont%ngen.cy
-
,.plans dbith ^/Iissiox^ Operations ..Control Raom (1VIO . CR). ...	 a
:- ^
'	 '.^	 .:	 9
`H. `' Mi nimum demand xs placed on onboard automatic system since 	 ^
^^	 :.
...
:-	 ^
POCC corx^.putatxan. and da^.a t^.onitoring capability.is used..'.	 .
,.
.I.	 LOS constraint on POCC control trsu.st be a.ccoinmodated `in fl.igh^.	 t
. planr^i.n.g.	 This is dillictxlt for cer'ta:i^.'e^pexmerkts xequixing close`
^.
';
control and Navin	 t	 ical 2-un times o^rer 1..:3 houxs.::g	 YP	 :
.;;	 3
e
`	
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3: Z, 1. Z Case 2
A. Contro^..£ixnctions, monitoring, and operations management. are
centralized onboard.
B. . Flight crew performs technician xole plus. a more active, scientific
tale {highest skill level).
C, Flight crew woxk loacl.s are at m.a^irxxum.
D, POCC acts as scientific and engineering advisor, basec^ on verbal
data xeceived £roxn crew.
E, POCC assists in evaluating malfunctions anc^ problems and in
developing contingency plans,
F. Maximum demand is placed nn onboard data management- systems
(exile rirn:ent computer) .
G. -Case 2 requires design fox eq^ipnz^:nt aid flight crew sel£^.suf£iciency.
H, Less sensitive to LOS. 	 -
3. 2. 1. 3 - Case 3
A. Contxol functions and operations are concentrated onboard.
.Monitoring, assessment, planning, and advisory functions are provided
by POCC.
B: Tradeoffs are possible to optimize planned operations as haxdware . .
and operation, nzatca.re.,'
C. Flexibility exists to react . to contingency requixexnents.
D. Ir^.terrrzediate demand is placed on onboard autorxiatic system and on
flight .crew (interxnEdiate skill level);
E.. Most payloads wla:ich are_ ai^.to^.ated through the CDIvIS are. readily-
adaptable,. via software .changes, to control from either onboard
nr PC^CC_
^...
--	 ^
_' i
_i
i
._	 .,	 ^
_
- 	
^	
_	
_	
-
3. ,Z. 2 Integrated Experiment Analysis - Spaeelab Z
-.. The operation of the Sp acelab Z experiments in an integrated triode was
analyzed using a NASA MSFC--supplied m.issaan timeline. 	 The costs related
'to oziboard versus ground real-tirn.e. mission operations .required -Shat. the
following details be identified. fox each o£ the three study cases:
A.	 Flight crew activities and znan -load^.ng.
B,	 Onboard hardware znoda..ficata.ons.
C.	 Onboard softt^axe modifications,. 	 ^:
D.	 Ground s.uppo.rt .activities, and man.--loading.
-^ E.	 Ground hardware rn.odification.s.
F.	 Ground softw^^-e rnocli.fications.
_	 _ This subsection presents the information assessed and the xest^.lts used in.
^ analyzing the cost differentials between the three study cases £ox Space lab
Mission. z.
^..
3, 2; Z, I
	 Int^gxatecl Mission Activities
^^'
a
The Spacelab z experiments operate in groups_ depending on the discipline
r from which they were selected. - - Solar rr^.onitoring experiments are active
,.
caricurxentl	 xn "oint o eratin	 ro rams duriri	 da li` ht	 actions of the v-rl^atY	 J	 P	 gP	 g	 g	 Y g	 F
t^crhile stellar experirraents are scheduled. during -the night portion. 	 This
results in. a mission-_time line. that exhibits a repetitious nature with experiment
^	 ' groups_ being active. as the Orbiter revolves through day' and' night portions
ly Lam_	 ^	 MCOONNELR. OOUGL,aS 	- 	 -. ^".:	 `.. -^
I	 i	 i	 I	 1	 i	 f
Table 1--3^$
SP.A,CELAB ^ EXPERIMENT rDENTfF^CATxON
.	 Abbreviation Experiments
TRS Transition Radiation Spectrometer
.	 SC PRO (Sun--Centered Synoptic 65-cm phatohetiagraph
Program.) Solar monitor package
^. Soft x-ray telescope
Lyrn,an--Alpha whitelight° coronagraph
	 -^
High-sensitivity x^ray burst deLectox.
SKY T^ . Skylark. cosmic x-ray telescope
LLL TV
..	 IPS SLEW Stewing of instrument po^.nting systerxi ..:
EU^T/PH Ext^-etx^.e UV imaging telES-cope
65 -cx^. photoheliogxaph
Photo b 5 -.cm phataheliog r?^^h(Photoheliograph Prograx^) Solar monitor package 	 -	 _
.Soft x-ray .telescope
-- High-sensitivity x=ray burst detector
4 ^
	
NFP^I SLEW _	 Stewing- of NiP1Vf	 ^
SCAM Far, UV Schrriidt camera/spectxograph.
SC SYN (Sun-Centered b5--cm photoheliograph
-._	 Synoptic Program),-	 , Solar z^.onitox package	 1
Soft x-ray telescope6	
'	 _ Lyman-Alpha white--light coronagraph
High-sensitivity x-ray burst detector
i
iare `being turned_ on or off. 	 Monitoring of the exerixnent at other times i .s	 ^
i	 roquired. oily iritexmittently.
.: Co.nsegtxen^7.y, the overall flight .crew-utilization,.	 ;
.. for each. experiment is low.
.	 ,	 -	
..	 ^
{
.	 Zn Case l . ^r3ith the control.: and rrioriito.xin. 	 of all.e	 erime;nts pein	 accazn- 'g	 ^?	 g
^'	 ill.ished by ^raund pexsonnel, the Might crew is responsible-primarily for
•,,	 .. .advising,. via the void . 7.inlz, the grotYnd of the status o£ the experiment and.
_	 .	 ,.	 _.	 ,.,...:
_ ,	 monitoring houselceeping .data during. TDRS data gaps,	 Sn`Case 2; the flight
cxew activities are a maximum becauae they - are- xec^uired'ta turn on and off
^.,
..,
f 87	
.
^t^
mcnoNnr^^L nouG^.as
__
Ceach experiment prior to and after-each data run. Even this activity can be
m.in^.xnized by contxolling each expeximent throla.gh the computer 13DU/KB.
Experiments can be set up for a xun while the requixed painting xz^aneuvers
(Orbiter, LPS, or MPM) axe being accomplished and can be activated, as
required, through the computer interface. Monitoring of the e^cpexirilents
will requixe slightly more crew time. than'in Case 1, but,_ here . again, -the
computer can be . used to autonn.atically pexform lirr^it checks on the house»
keeping data and the crew can concentrate on the monitoring of scient:.fic data.
Case 3 prese^xts a crew activity between Cases. 1 anal 2 because the respon--
sibility .far monitoring data is shifted. to the ground except during pexiad.s of
T3]RS daLw gaps which avexage l5 percent of the oxbit.
The combining of individual expexixnents into the mission time line does-not
require ^.Lsial addition of crevsi activities. Set ups and activations can be
acconrzpl^shed in parallel and n^.ore than one experiment can be monitored
. simultaneously.
.i
The requixem.ents-for the. grc ►u.nd crew-are inverse. ^o those of the flight. crew.
Little ground support can be provided in .Case 2 because only a vo.i.ce .link is	 --	 ^
provided to the POCC. Hexe, it was determined that only a Pl ox his assigned
repxesentative need to be assigned to support .experiment act7:v9.ta.es.
.	
^	 !
Tn .Cases, 1 and 3, where monitoring of scientific. and housekeeping data can 	 ' "
'^ 	 ^	 ^
be accomplished ir^.the PO CC, the ground support necessary was determined
^;
by evaluating the type and quantity of data downlinked and the complexity of
- the Expe'ximent. Relatively simple expexim.ents with little-data such as the -soft
x^ray'teles:cope .:which- records data on filxxz would mot xequix •e add%tiona],
e	 personnel for this case, Also considered ^.n ground crew man-loading for.
,..	 Case 1, was the complexity of set up and- activation of each expeximent.
-	 .^ .
More complex experiment,° such as {:he solar monitor package `with three s
active sensors, :: were assigned' additional support.
	 -^
;.,.^,
The manloading. of the - flight cxe^v and ground p.erso.nnel far each of the cases 	 "'
,_
is assessed in Subsection 3. 3. '
	 ,_--	 ^
...
	
__^	 a
,.-
.	
,. ,.....
f
I	 ^	 11
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3. Z. 2. 3 Onboard Hardware and Software
2'he control and display of the experiments is accomplished through the CDMS
^.
with commands generated by the gx'ouncl or on--axbit through the DDU/KS or
the individual experiment C&D panels.
The small quantity of commazxds necessary to s^t.up each. experiment .(i. e,,
	
r '	 filters and gratings) and in%tia^:e data acquisition is wsl.1. within the capability
	
-	 of .the CDMS.. Control. of ,the experiment sequences is accomplished within
	
_..,,
the experiment. Data produced by the experxtzents is transmitted through the
computer or the HRM and does not, -
 far Space].ab Z, exceed the capabilities
of the. onboard system. Data profiles for tla.e twd.representative tirrze spans
.; are Chown in .Figure I-3-32 and 1-3-33. On 5pac.elab 2, the VFI hardware
,. .
generates cantinu.ous data at a 60 kBPS rate„ Since this data is routed to the
HRIvI for transmission to the ground, it is included in: these fi.gi^res so as to
	
' '	 identify the -total data profile.
	
-	 In the assessment of _the Spacelab .Z experiments, a c^oncerrz for the acquisition
	
.	 of the highest_ quality of scientific data idein.t^.fied the need faar addiEional
experiment hardvcrare fox Case Z. ln' Cases .l and 3,.. the scientific data is 	 IL	 ^	 ...	 ..
available in -the PO CC far computer and PI analysis. However, .during .Case 2,
this. data link is nab availalle. Although the onboa.r^. computer could probably.
...	 ,...
be utilized to continusously monitor . and process the scientific data of ari
individual experiment, it world seriously-limit the system . £roan pex£ormang.
other.functions. Cons'equen.tl.g, the .inability. to monitor this: da#:a and itle.ntify i
	
r -	 unique sources of solar ar stellar phenor^zezxa would degrade the scientific
data of selected experiments. An"assessrxzent of relative scientific - data of
.	 .
Spacelab Z experiments for each experimeat is shown in Table f^-3--g.
1
ln. order to. increa,s:e the scientific qualify of. Case. Z, it is. proposed that
:.<
selected expeximen-^s incorporate detectors. that will alert the flight cr.et^' to
the existence of specific pher3.ozx^ena. This - can be analyzed by the flight crew,
	
..	 ,	 .	 .
axid, by coar`dination .with the PS via the voices link; the. scheduling o€ additional.:..
., . data runs can be proposed to conduct adclitional. -i.nvestigatian of the phenotazena.
^,
^. ,
w . y _	 ^g
	
^,;	 .-` .
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.Table I-3 ^9
RELATIVE SCIENTIFIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Cases
_.._	
I
,...,	 (Re^exence)	 2	 3
- -	
-
__	 b5-crs^ Phatoheliagxaph	 1. 0	 1.0
	 ^.. 0	 i
Solar Monitor Package 	 1. 0	 0. 8
	 1. 0 1•	
Salt X-Ray Telescope. 	 :	 I. 0	 L. 0	 l., 0	 ^"
Lyman-Alpha White-Light-	 ^
•	 Co ronagraph	 1. 0	 (l. 7
	
1. 0	 1
-	 High^Sensitivity ^-Ray
Bixxst Detector:	 1. 0	 0. 9	 I. 0
..a Sltylark Cosmic X-Ray Telescope
	
1. 0
	
0. 8
	 1.0
__ Lbw-Light-Level TV ...,	 I. 0	 0. 7	 1: 0.
`"	 F'ar UV Schmidt
._	 Camer/SpecL•rogxaph 	 1. 0	 1. 0	 I. D
Transztian Radiation
"	 .apecLwam.eter 	 ^.. 0	 0, 6
	
1. 0
---	 ExtxemE. UV ^xxa.aging Telescope 	 ^..0	 0. 8	 I.0:.:.
-	 The analysis per,Eormed £ox oath. expeximent, to determiea `if than exp^ri^mont
..
is- a ca^xaidete for the in^orporatian .
 oI .an additian.al detectox,. is .pr9vided in.
Subsection 3. 4. 1.	 !
--	 -	
zi
3. 2. 2; 4 Grot7nd Hardware a.nd Software
	
-	 ir .-	 1The requ.xxements for POCC control consoles.; displays, and ctrnzpttting
` "	 facilities were, eo^rnpared to. the baseline PQ CC definition.. The Spacelab 2
r
data pxofile does not exceed the computing capabili^:ies in the POCC and will
s
xequi.xe no additional corriputer faca.litiES. The u.se of abntxol consoles can
	 ^
be assgnod to :Pls . when ind^.vidtlal exp^rirn.en^.s: . are . schedu^.ed i:ri the tirrie line:.
'S'he cl^.antlty shown an the baselr.ne is suffacaent to support the actr.vitr.es of
	 ^
SpacelaU Z.
J	 It vas assumed that the coritro7: of the p oiT].ting systems (IPS and MPM), is nab	 ^ .
,,.^
	
_,	 withirxthe'°baseline software design. Therefaxe; for.Ca.s^ 1, ...additional 	 ,:
`' ^	 -software must be deve7.oped to pxov'ide the.necessaxy cari^nzands. This
"'	 analysis is provided in Subsection 3. 4. 2,
..	 ..
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3. 2, 2, 5 Conclusions
The assessments of the impacts of Spacelab z on ground and flight personnel,
equipment, and softwaxe for the three study cases is developed in So.bsections
3. 3 and 3, 4.. ^t is shown that Case 1, providing for ground control and
display, requires that ground casts escaL^.te to support this effort and. the
flight crew perfoxms tna;nixnurn, activitzes. Tn. Case 2, the flight crew+ zs
responsible -. for controlling, and m:ani-Eox.ng the e^pe yirn,ent operations and
-the ground porsoun.e3. serve only a support role using the voice ].ink. In this
case, costly experiment modifications are required to provide fax detection
„ of solar or stellar phenomena that, in Cas^^ I, could. be detected by POCC
equipment and. pexsoaxz^:el.
Tn Casa 3, optin^.ut^. utilization of both the flight crew and ground .support is
obtained. The flight crew provides contxnl and a.ctiv'ation of the e^pexixnen.ts
a^sd the ground monitors and analyzes expexim.ent data. The voice link is
used in coordinating operational infarxz^.ation and fox optixz^izing e^perirn.ent
aetivitie s.
3. 3 M1SST01^7 OPERATIONS
3..3.1: POCC Operations
3. 3. 1. I POCC Suzxnnary
_.	 .__	
,'
- 5pace}.ab ^. and .S.pacelab. ^ POGC . Man-Hours.	 ?-
The k'OCC^ related costs are e^pxessad in xnan--ho gs far each of the three
°1
cases far - both the Spacelab 1 and Spacelab 2 missions. These costs incln.de	 _^.
both e^p^rirxsent and integration persannel:requixe.d`fo develop: requirexne3n^s 	 ,..
^•
and procedures for the: POCC as v^rell as the training and staffing of the POCC	 3^
for real-time support of.the mission. These hours are shown in TabJ,e I-3-10.	 _ '
,. ,,	 ..	 ,
Additional discussion of this table for case cornparsons are in subsequent	 ;	 ^
_._paragraphs under Spacelab ]. and Spacelab 2	 ,
'The-bottom dine. of Tab1e;I-3--10 indicates that the gxand fatal POCGrelated 	 -
	
,..	 effort.is. greaterfor Spacelab 2 than fax 5gacelab 1. This condition i5 caused
by t^?,e longer duration of the .Spacelab 2 inisso^i .(1Z days versus 7 days.) :and... .. 	 ...^ .
also by the longer opexation durato3n:s of the experiz^aents (l, 0.91 hours_ versus.
^,
,.:
....
	
_
92
Case 2 ^ ^. s e 3
Spacelab 2
.y
^	 ^	 Requixer^enEs; 745 267 '382 b93. 334
Procedures 3; 975 l., 416 2,.035 Z, 770 1,:284
-	 Training 1,:245 387. 579 1, 111 408
FOCC Staffing 933 572 637	 ... 2, b20 1, 707(pia. o£ P^rsannel) {38) (23) (2b} (32) (20)
ToEal 6,.59$ 2, 642 3, b33 7, x.94 3., 733
.536.
Z, 096
798
2, 180
{2b)
5, b I 0
w ^	
^.
Payload rntegxaton (MSFC)
R	 i^-	 Ese u	 e	 enrxx 265 1.85 200 221 144 18 2
Procedures 1, 594 ]., 114 1, 19S 1, 32b 872 1, 094
Training . 575 345 380. 477 264 325	 _	 ---
POCC Si:a££.ng 1.;-552 1, 162 1, lb2 2, b80 2, 304 2, 392
(^To. of Persanriel) {20) (14) -	 {14}. (20) (14^ (16)
ToEal 3; 98b 2, '7b 2,: 940 . 4, 704 3, 584 3,993
--_^
Graric1. Total
-.:
.	 _...
10, 8$4 5; 418 b, 573 11, 898 7, 317 9, b03
^^
----•-
_..
^	
_!
	
^	 ^ _	 I	 I _	 ^	 _: E_
	 f
196 hours}. The experiment durations fox Spacelab Z cause every experi.^
ment to requixe .two-shift operations, thus, considerably increasing . the total
nzan-h.ou^s, Other factors which influence the man.-hour requirements are
	 .
shown in Figure x-3-34.
_The experiment. portion of the Spacelab l fatal man-hours , is sirnila.x to that
of Spacelab 2; howeveW, the l'OGC staffing man-hours are considerably.
	 -
greatex for Spacelab 2 due to the greater fatal length of mission and to the
	 F
longer durations of expexirrxents even though the average crew size is
	 „_ '^
smaller. Generally, the effort required for development of requirerrzents
and procedures are greatex for Spacelab 1 because of the higher complexity
and less repetition during the missiax^.
The integration portion of the total effort follows essentially the s.an^e pat.- .
tern with the length of mission causingthe greatest difference between
Spacelab 1 and Spacelab 2, Staffing is g.enerall.y aver 1, ODD man hours
	 --
greater for Spacelab 2 in each of the three cases.
	 .._'
c^lzatll	
..
MISSION DATA
I
INCREASE { ^ } IN PARAMETER CAUSES	 i
STAFFING	 _...
RRRAMETER
SPACELAS SPACELAB ft^D. PROCEDURES TRAINING FLIGFIT GROUND	 __^ ^
!,
M15510N DURATIO[11 166.WFi 2F38 iiFi ^ ^ .^ X /'^	 . -,	
I
TOTAL DURATION OF ALL i5B EiR 1,o9i F{R ^°' X y X .%^
EXPERIMI=N7S
_...
NO.OF EXPERIMENTS 12 id .^ ^ ,^ ^ ^
NO. DF EXPERIMENTS 3 14 .Jr ^	 -
REQUIR IN G TWD SEI EF75
VF'i' CRAW INVOLVEMENT , CDN510ERABLY LESS ^
..	 ^
MOAE ..
EXPERIMENT CREW CO;4SIDERA6LY LESS y ^
INVOLVEMENT MORE
;.	 GONiPLEXI7Y OF.EXPERIMEI^I1'S CONSIDERABLY . '	 Lf=SS .^ y .^ ^
MOR1= ..
REPE!'IT1ON OF lXPERIMENTS CONSIDERABLY MORE- ^+ ^ ^ ^
MORE
Figure I-3-S4. 511an pt7vYeY . 3nfluence l=ectors
r 94 ^,.
. -..	 :.	 ^.	 INCD0IV/47EL^ O0f1GLA5	 ..
.	 ..
.	 ..
^
^	 ^
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POCC integration Functions
Managen^en^ —Two persons are required fr^r each of the three cases for
management, one person xnanages the POCC personnel activities and the
l	 second has overall experiment responsibility. These functions a:e required
fall time for all three cases..
The first function is performed by someone who repeatedly is y.xi charge of
the POCC and crew activities during mission activities and does not neces-
sarily follow the payload development cycles. The second function is per-
formed by the payload manager, and his assistant on second shift, who have
historical knowledge of the development o^ al], the expexirnents and their four
levels of integration. He is the only POCC member that has avexa.11 knowl-
edge of all expexim^ents and the Spacelab systen^.s,
Payloa^ Operations — Pexsanne]. are required for payload operations functions
to perform cooxdix^ation between the experiment rnernbers of the POCC axed
between them and outside functio,rxal areas such as MCC, NASCOM, and
MSFC, Outside,cooxdirration includes coordination between the expeximexzt
aperata.rs in the POC(: with the STS and Spacelab. systems engineers fox
evaluation and operation of the payload support systems and with the GSFC
network for data flow, These ac' ivities do not .change in degree from one
case to another, Personnel. required in this group are a Spacelab systems
engineer and a painting systems engineer. The pointing system engineer is
only required during mission activities that utilize zP5 or payload-provided
pointing. systeans. Data management coordination is required to determine
the payload data requ^.rements on the STS and TDRSS/ST17N. Due to the
reduced:POC .C . data'requirernents in Case 2,, the data.rnanagerrient filriction
is reduced for that case and somewhat for _Case 3.
^..^
	
.	
..
Planning. —The payload activity planning function is required far (T) replan-
ning the rernaining'a:ctivxties whexa: changes are necessary, (2) :.aoxdination
:. of activity planning:. in the POCC and .with MCC;. (3.) formatting uplink, text
°"	 for the MS data file, (4)keepinga history of the flaght; and , (5) responding.
to planning support data requests. These functions are required on each
-..
,..-,	 shift fox all.triree cases.
L
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PO CG Integration Man-Loading
The quantity of personnel that axe required for each job function as des^:xibed
in the previous paragraph is shown i.n Table I-3-11. Two equal shifts are
required throughout the mission duration. These crew sizes were used to
define the detailed integration man-hours which are described in subsequent
paragraphs under Spacelab 1 and Spacelab z.
The man-loading was developed assum.ir t$1at the training, procedure
development. and the learning curves fox the Spacelab activities were in an
operational rs^xode, The level of ground crew' activity in the POCC fox
Spacelab l and Spacelab 2 is not necdssarily representatave of future flights,
The POCC experiment activity does not include the effort required for the
verification flight test activities. The verification flight test activity fines,
however, i*-^npase accarnmodation requirements on the STS, Spacelab- sys-
tem.s, and crew, detracting from experiment operations,
After perfoxxning this analysis, it became obvious that the POCC integration
effort is nearly the same for all three cases. The effort associated with
these jab ftuzctions is not appreciably affected by the data that are being dis-
played in `the POCC, Since -the-integration. job functions-are prixxiarily
required for coox• dination..betwee. n the payload cornxnunity and other organi-.
..national areas, they are required for all three cases. Also; since Spacelab
systems data is being displayed in the MCC Spacelab support room and-the
e^perim.ent data. interfaces axe essentially the carne for' all Three cases, the .
coordixiation activity tends to remain constant across the cases,
POCC E^perixnent Team. Functions
A POCC experirn.ent Learn` is required for each experirn.ent that:will tae open- 	 ^._
ated duxing 'she ri^.iss:ian, The'teax^.. wi1:1 be required to be on-station at all . .
times that their experiment is in operation. .The size of the Learn varies 	 ,
...from oxxe to three in accordance to the co:mple^ity of the operation and to the
technical complexity of the experiment, The tea.rri consists of the `PZ with one.
,.__
ox two other expe^ixne.nt specialists: who naonitox acid evaluate real-time
exper^.ment h.ous eleeeping :and s.:cientific. data, . Two shifts. are required if .the
timing causes personnel to be. on-station more than 14 hours (maximum} at	 "-
one tirrie. For xia.ast experiments, the Learn. is the 3_argest for Case 1 and i^he
srra].1est for Case 2,	
..	
..^.
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-- Management	 Z	 G
•	 F Payload Operations	 3	 2	 2
.. Planning.	 4	 3	 3
_....
' Subtotal	 9	 7	 7
. Pointing Suppoxt {Optional) 	 ].	 l	 1
T Total {I,ncluding Option)	 l4	 8	 8	 -
^- Thee. OCC' experiment teams. is responsible to checi^ the real-tim.e data against
the predicted data to (l) Verify that conditionsixi the Spacelab axe not adversely i
affecting the scientific data quality; (2) verify that fhe e^perirxxent instrum.en-
tation is rerna.iningin calibration and that it is working within limits;. and
(3) constantly evaluate the data to verify that the. data i^ real (disti.nguish
^..
between. actual and . similax .data), verify that.. the - data is .within predicted
.
..	 i
.boundaries, identify phenoslzenon and/or targets that were not anticipated,
and identify data that would necessitate - changes in the remainder of the fLght.
z
..Detailed experiment team m.an-loading is presented in subsequent subsections
	 j
under Spacelab l and Spacelab
.
 Z.
..
POCC Operations Analysis Methodology
^^. Experim.ents — The.nurrabex .of xnan^hours .estimated to be required for prapa- 	 '•
_	 ..	 ,
,,
ration of procedures are based on the number of pages that are required for
' -the experiment which is a fun -coon of the total `duration {D) of the e^peri^ent,
..
„-^ , its relative technical coz-n lexi.t 	 C	 the. re etiton . R	 of .sixbtas4^s durin
1 .	 ,^-- :the .mission,, .and the numbex Qf personnel involued.
^-" .,
...
^' .
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The number of ma.n-hours required for preparation of requirements is
closely related to the number of .procedures pages that are necessary to
fulfill those requirements. Requixexnent development is also influenced by
the preceding, factors (D, C, and R}.
Training rnan^hours are a function bf the total number of persons. involved
.(both shifts}.plus the class preparation tune and the instructor T-s teaching
time, all of which are affected by relative complexity, repetiveness, and
duration of the experiment. The complexity factors were determined far
the experiir^erits rela^.ve to the: various other experiments .on Spacelab 7. fo.r
POCG Case 1. The coxriplexity was then estimated far each experiment far
the POCC for Cas es.. 2 and 3, .relative. to Case 1. The higher the complexity,
the higher the C factor. The same techniques were repeated for Spacelab 2
experiments and the caxxiplexities were determined relative to the cort^.plexi-
ties of Spacelab 1 to pro^cride continuity of 'analyses for the two rra.issions,
The. repetition ^R} factors. were deterxxiined for experiments relative to the
other experiments on Spacelab 1. These factors az^e a function of haw much
of the expeximexit activity repeats its -elf during the xnissian, Since the R
factor is a 'rixultiplier, the more the repetition, the 1a.wer the. factor, ...For
exa.xx^.ple, if only one procedure is required_ and it is repeated 1Q times during
the mission, then the repetition factor would be considerably smaller than
R of an experiment which has no repetition. during the missioxx,. The repeti^ 	 T`
__^
tion`factoxs-for Spacelab z experirr_ents were detern^:ined relativeta those : of	 ;
Spacelab l: far pu.rp.as.es . . of continuity of analysis fob the tw. o . Tni. ssions, ^^
::	
-^
Ir_tegratian —The znethodolagy for performing operations m.an^po^r3er analysis	 -^	 a
,.: for the integration effort is essentially the same as for the . e^per^.ments..	 !. ..
	
--.	 ^
However, lower £actors..prevail for technical carnp^.exity and repetition, 	 ^
	
,_ ..	 d`,
,:	 , as compared .to .
 the experiments, .because the integration actiyi^ies are
	 'I	 1
..
closely associated with the Spacelab systems, data. systen^.s, and the flight'
..crew - activities which t^:nd to be similar from nne mission to `anatiher. Higher 	 ,'
^^
' .le-vels of experiezic.e and higher .earning cur'v'es also reduc:a the relative
effort of the integration activity..
	 k
	
i	 ^
	
.	
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3. 3, I, 2 Spacelab I Mission
^'	 Spacelab I POCC Comparison of Cases
Experirrient --^ The total Spacelab I rn.an--hours required for each case were
shown in-Table T-3-10, Subsection 3. 3. 1. 1,
	
Table I-3-10 specifies the
" ` ^:ffoxt required for requirexnexkts, procedures, training, .and POCC staffing.
The total POCC effort was the' greatest for Case 1, less for Case 3, and
--
;:^.^
least for Case Z,	 The larger nuxxxber of POCG personnel involved in Case ^.
is the prixn.e driver that causes ail of the actiuities to be higher. 	 Tlie :inan^. ..
loading for the Spacelab l POCC experiment teaxxa: is shown in Table I-3-12.
The table depicts $ of the . l2. e^perin3.ent teams as requiring 3 persons for
Case I (an average of 2. 5 persons). 	 Case 2, has seven crews of 2 persons
and five cre^xrs of 1 for a^ avexage of I. 6 persons per team.	 Casa. 3 has nine
'	 ^i crews of 2 persons and three crews of .l for an.avarage of I, $persons
.j
I
per crevr.
,— Summation of personnel listed in 'I`able I-3-IZ adds up to 30 for Case 1, 	 -
'{
:: l9 fox Case 2, and 2I for Case 3.	 Since-two shifts per day are required for
._.	
. three experiin.ents {AP-13,. APE=-01, and SPE=80/85), th ; t .ota^, number of.
..
persons required.a^ ^S.0 are 38 for Case 1, 23 for Case 2, and 26 for Case.3.
Additional - personnel are required in Cases 1 and 3 to monitor rea.^..-time-data
^'
..
	
^	
j
and to perform evaluation of the data pxovidirig xn.axi:muxxi experiment data .. 	 ^
k 3
f
quality.:.	 _	 I
^
`-^
-'	 _.	 ^
Inte .ration —The effort shown earlier on Table I-3-10 for POCC 	 a load	 '^	 P Y	 ^,
— ^ integration - indicates that Gase ^. is -the greatest.	 Case 3 is less, and-Case 2
^._^
^
is the least.	 .All tli.xe^ cases are closer to each othex than :those for :the
1	
0
experiments.	 As `explained in an earlier subsection, the integration_ effort... ^
,..i ^
tends to remain. relatively constant across the cases since it is a function of
' ^
iSpacelab systems and NASCOM data systems which require relatively the
same effort for a:Il three' cases. 	 The basis-fox tl;is effort £or integration was.
R__
the rrsan-loading . shown earlier zri Tale L-311:.
'.
^.	
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Table ^- 3 -- l 2
SPACELAB l POCC EXPERIMENT MAN- LOADING
_ w
i
._ ^	 {
Case
l	 Z	 3
^^
1. AP- 0 9	 3	 2	 2
2. AP--13^	 3^	 1^	 2O	 ^^
3. ST--31	 3	 2	 2	 ::. ..•-
4. EO- 0l	 3	 2	 2
5. :^S- l 3	 3	 2	 2	 ^ ..
b. APE- 01 ^	 2	 l	 l
"^
7. SPE-80 f 85 ^	 3	 2	 2
8. SP:E- O l	 3.	 2	 2
9, EO'E- a 1	 ^	 ^	 l
10, APE- 07	 , 3	 2	 2 ,
..,
ll. STE-10	 2	 l	 2	 ^' .
^. 2. ASE- 01.	 l	 1	 l
.:	 ,-
OTwo shifts required.	 .:.
t`J 2, 1, and l when run with AP-Q9. 	 -, i
.^....	
j
:.
-	
^	
-	
-	 -
-	
-	 -	
i
5pacelab . 1 POCC Substantiating Data
_..
Table I-3--1.3 displays the next lower level of data ghat were used to .prepare
Table I- 3-10. Zt shows- the effort' required for each expeximen,t for : prepares-.	 .
..
	
	 ,	 .:ti.on of'procedt7.res and requireixi.ents and 1:or fulfilling the necessary training
requirements of Spacel.ab 1. These quantities were derived froxxx factors 	 '-'
based an experiment duration (D), complexity - (C) repetition (R), and	 _
quantity of personrieT'z^.volved. 	 ^^
Man-hours for staffing ^r3.as based on quaxstity aft .personnel and duration of the
,.	 ..
experirn.ents. Preparation time prior to operation and evaluation tune during 	 i
postoperation was added to the. experim:erit duration far a more accurate est =-
r.
	'xnate of staffi.rig.`for.the expexirxaents 	 This techx^:que was rLOt:utiJ.ize.d fo.r .the :'. .
integration crew. since that. crew rnai:.ntains stations- around.the_clock on a
...
,.:	 twa.--:skiff: basis and . the nature of the work is iizore routine..
i
	
1 ^0	
, Y_
,_
is-rcnoivnr^^.c. vvuG^scs	 _	 - ..
Ji
.,
__.,	 i
,.
...
e
..
, ,
_;	 ^ ^ a
n^ Tahle ^--3-13
2 S'PAGEL:A.B 1 POCC REL;A.TED MAN-HOURS FOR EXPER.IMENT'S 'zn
r Exgeri^nen^ Procedures Requzxern.en^s Traia^ing
^ E^cp ^rimer^t Cxew Size Duration ---Man-Hours ^ Man--Hours --Man--Hours;F
A
-
Case	 ^..
-
2 3
-
Haur
-	 -
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
H
^.: AP- 09 3 2 2 6.6 201 59 119 37 1.1 22 54 15 ^0
^ 2. AP--13 3/3 lJl 2/2 16.7 261 51 153 48 10 29 148 15 56	 ^-
[ 3. ST-31 3 2 2 8.8 310 I21 1.52 57 23 29 90 30 40
4. EO- 01 3 2 2 19. 3 587 231 23.1 108 43 43 l b2 55 55
5. LS-13 3 2 2 12.2 2g6 I45 204 55 28 39 84 35 50
6. APE--A 1 2 j 2 1 I Z 1. 1 1 24.8 345 101 101 63 1 9 1 9 1.12. 3 5 35
7. SPE^80/85 3/3 2/2 212 . 5b.4 785 308 540 1.44 58 1.0 . 1 324. 105 182
o. 8. SPE-01 3 2 2 6. 2 243 120 120 45 23 23 72 30 30
9. EOE-01 1 1. 1 5.2 I13 33 33 21 6 b 24 S $
10. APE=07 3 2 2 15:0 45b 135 270 84 2S 25 126. 35 65
11. STE-10 2 1 2 20.3 265 79 79 49 15 l5 b5 16 20
12. ASE--01 1 l 1 4.3 113 33 33 21 6 6 24 $ $
Expexirrsent :Total 38 23 26 3, 975 1, 416 2, 035 7:45 267 382. 1, 245 387 579
lir^.tegration Total 10/10 . 7J7 7J7 166.0 1, 594 1, 11'4 1, 198 X65 185 200. 575 345 380
:..^
^ ^ ^
I	 ^	
W^	 !	 ^',
Experi3ment —The POCC cox^parison of cases for Spacelab 2 is very similar 	 +.
to Spacelab I, Again, the. Total POCC effort was the greatest for Case 1, 	 " "
less fo.r Casa 3, and least for Case 2. These re :suits were primarily influ-	 ^"^^
enced by the number of personnel involved in each ease. The three cases 	 • ^•
^...
were relatively closer together on a percentage basis than for Spacelab 1.	 . ,
The xrsan^loadizzg fox the Spacelab 2. POCC experimexxt team is shown in 	 _.r:.:
Table 1-3-14. The average POCC team for each experiment is i. 6 for
Case .l, 1. 0-for Case Z, and l.3 for Casa 3. These man--loading levels were 	 W	 ^ '
lower far Spacelab 2 than Spacelab 1 because Spacelab 2 experiments are
generally less- complex and tend to be - mare self-.contained.-
I
Sumrxaation of personnel listed in Table I-3-14 adds up to lb, l0, and l3 for	 •-
Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since all experiments requixe two shifts 	 . '	 ',
.per day, the total number of POCC experixx^exi^t personnel that are required
at SSC are 3^, 20, and ^6 -for Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively..-
Again,' the additional personnel. are req,^ired for Cases 1 and 3 to moxzitor
control and evaluate real-time data so that the q^a.ality of scientific data is
at an acceptable level.
Integra-Eion--- The case-by--case relationship for Spacelab 2 POCC payload 	 ^^{	 1
integration is similar to that of Spacelab 1. Again all three cases are closer 	 . --
together than those -for the experiments dbe to consistency of job functions	 ^.a	 ;
in integration: The basis for the integration : .effort ^?cras the xnan- loading..-	 ^`'.
shown earlier in Table I^-3 - l 1.
S acelab 2 PDCC Substantiating Data 1
Table: I-^3-1.5 .displays the newt lower Ieve1. of data ghat giver a used to prepare	 _	 !^'^
"	 Table I--3-10. It shows the ef•art required. fo .r e.ac.h experixn,ent to.pr^pare . ::.:
procedures and requirements and to . fulfill the necessary training re^,uire-	 ^	 ^
menu for Spacelab 2. These quantities were derived from factors based on` 	 --.
ex eriment duration T) cony lexit C re etiion R and uantit ` : .of ...	 ---
	
p	 t ),	 P	 Y ^ )^	 P	 t ^,	 q	 Y
personnel involved.
_^
..	 ,.
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`^ Table Z-3 - l4
SPACELAB 2 POCC EXPERxIVIEN'I'S M'AN^LOADING ^^•`^'
r	 .^ Case
^:
'	 I	 2	 3
^_^ 1.	 Transition Radiation Spectrometer
	
1	 I	 1.	 S?
Z.	 .Far UV Schrxxidt Cax^rxexa/Spectrograph
	
I	 I	 ].
:^.^,3.	 Extreme- UV Imaging Telescope
	
2	 I	 I
4.	 Skylark Cosmic X-Ray Telescope
	
2	 k	 I
^.	 LLL TV	 Z	 I	 2
^ T 6.	 65-cm I'hotoheliogxaph	 I	 I	 Z
,. 7.	 Solar Monitor Package	 2	 I	 2
8.	 So£t X-Ray Telescope	 1	 I	 1
9.	 Lyman--Alpha i^Vhite- Light- Coronagraph	 2	 1	 2
I0.	 High--Sensitivity X--Ray Buxs.t T]etector 	 2	 l	 1	 ^
.	 i
Pointing required (POCC support is required only fox.	 ^
Cases I and 3	 1
OTwo shifts required £or - all expexixnents on SL-2.
3vlan-Yiaurs £or s-ta^ing wa;s based on quantity o£ personnel and duration c^£
, the experiments.. 	 Preparation time prior to operation and evaluation time
,'-L during postopexation was added to the experiment duration for a rx.^ore ac cu-
rate estimate o£ sta££in^ £or the experiments. 	 This technique was not
:..
utilized £or the xntegratian cre^av' since that crew. x^^:intains stations .ar:pund	 ^
_ the clock on a two-shift basis and the . nature o£ the work is rriore routine.
^^	 ' 3. 3. 2 Flight Operations
^^
..
-	
_	
^
3.:3. 2. I	 Onboard Suxnzxiary
_..	
_
^	 `^^
..
Delta Mari--Hours
...
The onboard related. costs are `expressed in delta man-hours. 	 Cane 1 is
defi^riEed as the reference base (zero), and the dElta rnaia^-hours of Cases 2 	 ^
' ,and 3. are relative .to Case 1. .The . man^.hours shown in Table F-3 ..16 are for
f-
-b
^^
,
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^ Table IW3-.I5
a
z SPACELAB 2 POCC MAN-HOURS FOIi..E^PERZM^uN'I'S
m'
r
°o E^pexi^
ment Proceclur^:s Requirements Trair^ix3,g
Experi,zxaent Crew Size Duration ^Man-Hours MMan-Hours ^Man--Hours
Case 1 2 3 Hr 1 2 3 I Z 3 1 2 3
1, Transition R.adia^inn
Spectrozxxeter. Xf I I/1 IjI 279. D 89 89 89 Z2 2.Z 22 Z8 ZS Z8
2. .Far UV Sch3xiidE
Caxx^erajSpectrogxaph l/1 1/1 1/1 12.5 ^.	 48 24 48 I2 6 I2 21 1^3 Z1
3. Extreme UV 5magi,ng.
Telescope Z j2 a.jl if 1 12.4 60 20 2Q 15 5 5 2b 9 9
4. Skylark Cosmic
^::
X-Ray Telescope Z /Z 1/I L/1 I10. D 2I1 74 I41 53 -J.8 35 9Z zZ 4^
5. . LL,Z. TAT	 - 2 /2 I j l 2 j2 110.0 211 7D 178 53 18 44 9 z 22 77
b. b5 -cm .Photo-:: -
helti.og.raph: ljl I/1 1jl 13,b.0 392 131 3 92 98 33 98 122 41 _ 122
7. Solar Moniaor
Package 2 jZ I j 1 2 j2 IZ,S. 6 791 39b. 593 ..198 99 .149 34b I24 26 0'
8.. Soft X-Ray
Telescope .ljl I/1 1/I 1Z3, b 31b 158 I5$ 79 40 40 99 50 50
9. ':I^yrsiarz^Alpha While-- ._
Light: Coronagraph 2/2 ^./], Z f 2 47, 2 302 I51 3Q2 7b 38 7b i32 47. 132
7.0. High-•Sensi:Livty
X--Ray Burst
I]ei:ector 2/Z I /l 1/I 136. b 350 175 I75 87 55 55 153: 55 55
Experiment Total ib /16 1,0J1q .I3 f 13 1; 09. 0..9 2:, 770 I, 284 2, 09b b93 334 536 1, 1 11 408 798..
^^ xz-itegra^ion. Tota1 J.0/I O 7j7 8/$ 2 88;0 1,3Zb 872 I, 094 ZZ1 l44 I$2 477 2b^ 325.
I. :- ..	 ^
'
^
I
Y ..
^
.....
....	 ...	 . 	 .
.i
...... ..	 ,.	 ..	 -	
....
y	
-^
	
,^
Table 1^3 -.16
OZ^TBO.A:R1^ 1Z.EIJATED OPER.A.TTOIil'S --- T^E^TA NfAIV-- ^C7^Z2.S
Spacelab 1	 Spacelab z
	
l '	 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3	 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Operations
	^-_	 Requirearients
Definitions	 Q	 Ib0	 60	 Q	 160	 b0
-	 ^.,,
	
_.--	 Crew Activity	 0 .	 4, 431,	 1, 791	 fl	 1, 753	 809
	
_	 Total.
	
Q	 4, 591	 1, 851	 0	 1, 913	 869
	
..	 Flight Crew Required . .
for Experiment
Operations	 3	 5	 5	 3	 3	 3
(1} the creVsr activity which is required to develop requirements and pro-.
	
^,	 cedures for the payload crew a:nd to'provide training az^d for (2) the pre-
	
. - .	 planning activity by MSFC far.the definition of requirements. for equipment,
software, .and operations support.
`1:'he related onboard delta man-hours' far.integrati.on of additi.anal onboard
.	 ^
:hardware . and software for Cases ^ and 3 have been folded into the respective	 j
hardware and software costs which are presented in Subsection 3.4 of this 	 ^
r ep a rt.	 ^
.	 _.	
_
	^' -	 'I`he crew activity includes the :effort req^zired to develop re.quirexxsents,and _
procedures, to train the crew, and to staff the crew, The delta man--hours
	
,,.,	 for. Spac^elab 1 was considerably higher than for Spa.celab Z as a result a£ 	 ^
,. ,
additional crevn'xnen beitxg required for Spacela.b 1 due to higher technical
carnplexity and less repetitiai^ of ^ha Spacelab 1 e^peximex3,ts. Spacelab 1 	 -
^requi..x.ed tb:ree, fiv,e.,..axid . .fiye crewmen- for: Cases 1, .2, and 3, respectively,
..=
vtrhile Spacela.b. Z required only three crewmen far all three cases. .Even
	
r	 -with additional cre'^Jmen an Spac^la.b 1, the utilization i:s at a higher level
	
'	 than fir Spacelab: 2.` : The bulls of the delta .rizan .--hours , for :creQV activity is
	
r.	 for training.
.	 _
_'.
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The crew activity does n.ot include all of the costs associated with the crew-	 ^ •
xxaen. In particular, the ixx^pact frarrx raising the.paylaad crew from three to 	 -
five was not assessed far the flight crew support. This support includes
{.]:} medi.cal (do.eto^s, nurses, technicians, medical egtxipznent, and facilities),
(2} training equipment (flight simulators, classrooms, training xnat.erials,
an-the-job type training, etc. ^, and (3) flight sunpoxt equipment supply and
-control and rriaxntenance (persoxxnel hygiene, ^^craste xx^,anagement, food and	 •,
beverages, wearing apparel, stowage, .atmospheric control, etc. ). 	 r,,,
The effect of these considerations may range from essentially no effect to
considerable.. effect. For example, if the planned xx^edcal facility can pxo- 	 -_
tide stapport.for two additional c:rewmen . v^rithout expanding,, ^lxen the effect is
:rxzinimal. Cn the other band, if expansion of the rne^ical facility is necessary,
- then the effect is significant._	 _	
.-..h
.The net- effect of these costs, which were not considsr^•a^-would increase . 	
.___
.Cases 2 and 3 delta costs making: them relatively more expensive than
Casa ^..
.^
The delta integration effort.fo .r definition of equpx^ent, soft^xtare, and sup'-
part requirezx3.ents is relatively srriall as compared to the crew related effort. 	 E
A delta of I60 man-hours axe estixxxated for Case 2 and 60 znaxs--hours fox
Case 3. Since the .chosen case 'will be defined well i.n advance of the pre	 ~^
.._..
planning effort, all of the effort is. initis:l effort.-and not• rsp].annirag e^fo^t.
..The total number o^ anon--hours for this definition is..not significantly.: 	 ^'
.influenced by a small percentage increase in either onboard hardware or
	 --'
software, The only significant increase is for cre'ncr stapport requirex-r^ents	 ^ . ''	 ^
definition.
	
. _
^^_ i
-.	 Payload. Crew Functions
,.
For. Case lr the majari^y of the crew functions. are concerned with house-
keeping, setups,: calibration, .pointing,. data control, and handling; satisfying
.^
	h sica:l re ui:rements duriii o exation e,	 chen in film ^a azine.sP Y	 q	 g P	 ( g ^ ,	 g^ ^	 g	 ,. ,
_. ,.
,taking blood samples, adjusting equxpxx^ent, .etc,. ); deactivating and securing,
and j or s. taring egv.ipmen^ - and s axnples,.	 -
,..	 .
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In addition to these duties, far Case 2 the crewmen-are also responsible
far performing alL e^perixxient operations. 'his activity includes moni.tori.ng
and controlling experiment data.. Z`hese data are checked against the pre-
dicted data to (1} verify that conditions in the Spacelab are not adversely
	
l	 affecting the scientific data quality; (2} verify Chat the experiz^ent instxurrien--
tation is rexx^ai^:i^xg in calzbratian and - that it is worlcing within Limits;._and
(3}: constantly evaluate the data to verify that the data is real (dzstin.gYxzsh
	
-	 between actual and sirrailar data}, verify that -the data is within predicted
._...
boundaries, identify phenoz^nenan and/'er targets - that were not anticipated,
	
..,	 and identify data that ^vcrould necessitate changes i^ the rezxiainder o£ the
flight.
In Case ^, items (1} and (2.} preceding xnay be either automated or provided
by the flight - crew to the same level of quality as i:n Case 1. On the other
hand, item (3} cannon be automated. excerpt to a small degxee.. stern (3} can--
.not adequately be provided for by the flight crew due to insufficient flight
.crew personnel or due to insufficient knowledge of the e^,periment.
Case Z is not acceptable for a nurnk^ex of experixnen.ts of high technical corn-
pl.exity. For Example, Spacelab ^. has several . experiments that are. judged
to .return scientific results for Case 2 of only about one-half the quality of
Case 1.
iPSs have the pximary responsibility fox Ehe experiment functions. 4n shifts
which do not have a MS available, .the PS also assurxies hzs duties.
.Crew zeal-time ef£art - was estizxxated for , each experiment and for each opera-	 _
Lion required for V>`T. The individual experiment xx^axi-leading levels were
analyzed on ar: integrated basis to d ete rx^caine the quantity of a7nan»hours
required for .every hoixr of the mis.sinn £or Spacelab l and Spacelab z..
'-	 Assuming IOQ% utilization o£ th.e crewzxxen while they are on-station, the 	 ^ ^.
quantities of crevcrznen were determined as listed previously an Ts.ble 1- 3-1b.
The flight payload - crew level.--of--effort- is considered the norm for Case I
for.which.the delta man-» hours are zero. - Cases Z and 3 flight xnan- hour
deltas are deterxriined in rtl;^,tion^hip to Case I.
Cases 2 and 3 payload activities should be reshaped in accordance to their
ground rules to increase the e££ective utilization of the crew for those cases. 	 ^ _
^'or analysis purposes, the £light craws were assumed to never be sick
during the rriission. Also, a backup crew was net considered for d eterrnln-
	
ng man--hours.. 	
_ ',	 !
._'
Onboard Operations Analysis Methodology	 ^	 a
'The methodology utilized' for anboarcl--related man-hour estimates was.very
similar to that used for POGC-related estimates (reference Subsection 3. 3, 1. l
POCC Operations. Analysis xvlethodology) £or the expe.rirnents. Similar
techniques were used to deter^.x^.ine the n^an-- hours needed. far preparation of
crew requirexr^ents and procedures as well as-for. crevG training,
	
`	
^
Factors -for duration (D), technical complexity (C), and repetiti.oi^ (R) were 	 --
.also Wised :. Th.e . complexty.factars were first es.^ima^ed £or the £fight crew 	 `.
activities fox each experiment in Case. 2 since that is the most complex case
for the flight crew. These were the sazxxe cox^plexity £actors as those used
£o r. the POCC, Case 1. C:ompTexities of the flight crew activities for `..Cases l :,	 ,
_:	 ,
ar;d 3 were. determined relative to Gase z (fligh-^). 	 i
,.	 _
1 ^
	 ,- -, .
	
^	 __
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^^
	^,	 The repetition £actors utilzzed £or flight operations analyses were identical
to those used in the POGO operations analyses. since repetition of the experi-
rents is not dependent upon rela#ive flight or ground activii:ies.
3.3. ^. 2 Spacelab 1 Mission
Y,
Spacelab 1 'Onboard Corrkpariso.n of Cases
Thy crew activity delta ^xnan-hours for each case was _shown. in Table I--3--Ib.
The most significant components o£ crew activity are development o£ crew
requirements and procedures and especially crew draining, The case
relationships are exemplified by ratios of these efforta a£ Cases ^ and 3 to
.Case 1,. The ratios to Case 1 for requirezx^ents developznent.ar.e l.9 for
Case C and 1. 5 £or Case 3. The ratios are the same £or procedures
development. The ratios to Case l for training are ^. 5 £ar Case 2 and Z. ^
i"or Case 3. .The greater crew i.nvo^.veznent ^Iarger rurriber o£ .crewmen} in
Cases 2 .and 3 is the prune dxiver that causes the ratio to be higher (greatest
in Gase 2 and least £or Case 1).
	
'^	 The ability to monitor anal control payloads £y arn the g=.-ound (-Case 1) provides
a significant degree of flexibility riot available in Case 2. Shau3.d onboard
	
^,	 preblem.s (e. g., crevtr sickness or diversion o£ attenti.^r- £rom one payload to
problem investigation o£ another payload or STS support system) prerslude
accoixiplishxnent o£ scheduled payload activities, ground control could be
	
^^	 assumed with a potential o£ salvaging signi^.cant payload . data,
	
^^ ,	
_
	_ ^^..	 Table I=.3-.17 shows the_man-loading required for the twelve experiments
	
F	 aboa.xd Spacelab 1. This table ivas used in, conjunction with the St^arnrman
time Iine to integrate the real--tirrie roan-loading requirements throughoxzt the' 	 ^
flight. Each hour rn►as assessed to determine the total quantity o£ crewmen
....required.. to perform aJ^l. crew .fu^.lctions. The .results. indicate . that three,
,.:	 ,:five, and five cxewmen are xequired.£or Cases l; Z, and 3, respectively.
'^	 .	 ; ^.. The Case l crew aetivit^r reauir.exxxent for three ix^en was'in a^reexnent with
^,
,^
I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 i	 f
i
Table 1..3--17
SPACELA.B 1 F`LrGHT P.A.YLC?AD CREWMEN ZTTILIZATxON^
Case
	
l	
2	 3	
--
1.	 .A:^-09
	
0. ^	 0. 9 	0. 8
2,	 AP--l3	 0. ^	 0. 9	 0. 8	 I
3..
	
ST-3I	 0.4	 1. 0	 0. o	
,	
' .^.
	
__	 '',
^	 4.	 EO-01	 0. ^	 0. 7	 0.7	 ^^
5.	 LS- I3	 1, 3	 1. 3	 I. 3	 1,^,
.	 6.' APE-01	 0.4	 1.2	 1.2	 ',
"l.	 SPE-•.$O f 85	 0.3	 0. 7	 0.4	 .:
8. SPE-01	 0, 5	 0. $	 0. $
9. EOE-01	 0. ^.	 0. 5	 0. 5
Y ^.0. APE-D7	 0. Z	 0. ^	 0.4	 ',
11. STE-10	 0. 1	 0. 5	 0. 5	 ^ ; f
12. ASE-01	 0.3	 0.5	 0.5
Ql Values are crewxxi.en required (1. 0 equals ane man) during 	 ^
operation (hik;her during activation,. deactivation, etc. ).
Consideration should be given to reducing the number o£ experiments on	 ^ -^
Spacelab 1 to help alleviaae that problem.	 ^ ^	 I
Case z showed an increase of crewmen to £ive due to the greater involvement
of the crew ,uvith the experiments. Even with five crewxnex^ aboard (fro an	 ..:	 ^'i
`.one''shift and three on the other); the.utilizatzon was unreasonably high.to the 	 y	 '
point that seienti:fic requi_rerrient ^.ilfillzxaent vas questionable,	 ^-
P	 g	 p
	
_.:-	 ,It is not ass^.b3:e to et the same ex erirnent scientific return in Case 2 as it
	
is .n Case Z or -Case 3. The very ..}^aL-u.xe of scientific experinzenta:tion	 •.	 j
requires f.re.que^t evaluation of e^per.in^ent outputs. with r. eadjtzstmerits. of	 .^^	 ^
inputs to obtain the t^,esired results.. Evaluation of outputs. often requires	 "-
years of education, training, and exper%er3ce available only through the 	 ^-	 ^
,.
dedicated scientist, Experirrientation time availability coupled wit^a the 	 ,..:. 1
inhe-rent problems of verbal coini^iunica:tion required in Case Z does not allow	 ,_ _
the ..crewmen to pxovd.E an acceptable. qua^.ity o^ return. far the expeximents....
-	 ^t0	
...,i	 -
J
T	 f
The required scientific knowledge can partially be translated to anboard
operations by increasing crew size (allowing xszore time per experixxz4nt),
providing extensive crew training, and providing complex automated
scientific data processing and- evaluation programs. .These approaches
3.nrrease the cost yst still fail to give the same degree of scientific return
as available through the well-informed ground-based scientist of Case l and
Case 3.
Gorse 3 also requires five crewmen, haysrever, utilisation is much Lower.
'UV'ith more.in-depth analyses, one crewman xxaay he eliminated for this case,
leaving two crewmen on each shift. Having unbalanced shifts may create
prablenzs in scheduling experiment activity. This could become a rea p can-
straint in real-.time replanning of flight experiment. operation activities
(e. g. a target-of-opportunity surfaces during a shift that has only one pay-
lo ad c r ewrnan an-station) .
-:Far Cases 2 and 3, a very strong relations$ip exists between crew training,
oYiboard software, and quality, of scientific data return. It is physically-
impossible for 2 additional crewmen to perform the same level of effort that
12 to 15 extra P^CC personnel perfarrn ixx Case i. It is also unreasonable
to expect that all of the scientific. knowledge of those l2 to 15 persons could
be transferred to the flight crew. Same of the difference xx^ay be. made up by
additional anboard software to handle the routine tasks during experixnezat
ope rations . Increased training will also inc reas a the quality of experiment -
., returns.-
r - ;	 Several iterations were miade that increased both software and gaining;	 -
,. ;
^^_.	 however,- many experhraents still had unacceptable levels of quality for ease 2.
__.	 In Case 3, ..those experiments that were.unacceptanl^ in Case .2 where.
...changed to utilize the POCC a"s in Case 1. The requirements for incxeased
_ _,
^,
crew L•raining and the increased complexity. of onboard hardware and/or soft-
,,. ware required by Case 2 would minixrzize the fle^ibi.lity for changing payloads`
late in the`prela:unch preparation phas^:s.
.^ ^	 The increased demand for-added hardware, software, and-.crew to support.
Case 2.. may. significantly deplete STS--provided resources for payload - support.
,,,,	
111
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Case 2. would tend to increase weight, power caz^suznption, data processing,
and habitation support usage.. The. result of ^;hese dexxkands may necessitate a
decrease in payload-carrying capability. The introduction of the x-ra.ore
sophisticated payloads beyond those studied for Spacelabs. land 2 would
accentuate this pxablem.
Spacelab L Onboard Substantiating 37ata
-Table 1-3-18 depicts the next lower level of data that went into preparation
of Table z--3-lb. It shows the man-hours of ef£art which are needad to
px^pare crew requirements and procedures and to complete - the necesvary
.crew training fox the payload £light : crew of Spacelab 1. The quantities were .
derived .from facEors based on _experiment duration (D), complexity (C), and
repetition (R) along with the quantity of crewmen involved,
Man-hours -for. staffing was based- on .the quantity of cxew^nen and. duratian
of.the experirrients. This technique .of staff estirriating is in accordance with
the ground rules; however, it does cot account for the real costs of having
astronauts an the payroll. Accounting for these casts will drive Cases 2
and 3 highe r .and' make thexxx less .viable.
3.3, 2.3 Spacelab 2 Mission
Spacelab 2 inboard Comparison of Cases}	
+:I
The crew activity delta xnan-hours. for each case: was shown in Table 1- 3 - 16.	 F .
-.The. most significant components.. of crew. activity. a ye develapzxaent of cxew	 ^ t
'	 requirements and procedures and especially crew training. The case	 ^ Ei
relationships are exemplified by xatios of these efforts for Cases'2 and 3 to .
Case 1, -The ratios tb Casa 1 for requirements de.veZopment axe'2, 2 for 	 , _^' ^
	 ^
Cas.e.2 and 1. 5 for Case.3.. The . ratio. s are the. s,arne for..procedures
develapxxa.ent: The ratios to Case l for trai^^ing are Z. 8 for. Case 2 and 1. $ 	 ^	 '
for - Case 3. The prirrie driver that causes - the training ratio to be higher	 ^ '
^._.
is the .great.er crew irivalvexnent.(grea^est in Case>2 and least l'or G:s.se.l).. 	 ^
Tab1e..I-^3.^.19 shows the xnan-laading.requi.red for the nine ex^^e .ri.nZent group-
	 '^'
ings aboard Spacelab 2. This . table was used in conjunction ^v;rith th.e Strauwrx^an
	 -
time line to integrate the read.-tune roan- ]:oading requirexnenEs throv:gh oi^.t'
-1.12	 _	 _	 r^
.	 !t?CDDNNL'-'LL DE7tlG^slS^.	 .. ^.	 .
t,
b Crew Procedures Requirements Training
^ Siz.e Exp^rirr^ent ^ Man--Hours -^ man-Hours -- Man--Hoursc^
^ 'Case, Duration
w	 Experiment 1 2.. 3 Hour 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
1.	 AP--09. 3 5 5 b.6 105. 73. 53 20 14 10 18 .240
2. '.A:P-13 3 S 5 1b.7 48 96 80 9 ^.8 15 3b 288
3.	 ST--31 3 5 5 $.8 64 115 89 12 2Z 17 4S 3bo
^.	 Eo-o 3 ^ 5 19.3 129 2 lb 2 lb z^ ^41 41 loz b48
.s	 5.	 LS-13 3 5 5 12.2 bs 109. 151 13 21 z8 54 33b
w
6.	 AT-'E-01 3 5 5 2^.8 -'_^8 127 127 9 24 24 174 3$4
7.	 S1?E-84/8.5 3 5:.5 56.4 72 289 10$ 14 54 20: 15b 864
8:	 SPE-01 3' 5 5 b. L ^s 91 91 10 17 17 252 288
9,	 EOE-01 3 5 5 5.2 26 43 43 5 8 8 24 144
10.	 A:PE-a7 3 5 5 15.0 120 168 120 23 32 23 90 504
11.	 STE-10 3 5 5 20.3 65 1b3. 129. lZ 31 24 30 312
12.	 ASE IO 3 5 a 4. 3 28 41 28 5 8 5 24 144
Epp e rirn ent
To1:a1 824. 1, 531	 1, 235 15b 290 . 232 1, 00$ 4, 512 2, 248
3
llz
1b0
176
43 2
192
25b
168
192
9b
240
1b0
64
r
__	 !	 4	 I	 I	 I	 i	 i	 I
i
^`	 ._
Table x-3 .-19
SPACELAB z ]♦'LIGHT PAYLOAD CREWMEN UTxLx2ATxON ^' 3 - 	 ___
F
-^
:^
Case	 ,
	G raupings.	 1	 2	 3
1. SC SYN
	
0. 1
	
41.2.
	
0.2
	 ^--^	 '
2. SC PRO	 0. 1	 O. Z	 0. 2
3. PHOTO'	 0.2	 0.2	 0.2	 ..M.
4. EzTV/PH	 0. l	 0. 1 ,	 0. l
`j
5. SKY T^	 0.4	 0.4	 0.4 ;.
'	 6. SCAM
	
0.3
	 0. 3	 0. 3
7. T1t.S	 0	 0	 0
^	 8.	 M SlewO	 1.. 0	 I. 0	 1. 0	 __ !	 1
O Pointing required fox all cases.	 _	 t
'^`
Support utili^ati.c^r^ is aniy 0. ^. nza.n (after reslewii^g}, . 	 `
_ _^
^3 x7uring a^perxnen^ • oper.^.tions (higher duxation activation,.
	 :
.deactivation, , etc.
i
---.
I
_the flight. Each hour was assessed td deterrr^ixxe the dotal quantity of craw-
...	 rneri required to perfoxri^x all crew fuxictions^ The results indicate that 	 _.
three crewmen are required fir all three cases.:. 	 '_:i
i
^^
The Case l crew activit^ requirement for three men was in agreexxent with 	 '^
the Strawxnan document -. Unlike Spacelab 1, the schedule and the ^uantitg 	 _
bf e^perime^ts all.av^ a- reasoriable utilization of the thz^ee crewmen, .. 	 ^'ti
-	 -
_...
`	 Case 2 also showed a requirerx^ent for . three crewmen; however, a much 	 ^ `
higher utilizationis .required. That high-utzli^ation rate approaches the
^ -	 limit, but b}^ n^ino^ changes and/or:-minor Orbiter crew utilization,: the 	
~'^
I : _	 three crewmen c.an. fulfill the cre^xrmen .requirements....
^:	 ,
	
.._	 s#;
I	 Case 3 also utilized three crewmen, - but at a more xzlaxed utilization rate.. 	 '
Use of the Orbiter cxew is not rEq^iired for. this case. 	 .
;^	 1Spacelab 2, Stra.wm.an, MSFG, 5E -012^OZZ-.Z8, Decembar 1976.	 ' '
	
f	 '17 ^
	
..:.,.
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i`	 Spacelab 2 Onboard Substantiating Data
^_	 Table l-3 20 depicts the nexE lower level of. data that went. into preparation
^z
o£ Table I^3..16. It shows. the man-hours o£ effort which are needed_ to
prepare crew requirements aid procedures and to complete the necessary 	 '
'^^	 crew training for'the £light payload crew of Spacelab 2. The quantities were
•	 derived frbn'^ £actors utilizing experirnen^ duration {D}, coxplexity (C}, and
^^	 -repetition (R} along with the :quantity of crewmen involved.
l:.u.
Man-hours £or staffing were based on the quantity o£ crewanen anc^ duration
o^ the experiments: As stated earlier,. it does not. account for the peal costs
of £lying. personnel which would-drive Cases 2 .and 3 higher and_ snake therm
^^	 less viable.
3.4 SYSTEM MODIF^:CATIONS
^^^
^,	 3.4. Z Hardware Modifications
rt
3. 4. 1. l Spacelab l
i 	 ^
This study ide:ratified no hardware modification requirements £or Spacelab_ 1.
The .POCC baseline plan is adequate for ground support. (cor3,tro1, monitoring,
x,
and analysts} of the experiment operations in all three study cases. Flight
systems and experiment hardware design requirements are adequate: to
support arsission activities fox each of the study cases. However, in Case 2,
increased use of the S acelab e^z eximent com uter resulted. in near saturationp	 p	 P
o£ the corn utex^s ca acit	 Added e eriment or operational complexity of
^	 ^	 ^.'.
	
^later missions may result in a.requirement For additional computer capacity.
.. .
3.. 4, 1..2 Spacelab .2.. 	 :..
The POCC baseline plan, as £or Spacelab I, is adequate to support ground-
,r -
^.^	 operations for Spacelab 2. Ground computers will be used to analyze
-^: .
experiment scientific data to 'identify unique solar or spatial phenomena
-	 {i. e. , solar rxsagnetie fields or stellar extreme UST sources`}. The consaiesi
-	 ider^tifs,ed:..in:the POCC will. be adequate i£ experin^ent.support . ..per$gnnel	 '
,.
r Y
	
	 (PIs, etc..} axe. assigned to .specific consoles . +only at those times that. their
individual experiment is scheduled on tha flight tirrte line.
,- ,
L +
^, .
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c: Table 1-3-20
z SPACELAB 2 QNB9ARD-RELATED 11rIAN--HOURS FOR EXPERIMENTS
mr
Crew Procedures Requirerrxents . T^rainix^g.
r Size E^peri:ment ^. Man-Hours ^ Man^Houxs NMan^E•ours
w _ lluraf:ionExperiment	 Case 1 2 3 Hour 1	 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. T.ransi.tS.on Radi- 3 3 3 2,79.0 44	 44 44 8 $ $ 33 !3 40
ometer
Spec^roxxa,eter
^'.. Far UV Schrrizdt 3 3	 . 3 l2. 5 12 '	 24 12 3 5 3 9 23 li
CamEra
Spectrograph
3. Extreme. UV 3 3 3 12.4 9	 29 2 9 2 6 b 7 29 2 6
Imaging
O7 , T^Ies cope
4. Skylark Cosmic 3 3 . 3 110.0 3 5	 104 70 7 Z 1 13 26 103 62
X--Ray
Telescope
5. LLL TV 3 3 3 110. D 35	 104 52 7 2l 10 26 103 48
6. 65--cri^ 3 3 3 136.0 65	 196 b5 12 37 12 49 19l 60
Photahelxograph
7. Solar . Monitor 3 3 3 123. b 197
	 396 297 37 74 56 148 380 -266
Package
$. Soft X--Ray 3 3 3 123. 6 . 79	 159 159. l5 30 30 59 155 143
Telescope
9 . .Lyman--Alpha 3 3 3 47 . Z 7b	 151 76 14 28 14 57 147 b8
While=Light
Coronagraph
10. High--.Sensitivity 3 3 3 13 6..b 88	 17b 176 1b 32 32 bb 170 -157
X..Ray Burst
D t
	 teec or
Experiment Total 	 640	 1, 383 980	 121 262 184 480 1, 344 $81•
.^•-
^	 _._,	 __.. _s... _
	 .
_	 ....._.	 i	 _.,.._.
`^
te.^
--	 __	
_	
.^._.__...y _._._,.^_n..^_^.
^i
w
^.
^..
f ^,^
f
There is na xequirement for additional onboard hax• dware to support study
Cases 1 and 3, This is because scientific data can be analyzed and n^.onitored
by ground computers and personnel. However, in Case z, it is recommended
that additional hardware be incorporated into specific experiments. This
hardware is necessary to increase the scientific retu.ras of these experiments
and to exzsure that any unique phenomena occurring during the m.issionwill. be
observed. To .determine which of the 5pa.celab Z experiments , would be
candidates for additional hardware to increase the scientific return, the data
output of each was analyzed to identify those which can be monitored on-orbit.
Four experiments (65 -crr}. photoheliograph, soft x--ray telescope, white-1igh^t
coronagraph portion of the Lc^/^rVLC experirn.exxt, and far UV Schrxiidt camera/
spectrograph) record :the scientific dots. on film which will be , processed and
analyzed after . the mission._ Three experiments thigh-sensitivity X-ray burst
detector, Skylark cosmic X-ray telescope, - and LLL TV) transmit data which
is not processed in real time but is analyzed by more rigor6t^.s methods.
Four experiments, solar . rn.onitor package, Lyman-Alpha portion of the
Lo!/W'LC experiment, transition, radiation spectrometer, and extreme UV
imaging telescope, should be considered for the addition. of specialha :^dware
for increasing the scientific return. for Case 2.
The solar monitor pacicage, along with other data- acquisition, measures the
solar magnetic field. It is desir^^:ble to monitor the output of the magxieto^
...graph. fox detection of unique magnetic fields.-which might require. further
investigation, .during a dada r:un, After this . signal i,s digitized .and routed out
of the .experiment, the data cannot be continuoo.sly monitored by onboard
computers to detect magnetic fields, It is proposEd fax Case 2 that a detec-
for be cl.esigned and incorporated ^.rito thy: expex*i^nent.. This detector ^sra^.7..
monitor the seas or output,.` and, by synchronization-with the sensor, will
locate sources of unique magnetic fields, The detector will provide a signal
,.
to the Orbiter AFD to alert the flight crew of the occt^.rrence and locatian`of.
..the magnetic field.
^i
i	 ^
9.
^--.
3
^_
^?x
^...;
V^
-,
,._-r
',
The La sensor. monitors -the sux^: in the 121b A wavelength. ]oaring experi-:
rr^ent operations, this sensor will .detect solar phenomena which could require
further investigation: Zn Cases .1 arid 3, the data will be tr.arismitted to the
gro^.nd fox computer analysis in. thE: POCC;.' However,. in Ease 2, where: there 	 -
', 1i7
,►rcaarwv^tt poucua
is no link to the POCC, all data must be monitored onboard, - Contix^.uous
monetoring and analysis of the outp.u-E of the L^ sensor would not be coanpatible
with flight computer usage. It is recommended that the output of the Lcx
sensor be zn,anitored by a specially designed detector which would indicate
to the flight c^.• ew the presence and location of any unique even^;s of the sun.
Then., using the voice link with the Pr, the. crew could determine if additional
data--taking should be planned..
The transition radiation spectronneter is an experiment which operates can-
tenuously throughout the mission and is used to deterna.ine flux and energy
,E	
spectra- of cosmic pxatons ancl. electrons. Ground xnonitoxing con^.puters in
E the POCC can be used to analyze the continuous . stream. of data to identify
^	 spatial locations where the concentration of these phenaixaena might req!zere
i additional data acquisition. In Case 2, this continuous data link to th.e POCC
^	 is not available, consequently, the detection of these. radiation sources must
be accomplished onboard. Monitoring of this data would limit .flight computer
support of other experiments. Therefore, it is recommended fox Case 2 that
an enexgy detecteon system be incorporated into the experiment to mr^nitor the
spectxametex output and alext the flight cxew of the presence- of rznique radio-
Leon sources.
The output of the extrexxie U^' imaging telescope, used to obtain extreme UV
images of stellar objects, es traxasnzitted to the POCC for analysis iii Cases 1
and"3. The analysis will edentify the exi.s^ence ,of extxem.e UV sources:-which
could .
 requirE .adcli^ional data acquisition.. In Case. 2, where data monitoring
is accomplished entirely onboard, i,t would impact the operation of other
experiments to use the expexirYxerst corn.pu.ter to contixivausly monitor the
output of t^.es experernezit. Consequently, for Case 2 it is. recomxxzer^.ded that
'.	 a detector- be developed and incorporated into the experiaxa.ent which -mould
monitox the.telescope.autput and alert the flight crew of the location of any
^	 unique extreme UV sources. ^ty'ith the assistance af. the PI, through th.e `voice
_^
'	 .^..
i^
.
";	 ^
i
.._
,'
__	 1
i
_...
^	 link, it - can be deterxnin.ed i:f addztiorfal runs should be'scheduled to`acguire 	 ^
j	 data on the extreme UV sources.
^^	
_	
_.
,,
3.. 4..2 .Software Madificateo;,,^s
Softvc+'are cost deltas for both. the onboard and the POCC fictions were 	 ---.
determened for each of the three cases:. In addition,- a Case 2:onboa.xd option 	 .
involving:antoxnating s.orrie of the operaior functions-. :was also estimated.
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f
Experiment coxr,.putex capacity was assessed for adequacy in each of the trade
cases, The xequirements wexe detexn^.ined from estina.ates of the total.nurn-
bex of p^.•agrarx^ instructions, sizing aworst-case second, and the computer
.	 operations per secanc^.
'.	 Experiment data management functions were estimated in s-even functional
~;	 categoxies £ox Spacelab ^. and Spacel.ab ^ fox each case a^.d. convexted to
F	 1
'.	 software program instructions and computer operations per second. These
estimates were based on experiment and instrument descriptions and on
_,	 discussions with investigators experiexiced with each experiment. The
_; categories were:	 -
^ _.	 A. Limit .check and alert operator of.anamalies (paramete.r per
second).
^_:	 B. Gather and format data for telemetry - (TM) - kBPS) this did riot
-f	 . include TM data sent directly to the HRM.
,-^^	 C, Gather data and convert for display or GRTs (param.eters) -update
once per second maximum.
^_.	 D. Send commands to experiment -either preprogrammed, uplinkod,
^r
s '	 or operator initiated ^ (CMOs).
E. Communisations. witb: the Orbiter . computer, -uplink commands, data
;:. ^	 transfer,. @tc. twords per second).
F. . .Data x eduction and evaluation - (functional definition).
P _^
^	 G. Special co^nptxt,-ztions - (functional defixz^.tion):
^I
^^^	 :A summary of the data after conversion. to progx.am instructions and opera-
ti.ons per second is shown in Tables T-3-2I and T^3-2Z.
^^^k ^
	 Far the auto^iation on Case 2, scientific data, was rn.onitored by the .experi--
rnerit computer to determixie if the .experiment was operational and data of
^: ^	 s oxne quality .was being tr ansnzitted on the downlink. Tt xefle cts an attempt
_ ^,	 .
to reduce the cxew work load required to accaxxzpl%sh the missia^.. T^ was noti [
	 intehded to evaluate the scientific data as a PT on the ground would be
^,
expected to do,	 '.
E .
	
The standard programs .available : (limit check, T/O, DDU/KB message
.^-	 pxogram, data conversion to engineering units, telemetry data formating,
^:;	 -
^_	 and other utilities) vrill handle most of the experiment hoi.sekeepin^ fun.cti:ons.
4	
..	
..	
..
."
E'{9 . . :.
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T^z^fe I--3--ZI
PROGRAM xNSTR^TCTION5
Type Case I Case 2 Case 3
Spacelab I Basic ENG I4, 974 l5, 00.0 l5, 003
Pointing Data SYS ANA -- 500 500
Heat Rate SYS ANA -- I00 ].00
.Automated ENG ^ l5, .343 -
SYS ANA -- 5, I$3 -
PQCC Spacelab I ENG I7, I52 - I3, 293
P ointi^.g Data 5 0 0
Heat Rate I00
Spacelab Z Basic ENG 4, 04l 5, 9$I "^, 9$I
PCCC Spacelab Z ENG 7, 38b - 5, 376
BPS and IyIPIV1 Poi.ntixig SYS ANA 400 - -
_	 ,
1
..:
	 ^.,.
i
-	 ^^+
!	 1
:.'
-- f
^_ , -
^	
^
s	 ^
^^ .
'	 It is assumed the experim.ente, will provide the data (pararrneters, lixn.i^s,
F
etc. }required fox these programs to operate. :Any closed.-loop control
program would have to be entirely supplied by the experimenter, For ease
of development, it would. seem that most closed loop control would be sel£»
.
	
	 contained within the experiment. One experiment CEO.»Ol, Spacelab 1} used
the experiment coir^puter for closed-loop control.
l..
Similarity.betweexi Cases 1, 2, and 3 is created by:
A, The dow^.^.ink TM boing required for ground recording .for offline
analysis (Cases 1, 2, and 3) in addition. to its use at POCC
	 Cases 1
.
and 3 }
...^	 B, The rrloni.toring anal 1imi^ -test of housekeeping parameters axe_
required during TM blackout periods.	 This results. i.n progxamming
for onboard rx^onitoring and limit testing for Cases 1 and 3 in addi-
,: Lion to ground monitoring and limit testing.-
C. It is felt that if the onboard displays (CRTs) are uti.Iized for an.y
phase. of experiment operations, an.y parameter available to the
. experiment computer will be available to ,the CRT display. 	 The
CRT. is used in some phase, in all cases. 	 From a program.niing
standpoint, 'the amount of inform.atzon entered far display-use is
.	 - ^ dependent on the experiment and not on. the trade. case...
Certain. functions were not included i.n the onboard software for any case.
A. Resource Planning,	 The resource analysis of any online rescheduling
ti'	 ^ of e^perim^nt operations was ground :ru7.ed as being done on the
.	 ^,
~^- ground,	 The onboard computer .capacity is n.ot adequate for this type
`,^..^^ 	 .;: of number-cr^xnching prograr^x,
"-^"	 B. Pattern Recognition of'Sciex^ti£ic Data to Ideri^tfy E^crents. 	 This type
k°^ of program wou^.d oxceed the capab%Iity of the onboard computer and
f	
^ be very expensive to prepare. ,.
With the present defi.ni.tion IeR. e1 of the experi^x^.ents and the. indication that
the e^pexirnents seem to be rriostly self-contained, the CDM5 computer systei-rir	
appears capable' of handling the computing load for aiI experim^aa.ts.... For the-
_,
basic :aperatian:s for both ^p;^,celab xr^.s . sio.ns, ..the margin.{OP^Jsec} is ode- 	 i
` 1
	
	
quote when. all. experiments are operated sixnultaneous^y. Far Case 2, ;when
the auto^nat^ion is added to the basic operation, the available OPSf sec era
_.,	 , .
^	
7 2'i
^^	 /
z	 }!	 I	 I
exceeded. As shown in Table I-3-22, the worst case four exp^:rirnents, basic
and automated, wexe estimated and their sure is within the available (OPS/sec).
A large margin is established because. a review o£ the S^iaeelab 1 time line
revealed no more than two of these experiments are ever operated together.
Memory (I^ words} for the experixx^.ent caznputer were estimated, based on the
__
instructions and functions for -each experirn.ent. The results are summairized
in Table I-3-Z3. It was assumed any pxobl,enz with rapid . access memory,
'^
could be solved by segn7.enting the operational program and bringing in seg^
meats from mass merriory as required. If this is required, it will -
 impact
^ the I/O and reduce the available OPSJsec iz^. the. central processing unit
{CPU}, As.the experin-zent computer has- direct memory access (DMA),
Ij0 should not be a problem unless too many memory access . cycles are_
stolen froze the CPU during DMA utilization.
Table I-3-Z3
EXPERIMENT COMPUTER ACTIVE MEMORY ESTIMATE (K WORDS)
Case Z
Spacelab I	 Case.1	 (Automated)	 Case 3
,^:^,^.
__.	 ^
'	 a
.^
All Experir^sents	 71	 ZZ9	 89	 '
Worst 4 Experiments {1}	3Z	 I0^{Z}	 41
Note: Capacity (at b^%) = 41K Words
^l} Experizr^ents AP -D9 and' AP-l3, APE»D1, and I.l5-13 	 ^ ^	 :,{EO-01. ope.xates alone or.v,^ith 5PE-85 . ozxly).	 ..-	 ''
(Z) Assumed accoznxnodated by accessing program segments from mass
memory, only as required,	 5^
'.
	
_. ,	 3
i
Standard Spacelab prograxs are assumed to exist for lizxzit checking, CRT	 '-"'	 ',
,:	 '
display, uplink commaizds,..and TM formattixig. Thy: engineering type' of	 ,'
progxamxner .enters information into an existing, program using Formats	 ^--
defined. by the existing. programs.. The systerrz analyst works from basic
requirem.en.ts and designs programs to accomplish specified functions. For'
..
the POCC software, the same number of instructions wexe - used £or similar
^ixnctions accomplished on the ground and onboard...
.	 The instructi.an . canvers .ion factors ware as shaven i.n Table . I-3--2^.	 ^^
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Table 7--3^Z4
	
_	 INSTRUCTION CONVERSION FACTORS (HOi7RS,^^:NSTRUCTION}
	
..	 Onboard Corraputer
	
POCG Computer
System- Analyst	 z. 7	 D. 68
	
..	 Engix^:eering Data
	
0. 54
	 0. 14
Thi, conversiau factors are for ehecked^out instructions wri^Eten in a hi-ghat
o:.^der language. They also reflect an additional complexity factor of faun- for.
. the , onboard progr. arns which is primari7-y i.nvalved with the , test. and integxat^.on
	
^^	 with tlae onboard system..
	
""	 The total softwaxe hours were derived from. the estimated prog^ramxning
	
-	 instructions and conversion factors, These are shown in Table T^3-Z5 for
	
,-.	 each mission and case.
Special. programs far evaluating and monitoxin,g - data (heat-rate calculations)
or aiding operator decisions (experiment painting} must be written far the
	
M	 onboard experiment computer for Case 2 and for the POCC (coxra.puters} for
Case 1. In either case, the basic programs would be the same. The cost
deltas v^ioul.d accui primarily ira. the development and integration process.
This- could be hea:_vily infl^.ex3.ced by _the availability of .eoinpatible computer
	
L.;	 systeri^s at the . experixza.enter's facility. For the studied missions, very few
special pragrarns were identified.
3. 5 COST ANAZ,Y515
	
- - .	 3. 5..1 Cost Approach
A rough--order--of-magxiitude {ROM} cost estim.a'te was rs^.acle of al.l hardware
acid software modifications required ^o support -real--^i^ne mission operations.
„. , fo.r et^.cli of. tkie . three as.su^ed cases: of onboard versus ground real-tirn.e
	
^^:;	 mission operations (see Subsection 3. 4 for . definition of hardware and
software modifications}
.
	
...
	 ,
	
`^	 For cost estimating, the baseline system. vcras assuxn.ed to be the :current
-s^rstem design and POCG. and NASCOM facilities presently planned for early'
.. . 5pacelab xn.issions. All costs vrere estimated as differences ` to this baseline.
	
r.z	
_	
_	
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Table I-3-Z5
SQFTWARE xTOURS
Type Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Onboard Software Spacelab 1
Basic (No Special Automation.) ENG 8, 138 S, 1.52 $, 153
Pointing Data SYS ANA ^ 1, 351 1, 351
Heat Rate SYS ANA - 270 270
Automated (22, 347-Hr Total) ENG - 8, 339 -
``^ SYS ANA - 14,.008 '
POCC Software 5pac ral,ab ^. Basic ENG 2, 334 - 1, 809
Pointing . Data SYS ANA 340 - -
Heat Rate SYS ANA b8 - -
Onboard Software Spacelab 2
Basic ENG 2, 196 3, 251 3, 251
Automated
scientific
data
monitoring
is met by
added experi»
ment hard-
ware
POCC Software Spacelab 2	 ENG	 1, 005	 -	 731
T1'S and MPM Pointing	 SYS ANA	 272 Should be
part of
Spacelab4	 subsystem
^	 Operations support costs were estimated in total m.an-hours £or POCCj
operations.and' ^.n delta (4) m.an-hours to a Case I baseline for onboard
operations.
A cost work breakdown strue^zre was established as shown in Figures I-.3.35
-	 and I-3-3 b.
t	 The costing exercise was governed by the following ground rules
A. Accommodations for onboard data processing requirernen^s exceed--
^	 ing the .capability o£ the Spacelab CDMS were assumed as part of
j	 each instrument design for. all cases.
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Figure I - 335. Cost Work Breakdown Structure, POCC Related Costs
ONBOARD
RELATED COSTS
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HARDWARE(DESIGN,	 'S
MOD, TEST]
POCC IOSFlJSC)
• DATA PROCESSING
• DATA DISPLAY
• COMMAND AND CONTROL
• SPEGIAL COMPUTATIONS
• OPERATION AND
IAAINTENANCE OF ADDED
i OUIPMENT
NAS :OM IOTDA/GSFC)
• D.9-i 4 TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT
• OPER<.TION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
ADDED E(^UIPMEN7
.^S
SOFTWARE	 (^HRAND
SKILLS ►
OPERATIONS SUPPORT
(OSF/JSCI
• DATA PROCESSING
^ COMMAND PRUCESSING
• SPECIAL COMPUTATIONS
OPERATIONS
	
TOTAL
MAN-HOURS
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
IOSSlPIsI
• REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
• OPERAT^'JG PROCEDURES
• TRAINING
• POCC STAFFING
•PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
IOSS/MSF(,)
• REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
- EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
- DATA ACQUISITION
SUPPORTREOUIREMENTS
-SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
- OPS SUPPGaT REQUIREMENTS
- PROCEDURE REQUIREMENTS
• PROCEDURE INTEGRATION
• TRAINING
• POCC STAFFING
}
i
J
u
0
io
0
0
^..
HARDWARE
► DESIGN, MOD, TEST)
	 '^ ff
• Ea ^ERIMENT IAODIFICATIONS (OSS/PII
• AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
- INSTRLMENTATION
- DATA PROCESSING
- DATA DISPLAY
- CONTROL
- SUPPORT SYSTEMS ► POWER, ETC. ►
CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS
• GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
- SIMULATION AND CHECKOUT
- S°ECIAL TEST
- HANDLING
SPACELABJORBITER MDDS
iOSF/MSFClJSC)
• AFT FLIGHT DECK P55 ADDITIONS
• SPACEIA'r SUPPORT SYSTEMS
• GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
- SIMULATION AND CHECKOUT
EQUIPMENT MODS
.^ $
SOFTWARE	 I.^HRAND
SKlLL5)
	
L
EXPERIMENT (OSS .PI)
• AIRBORNE SOFTWARE
- DATA REDUCTION AND DISPLAY
- DATA ANALYSIS
- OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
- DATA STORAGE ANO RECALL
• GROUND SOFTWARE
- SIMULATION, CHECKOUT,
DIAGNOSTIC
SPACELAB/ORBITER lOSF/MSFC/JSCI
• AIRBORNE SOFTWARE
- INTEGRA.TED PAYLOAD QATA
REDUCTION AND DISPLAY
- REPLANNINGIRESOURCES
EVALUATION	 i
- OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
- DA7ASTDRAGE AND RECALL
• GROUND SOFTWARE
- SIMULATION,CHECKDUT,
DIAGNOSTIC
OPERATIONS
	 ,MAN-HOURS
MISSION OPERATIONS
• OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TOSS/MSFC]
^	 -EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
DEFINITION
- SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
DEFINITION
-OPERATIONS SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
• CREW ACTIVITY (OSS/MSFC/JSC)
- OPERATIONS DEFINITICN
PROCEDURESDEVELOPM^NT
- TRAINING
- REAL TIME OPEARTIONS
^-GROUND OPERATIONS(O55/P1IMSFC; KSC1 (PROCEDURE
CHANGES AND .^ TASK EFFC-iT)
• LEVEL IV SUPPORT
• LEVEL III, II, I SUPPORT
^a
0
Figure I-3-3^. Cost Work $reakdawn Structure, Onboard Related Costs
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B, AlI casts were ROM normalized ^a FX ''77 dollars.
C, Casts were determined as increxnexx$s to a baseline system. The
baseline system was considered to be the curxent system design and
POCC and NASCOM facilities presently planned fc^x early Spacelab
xrsis s ions .	 ^ -
D. POCC facility deletions that a:re possible for Case ^ ^rninixnuxn 	 ^ -
POCG) a.nd Case 3 ^minirnum systems POCC.) were nGi carted, 	 ---^
E. Onboard equipment reductions were ^.at considered .for any of the 	 _.
••-
three cases..
F. Utilization ar operating costs were expressed in nzan^hour^
Man-loading will include both Government - and contractor seivices.
G. The basic'operation.s a.nd.rxiaintenaxxce of POCC facilities,. com-
munications, and ground data systems were assuxrxed to be constant 	 •
. for aII cases ., and were. provided wholly by ,TSC as the POCC host. 	 '. ;^
H. Real-time software used in POGC computers-were to be developed,
maintained, and funded by SSC, Software for offline analysis and-
-	 s, ftware .for user-.pr.avicl.ed equipment vtrexe to be user pxavided, 	 .._.'^^ ;^
xnaintai^^^^i. and funded..
--,
I. Computations support for payload activity replanning were to be 	 f
^._,
performed by MSFC computer using ter^izinals located in the POCC
.and the software s ys-texas used for pr ems s ion planning.
^', Continuous POCC manning waG re.quir . ed throughout the mission for
all cases, but manning levels were dependent upon specific payload	 "
a.ctivity'regExi.rexnents.	 -
3. 5. 2,- Hardvrare Costs
The only hardnsrarE xnodificat3.ons required ^cre.re hx support of -Case 2 of the
Spacelab Z xnis sion. The solar xn.anitar package, Lyman.--Alpha portiox-x. of 	 `'
the L^ /WLC experiment, transition ^adiatioaa spectx • ometer,- and the extreme -
' U^' i7siaging tel^s.cope were rnadified to add detection . systexxxs to . .e:nable .
onboard xnanitoring of their output. See. Subsection:3. 4. I far the description 	 ....
of these modifications., The AOM costs for these modifications ware arrived
,...
at by estixna^ing the modification as a percentage of total instrumexit design:. 	 _ j
: Design complexity,: verification. requirements, etc: , were considered in:	 ^^
arxxvng at phis percentage factor. The final cost {see Table. I-3-Z.b). was 	 ^ -
arrived at by x^a.ultiplying .this factor dimes the total cost of a sixxailar instru- 	 r _
ment as actual instrument casts were unavailable.
..	
a
,..
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^_	 . Table Z-3 -zb 	
SZ'ACEL.A.B 2 HAk^.DWARE ^MODIFZCATZON COSTS
'	 ' Solar Monitor Package
	
$ 54, 000
^^
Transitiaxa. Radiation Spectranz.eter 	 $ 54,-000-
: Lyrr-:axa. Al 'ha
	
$ `y3, 000p	 ;.
Extreme .
 T7V Imaging Telescope
	
^ 93, 000
Total
	
$294, 0.00
.. ^.
3. 5, 3
	 Software Casts
Software n^.odifications were required to support both onboard and POCC
operations,	 These xraodifications included lixxzited onboard monitoring of
s ci :^ntific data, onboard automation of certaixa, functioxis to r$duce cxew
workload, and limited grouxld a^.aiysis of sci^nti£ic data for Cases 1. axed 3.
See Szabs^ction 3. 4, Z for. a definition of the software modifications and a
^{
bxeakdowxl of the software nzan-hour costs.
.	 _
':
Man-hours ^rere arrzved at by datermini.ng the number of instructions
.
required four each xriodi.ficata.on and corivexting_this to maxa.-hours. 	 Man-hours
^^	
^
ware then converted to dollars using a factox of X30 per hoar for. engineering.
J ^ axxd $2.0 per hour for the systexrx analyst efforts. 	 See Table I-3-27 for software. r ^T
i cost summary.	 E,.
i
^
j
Table L-3-27
i. SO.FT'UV'ARE NLODZFTCATZON COSTS	 {^
POCC Software	 Onboard Software
^^^}	 ^©^}
_	 _
e..
-	 -	 -
Spa.celab ^,	 i
Case.l	 X78; OflO	 _	 a
Case 2	 _	 0	 $563; 000
,..
-	 Case.3	 X54, 000	 ^ 33, 000
Spacelab 2	
;-
F
r °^ Case I	 $36, 000 .	
Case Z	 0	 ^. 3 2y 000
r,
- Case` 3	 $22., 000	 ^ 3.2,.000
^^
r	
1^7
_	
-
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3. 5. ^ Opexation,s. Costs
Mission operations support was estimated in total man-hours for POCC -f	 .I
operations and in delta roan-hours to Case l for onboard operatians. 	 See
Subsection 3. 3 for a detailed. description of the rx^i.ssion operations support
^i
tasks and man-hour estimates.	 See Figure I-3-37 for a summary of open- ___ ^
ations costs.
R
The prelaunch operations cost for ^.ntegration verification. of th:e ais^borne	 - ',	 :...;
-hs.rdware aril software xnodi£ication. are included as part o£ the total hardware.
and software cost figures.
.
3. 5. 5 Cost Surn;nary
}j
-^
The final results for hardware, software,' and operations costs are summ^r-
ized on Figure I-3-3S.	 It should be noted that due to the relative sirn.pli.city _,
of the payloads studied, the currently planned hardware syste^.x^.s for the
POCC and Spacelab were: adequate {except £or onboard Spacelab 2, Case Z) to
support the operations without rn.adi£ication £or the three assumed op:erati.ng
_	 xra.ades studied.
	
- -}
^_	
s
Since Case 1, a full data and cazxarr^.and centralized ` POCC was used a.s a cast--
ing baselzne and requires the most softvcraxe fox POCC operations,: the soft- •_-•
ware costs for.,Gases ^ and 3..were presented as a cost. savings over Case 1.
.Note that the operations support is presented as total hours £or the ground
.	 POCC support and in delta hours to a Case l baseline for onboard operations.
The quantitative results of this study indicate - that--use of the POCG (with ... ^
^data:pxacessing capability) to support real--time , operations would be most . ;	 .
-cast effective.	 Converting operatians hours to dollars (at $30 per hour),
-the total cflst cli££exences between Cases land 3 vrexe about-$100, 000 far
,.
either missiozi. 	 Case Z casts were higher ($200.CO.O to 50.0,.00.0). 	 An. ^ _
i
eva7.uation of the mare complex dovcrnstreatx^.: Spacelab payloads, which
_
^-. i
.	 were not. studied in.
 this analysis due.to.a. lack o£ definition, may provide k
mare significant cost differences.
_
^•
i
s
_	
_
__.
^..
i
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POCC ONBOARD TOTAL
HARDY4AliE . SOFTWAfiE OPERAT1ON5 HARDWARE SOFTWARE OPEliATIONS COST
CASE 1 0 0 10 ,ea0 p o p S3xfi3OUU
5L-1	 CASE 2 0 (578,000) 5,420 0 5563,000 4,590 $788,080
SAVINGS
CASE 3 0 (S24,000)SAVINGS fi,570 p 533,000 1,850 526x,888
eASE^ ^ p ltspp p o 0 S3a7.0o0
SL-Z CASE 2 0 [536,400)§AVfNCx5 7,3x0 .. S294,00p 532,080 3,910 5567,000
CASES 0 [S14,00p} 9,740 0 $32,000 a70 533x,000SAVINGS
,
^.: /
• 2$136
STAFFING PERSONNEL TOTAL OPERATI ONS SUPPORT'"^
j POCC' FL1G>-IT'+ POCC ONBDARD
'	 ^ MSFClPIs CREW {TOTAL Ii4URSl {dMOURS}
^-;	 SPACELA$ 1
{7 DAYS).
CASE 1 24!38. 3 14, 884 0
CAST; x ].4113 5 5, 4I8 ^, 541
.._.
CASES
,_...,
14l1b 5 6, 573 1, 851
SPACFLAB 2
-^-	 {12 DAYS)
CASE 1 -24!31 3 11, 848 0
CASE 2 14!20 3 7, 317 1; 4I3
- CASES , 16!26 3 4, 643 869
• •	 'TWO°SM lFT TOTAL
*• FOR EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS E
;'* STAFFING PLUS REQUIRE^,^ENTS DEVELOPMENT, OP>rRATING PROCEDURES, RND TRAINING
Figured-3.37. Operations results
i
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3. 6 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
	 '.
.	 Qualitative evaluation of several additional factors should also be considered
	 I'^- ^,
^iin arriving at a decision as to the degree of onboard versus ground based
	 _ .,
operations. A listing of these factors .follows.
A. Scientific Return
^,
S, Operational Fl.exibi]3-Ey
C. Onboard Equipment Resoux ces
D. Flight Crew Utilization	 ^ j ^...
E, Growth Potential	 -
i
F. Reliability i
G. Safety
^i
H. Marketabilit^jr	 I ''
These factors are very difficult to quantify to allow for -cost comparisons.
	 ^	 ''
^'	 ^	 i
However, a qualitative analysis was conducted for several of the more
	
.^
significant factors.
3. 6. 1 Scientific Return.
.	 ^	 ^
It is not possible to get the san1E experiment scientific return in Case 2 as it
	 ^
is in Case 1 or Case 3. The very nature of scientific experimentation	 ^t
requires frequent evaluation of experiment outputs vcrxith readjustments of 	 ,_,	 I
inputs to obtain the desired results. Evaluaidon of outputs often requires i
years of educa.ti.on, training, and experience available only through the
dedicated scientist. ExpErixnentation time avails, ^ility coupled with- the
	
^	
^
inherent prbbiems of verbal commtzni.cation rEquired its. Gorse Z preclude -
the ground-based scientist of providing the mast effective. interface with his
experiment,	 '^'
i
The - requixed scientific knowledge .can partially be fra.nsmitted,ta: onboard. 	 ^
`operatiota:s by (^.). ixicreasip.g crew size. (allowa.ng .mare t7.me ,per experim.ent^,
t^) provi:ding extensive crew training, .'and (3) providing corxlplex autarr^ated 	 .^
scientific data processing and evaluation programs. - These approaches	 r	 ^
._
increase the cost yet still fail ^o give the same degree of scien^.fic return as
^...
.available through the yell-informed ground-based scientist of Case I- and-
...	
Case 3.	 ^	 _ -
^,
^.
,..
.	 f
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-	 r	 -	 -	 -	 -
'	 Relative scientific data quality assessments wexe performed £or each o£ the
^^	 experiments on the two missions. ^'rozxz these assessments, it can. be
-'
	
	
determined i.# experiment operations ix^ each o£ three cases can be performed
and evaluated to produce the best scientific. return possible, zn this effort,
t
^	 Case ^. was used as a reference £or evaluating_Gases 2 and 3, As an example,
r .., experiments. which gather scientific data solely on film (e. g. , metric camera
j !	 and soft x--ray telescope.) would not have a reduced scientifio return because
.^	 the data is not rea.l^ta.me analyzed. Other experirn.en.ts which. do not record.
E	 data on film pxovide, in orie farm. or another, the capability for real--.timeE	 3^
analysis which could identify changes in experiment operation as the mission
^
^^;
	
	
progresses to increa..e the scientific return o£ the expEriment. This scientific
•_..	 quality indicates (1) the ability o£ the flight crew, in Case 2, to perforxx^. this
areal--tim.e data analysis with the equipment prov3.ded onboard or (z} the aba,lity
^.
of the £light crew and tho ground ,personnel, in Case 3, to perform real^tirn.e
.data analyst's within the constraints o£ this case. These assessanents are
presented in Tables l--3^Z8 and I--3•-2g. Note- that the average nui^.bers a£
these tables do not consider the relat3.ve value of the various, experiments and
--	 therefore do not necessarily represent the scientific return for the -total
` '	 mission.
3.6.2 Operati.on.al Flexibility
The ability to . rn.onitor and control payloads from. the ground (Gases 1 and 3)
provides a .significant degree of f.^.exibility not available in Case 2. Should
onboard pxoblems ( e, g. , crew sicl^ness or diversion o£ attention from one
payload to problerra investigation o£ a^.iather payload or STS support systerri)
preclude accomplishment of scheduled payload activa.ties, ground caxztrol could
,.^
'	 b'e assumed.with a potential of salvaging significaxkt payload operations.
r `	 The requirements- for increased crew training and the increased oon^.plexity
L-	 of onboard hardware and^or software required by Case.2 would.`xx^.inirnize the
flexibility for changing payloads ,late in the prelaunch preparation phases.
^.
_	 /.
Table Z-3-28 -
SPA.CELAS 1 - REL.A.TIVE SCIENTIFIC S^TIAL^T^ ASSESSMENT
Case 1.(Reference) Case Z	 Case 3	 ----
1. AP-09	 Electron Accelerator 1. 0 D. 5 1. 0
Z. AP-z3	 LLL. TV 1. 0 0.5 l.0
3. ST^31	 Drop Dynamics 1. 0 0.7 0.9	 _.._
,•..
4. EO--01	 Cloud Physics Lab 1. 0 0.7 1. 0	 ----
5. LS -13	 Minilab 1. 0 0. 8 1. 0
6. APE-Ol	 LIDAR 1.0 0. 6 0.9
7. SPE 80/85	 Space Proc.es.sing 1. 0 Q. 6 1. 0
S. SJ?E--Dl
	
Free--Flo^rr Eieetraphoxesis I. 0 0. 8 l.0	
.._.
9. .EOE-Ol	 Metxic C.arxa.era 1.0 1.0
_--l.0
10. APE-07
	
IIt Radiozxa:eter 1. 0 0.7 1, 0	 `^:
l 1. STE--10
	
Heat Pipe 1. 0 1. 0 1, 0
l2. ASE-01	 Wide-^Fi:eld Galae^ic Camera 1.. 0 Q.9 1. 0	 --.
Average	 l.0 0.7.3 0.98
-
Table I-3-^Z9
^.
- SPACELAB Z -- RELATE SCIENTIFIC. QUAx.,ITY ASSESSMEI^TT ^
..
,. Case 7. ,
__.(R.efExence) Case Z	 Case 3
1, b5 .-cm.Photoheliograph l.0 l.0
.^
1.0
Z. Sola.y Monitor Package 1. 0 O, g -..1. 0
3, Soft X-Ray Telescope 1. 0 i. 0 1. 0
4. Lyman--Alpha Whzte-Ligh-^ Coronagraph ... 1. 0 0.7 1. 0	 r'
5. High-- Sensitivity.. X-Ray L'u.r^^t Detector 1. 0 0.9 1. 0	 i :.
6. Slcylaxk Coszn^.c X-Ray Telescope 1. 0 0 g 1	 0	 ^_^	 ^
7. ILL TV I. Q 0.7: ^. 0
8. Far UV Schr^a.^.dt Camex^./Spec^rogxaph I.0 1, 0 1.0	 ^,
.9..- Txansi^.on Radiation Sp^c^xometer ^.. 0 . 0. 6 1. 0	 ^... _.
I O. Extr exne U V Imaging Tele s cap a 1. 0 0. 8	 .. 1. 0
Average I. 0 0.83 1. Q
r^
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3..6.3 Onboard Resources.
The increased demand for added hardware, saffware, and crew to support
.	 Case Z may significantly deplete ST'S--provided- resources fox payload support.
L Case z wa.uld tend to increase: ^creight, power cansuxxa.pl^a.on, data processing
resources = and habitation_ support xesc:^irces. The result of these demands
^!	 xnay necessitate a decrease in payload-carrying capability. The intxaductian
^^
of the more sophisticated payloads beyond those studied for Spacelabs I and 2
_!	 would accentuate this problem.
3. 6.4 Flight Grew Utilizat^.on
.There are certain payloads where an increase in crew t:ti:I.ization. - can result
in a r educ^L^.on of ground support requirements .and still pro duce, the ,..same.
scientific return. Recognizing-these situations_ and planxa5.ng accordingly
r'	 should result in an overall reduction of real.-time opera^.onal costs. This
°--'	 increased crew uti.lizati.on is reflected in C^:se 3 of this study. The crew
^,
	
	 activ9.ty required to support Case Z was determined to be an e^trernelyheavy
work load, par^iculaxl3. for the Spacelab 'type payloads.
^,
^,
,^,
.._.
T.
^,
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..	 ^x
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Section 4
CONCLITSIONS AND - RECOMMENDA'T`IONS
M^.jor conclusions including qualitative evaluation for these missions. are
summarised on Figure I^^^l. As stated pxeviously, the cost analysis favors
Case 3. With respect to scientific return, . it is not possible to get the saxn.e
experiment science return i.n Case 2 as in Cases l or 3. Extensive flight
cxew education, .training, and experience would be. requixed to match the
knowledge of the well informed ground--based scientist, . In a.dditian, complex
onboard science processing equipment would have to be added to aid tvhe
flight arEw to process elate and rn.onitor and control certain experiments.
Case 1 with maximum ground support should provide the greatest scientific
return with Case. 3 being a vexy close second. With respect to operational
flexibility, the ability to monitox and control payloads frorxx the ground and
onboaxd (CasE 3) pxavides more fl.Exibil:ity than_ Cases 1 and 2. Onboard
problems, .such as crew diversions ar sickness, could preclude accomplish-
ment of scheduled payload activities in Case 2. Furthermore, the require
ments fox incxeased cxew txaining and increased complexity of hardware and
software would m.iniixa.ize the flexibility in Case. 2 for changing payloads late
in the pxelaunch period:.: the poteaitial loss of . ground control because of
communication difficulties would n:^inimize i:he .flexibility of Case 1.
With respect tv onboard resources, both Gases 2 and 3 will require increased
onboaxd weight, pourer, data processing, and habitation support which will.
_	 reduce STS resat^.rces for .payload support as well as payload capability.
Case ^ would impose 'the greatest impacts. With respect i;o flight crew ..
utilization, the £light crew' woxk load for - Spacelab 1 type missions. is extremely.
^.
heavy for Cane 2: In Case 3, the work load is Tess. and with proper planning..
`	 there could be a xeduction in ground: support requirements without a..decrease .
^^	 _	 in scientific xeturn. Gase 3 is favoxed over Case l because of increased
---	 effectivenessduring selected payload operatio^as when the value of a Bands--on
t	 operation is exploited. hi carsclusion, Case 3 was deter^r^.ined to be the
i _ .	
recoxn.xnended appx6ach.
-	
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CAS£ 1 CRSE 2 CASE 3
	
{MAX	 (VOICE {PRRTIAL	 -^;
	
POCC}	 POCC}	 POCC}
COST	 1^	 ---
IHARDWARE, SOFTWARE, OPERATIONS(
SCIENTIFIC RETURN	 ^
{TRAINING, INFORMATION PROCESSING} 	 ~^
OPERATION FLEXIBILITY 	 ^	 - -'"
iFLTOPS SCHEDULING, PRELAUNCH CFIANG£5} 	 --
ON$OARD RESOURCES
	
^
(WEIGHT, POWER, DATA PROCESSING, HABITATION Sl1PPORTI
FLIGHT CREW UTILIZATION	 ^
---
{WORKLOAD, HANDS ON ADVANTAGES} 	 ^	 ^
.	
---
O^IERALL CONCLUSION — CASE 3 RECOMMENDED j
Figure 1-41. Onboard vs Ground Real--firne Mission Operations ^onciusions
	
-	 e
	
-^	 ^
a
Ovexall recorr^x^.endations for the. - onboard versus ground real•-^Eime mission
operations analyses are shown o n.Figure I-4-2.. It is recomrx^ended That a
	 i
_.
ground crew be used for real-time mission support oP selective scientific
pa.ylaads, particularly those that require special data analysis in order to 	 w.1
continue `real»tune operations du.rizzg the rt^.issioxx. The flight crew .shauld be.
used (_with backup :ground capability) for real-time housekeeping operations of	 ---
experiments. to ensure that they are working properly, and to conduct any
	 -.	 j
special. operations ghat maybe required. F'Iexibi^.ity ixa. the triode of
	 _._.	 ^
operations {onboard versus g^raund) should be maintained depex^:ding-upon
	
fT	 1
1
the.missia^:.or..experiment.:; Onlioard operations will.be bettEr'for sgxne
	 ^
xnissians and experiments, whereas ground operations will be better for
	
,...
—,
others. The outcome is very mission and equipment dependent. Therefore,
it is recomrriended that fa].J.ovsr-on studies be co.ndt^.cted ^o evaluate these modes
of operation for downstream. Spacelab missions, ^.dditianal study may also
	 ^~
be advisable to analyze how .
 special.payloads groupings could optimize. are^xr
utilization.
^^^ .
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l^ _ DI RECT ACTION:.
^	 • U5E GROUND CREW FOR REAL-TIME M15SION SUPPORT OF SELECTIVE
,1` .	 SCIENTIFIC PAYLOADS iSCIENCE DATA REQUIRED T4 CONTINUE REAL TIME.
OPERATIONS)
--ry
•USE FLIGHT CREW FOR REAL TIME HOUSEKEEPING OPERATIONS OF EXPERIMENTS
(PROVIDE GROUND BACKUP CAPABILl7Y1 	 :^,,,
• MAINTAI N FLEX( B fLiTY 1 N THE MODE OF OPERATI0^l5 iONBOARD VS GROUND(
_ ^	 DEPENDING UPON MISSIOI^I^a,'TLOAD TYPE
FOLLOW 0 N STUDIES:
+EVALUATE THESE APPROAC>-lE5 FOR DOWNS^'REAM MI SSIONS
• GROLfP PAYLOADS TO Ofi^'IMIZE THE UTILIZATION OF FLI GHT CREW
lriqur:l-42. Onboard vs Ground Real-3'ime Mission Operations ^ieca ►^nmenda^ions
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PART IT ^ SUMMARY
^'
The high quantity o£ data expected fraxn the Spacelab payloads wi31 create a
	
I	 significant problem fax both the real-time data processing required to support
	
.	 T^7 ssiaz^ opexatians and the non^tim.e-critical data processing needed fox
experiment data analysis. .The purpose of this study ^tras to better understand
the ground data management prablerr^. and to reeaxnmend potential solutions.
	
--	 Initially, an informatiaz^ search was performed to deteamine what studies had
been conducted and what - plans establisher) w:^thin the payload and Space
	
^^,	 Transportation System (STS) cornz^.unities re?.ative to payload ground data
r;^
managern.ent. The results of this search indicated that a significant an^ount
	
^	 of waxlc had already been, accaxnp7.ished in this axes. A.ppendi^ A provides a
	
-	 list a£ study reports and other related.docurnents accumulated daring the
ix^arxx^ation search.
	
'^'	 Qne o£ the most significant findings of the inforzxiation search was a Iack of
	
.^^	 definitive payload ground' data. processing requirements. It was recagnized
that detail requirements could not be produced uxatil late in a payload t s develop-
	
. ;^	 ^^nent phases. however, general requirements could be predicted and were
necessary to allow fax the long lead times required for development of the
coxnple^ ground date processing systems. Therefore, in Phase. 2 o£.this task,.
ef£axts were concentrated on. the develaprnent of the generalized payload ground
data requixerize^.ts, particularly those that tended t^ . drive ground data system
	
^'	 clesi n. The re orts collected during the infoxma'cion search vcrere. reviewedg	 _	 P
^.
to extract applicable xequirexnent type data. Various'personta.el within the
payload carnn^unity were stz^r^rey'ecT to supplersxent ^Ii3.s infaxmation, Effort was
coir^centrated on the payloads and_ types a£ instxumexxts .anticipated to fly i:n. the
mid-19.$Q^s as .these payloads are zx^.ore demanding on the gxotzxid -data pros-
es sixxg systems.
^, ...	 ..
..
-.
The mare significant ground data requirements of the future which exceed
the data pxoces-sing capabilities currently planned £or the early Spacelab 	 - -
znissaons are surnnzarazed below:
	 ^ ..
Imaging instram.ents wall generate digital. data rates far in excess	 ;
(potentially ^ excess of 1, 004 I^rIBPS) of°current recordiaag,
transmission, and processing. capabilities. -
	 .
r Real-tame image processing will be required to allow interactive 	
r
control of the image producing instrurn.ents. (It is anticipated that 	 _	 .^•-
a 1--MAPS zeal-time image processing capability will, be.acceptable.)
	 .^
^ Simultaneous trans^nassion o£ vadea and high-xatedigital scientific
t
data (much greater than the ^^-MPBS capability currently planned)
'	 will be required.	 . .
?	 •	 Data quantities- (potentially in excess of 1 x 10^^ -bats/day} will. fax
axceed the current ca^rabilities to record and process data.wa.thin a.
reasonable period..
^.	 {
During the final phase of this task, various data. processing concepts were
	 j
evaluated-to determine which concepts - could most . effectively satisfy future	 ^,
requirements. The total data processing system was considered, including	 ` -
onboard processing, air and ground trans^.nission systems, real-time data. 	 °^	 ^.
processi.rxg, and the non-time-critical. postflight data processing. One of 	 ^
these advanced encl-to--end concepts is.depacted iii. Figure Ii--].. 	 ^ ^ .	 ^
..
i
?.	 The .major conclusions from this analysis t;^as . that high data quantities fr^xri
"'
a few Spacelab _payloads ar.e the rr. ►ost significant parameters that dri: rP gro+^nd	 ^
data. system design. Thus, recomnzendatians range from-means to reduce
these data uantitaes e.	 ."q	 ( g., onboard. a.onpresszon and selective processing) 	 ,
to large data processing cox^:puting coxxiplexes designed.wlth growth potential
	 - ^	 ^
..;
as a key requirement. It is xecoxnmEZxded that - ixxtegrated payload data 	 -
requirements be developed and that guidelines related to integrated payload . 	 ^._,
dada xx^:anagern.ex.^t capabilities anal lxrriatations be prepared for $he payload
community;$o^r .both real-tune Arid postflight data processing.. .NASA should
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Sect^.on 1
1NTRODUCTIDN
Spacelab experinr^ent operations are expected to generate a great deal`of data
which will be transmitted to the gxouzad via the Trackixa.g and Data_ Relay
Satellite (TORS). These data. will be digital data up to 50 MBPS and will .
contain. real.-tixxie data multiplexed with previously retarded data. li p. addi-
tiaxi,. axia.log and vidEO data will also be txansinitted to the ground via TORS.
The proper approach to the ground data n1anagexrseri^ pxoblexn must.be
established in order to most cost effectively support real time operations as
well as postflight analyses., .
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this bask was to conduct an analysis of the SpacElab expe.rirn.ent
operations ground data managem,enf problExn and to establish the rn.ost effec^
tine approach for ground data procESSia^g and distribution to support real^tixne
operations as well as postflight analyses.
1.2 ^ SCOPE
This task was conducted. during the. period_ from 3uly 197b through March 1977.
-	 _	
_	
_	 3
During the, early. study phasE, Efforts Were concentrated on detexmin^.ng what
plazas had already be^^. established and what studzes had been condtxc^Ed r.ela--	 ^
^..^	 five to the ground data handling pxoblexn. ThE subsequent study basks reified 	 ,
heavily on the data gathered dining this initial phase..,
1
7
f
^.	 It was detern^.izaed early in the study that the payloads which would- fiend to
`,	 drive the ground data processing systerri design were tlios .e with imagE- . 	 1
'^"'	 producing instrurxzexzts traxzsx.t^.ng their data via -the digital data systezxis.
Study efforts vv^re:then.corcentrated on the processing of data from these
r ,	 instro.xnents. A.n. intEgral:ed set of payload , ground daia requirexn.ents was
._..; devEloped which was representative of anticipated user needs. These.
requirements wEre general in z^a.ture and concentrated oxz. those areas which
tended to drive gro^.nd -data systems dESxgn.
^^	
^	
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The final study phase to establish effective approaches ^Eo payload grotm.d
data management was limited in scope to conceptual definition only. Sevexal
exi.stin.g concepts were evaluated and some new concepts were introduced,
3.. 3 MATOR GROLl"ND RULES AND ASS^TMPTIONS
Major ground rules and assumptions are as follows:
A. Emphasis will be concentrated on the 5pacelab missions and payloads
of the.xnid--].980°s and subsequent tiz^.e frarn.e.
B. Only Spacelab axperixnent data transmitted via the TDRS will be
addressed._
C. No z^a.ajor deviations from currently planned. data handling systems
_will be rxa.ade during the new c6ncept c?Gve'.^prnent (e. g, , maintain
high rate znul.tiplexer, Ku»band signal processor, TDRSS).
I	 I	 I	 1	 z	 I
^'
Section .2
APPROACH
The general, approach followed £or this task is outlined i.n Figure u-2-1.
2s^sz
_	 PHRSE 1	 Pl-{ASE 2	 P}aASE 3
INFORMATION
	
REQUIREMENTS	 SYSTEMS
SEARCI-f	 DEVELOPMENT	 ANALYS l S
• EXISTING PLANS	 •DEVELOP PAYLOAD	 •ONBOARD DATA
AND STUDIES	 DISCIPLINE DATA	 PROCESSING
	
^'	 REQUIREMENTS
• FLIGFIT AND GROUND	 • AiR AND GROUND
DATA SYSTEMS	 • IDENTIFY REQUIRE-	 TRANSMISSIONS
^EFINITiON	 MENTS WNIC^ DRIVE	 SYSTEMS
GRDUND SYSTEM D1S I GN
	
--	 •GROUND REAL-TIME
•COMPARE REQUIREMENTS	 PROCESSING
	
'	 WiTFI EXISTING PLANS
	
--	 ^ GROUND POSTFLIGI^T
'	 PROCE551NG
	
-	 F igure II-2-'I. Study Fiaw'
2. T PHASE 7.
An irifo^^nation search was performed to determine ^xrhat studies had been
conducted and. what plans established within the STS community xelative to
zeal-time and postflight ground data m,anagexnent. These findings were
4; integrated to determine where gaps and p.otentiai problems e^€^.sted aaad to.
develop follow-on tasks to concentrate oas these areas.
	
...^	 2. 2 PHASE 2
r. One of the most significant findings of the Phase l inform.a.tioxi search was a
	
`•^	 lack of defi,n9.tive .payload gro^zxid. data processing requirern.ents. It was
-	 recognized that detail requirements could not be produced ontil late in a
	
..	 payload's development phase. However, general requirements could be
	
r_	 predicted and were necessary to allow far the long lead times required for
	
i^.J	 -
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development of the complex ground data, processing systems. Phase 2
concentrated. on the development of the generalized payload ground data
requirements .
A definition of the desired requirements data needed was developed and
checklists and tables to aid in the collection of this data were made. The
various payload disciplines were evaluated to deternine which had the
greatest demands for ground data processing. A priority listing was
established and the more demanding payload disciplines were given greater
attention.
The infoxznation collected during Phase I was searched and all applicable
requirements data were extracted. Where data were not available, personal
contacts wexe made within the payload cornznunity to provide the necessary
data.
,After the generalized grouted data requirements froxrs each payload discipline
were collected, they were integrated to identify those require^rxents which
would tend to drive ground data systerxz design.. These xequirements were
compared with existing ground data processing plans. and the incompatibilities
wexe identified..
2.3 PHASE 3
U-sing the xequirements established in Phase 2, various data pxocessing
concepts wexe evaluated to determine which concepts would most effectively
satisfy the xequirernents. The total data processing system was considered,
including onboard processing, air and ground transmission systems, real-
time data. processing, and.the non-time-cxitica :l postflight data processing.
Section 3
STUDY RESULTS
3. 1 iNFORMA TION SEARCH
The Spacelab payload ground data management problem has been o£ concern
to the NASA for several years. Significant effort has already been expended
among the various NASA centers axkd their contractors to address specific-
segm.ents of the problem. The purpose of the inforznati.on search was to
gather the documented reports o£ the various studies a^.ready conducted.,
ixitegrate and evaluate their findings, and determine where additional efforts
ware needed to solve the overall ground data management problem.
3. I. I Data Sources
GSFC, J'SC, and 1VISFC have been the prime NASA centers concerned with
ground data management of Spacelab payload data. Each of these centers.
was visited, key personnel were intervievcted, and available reparts ware
collected. This activity was coordinated through the appropriate STS Payload
Requirements and Analysis Group. (SPR.AG) members. The MDC personnel
lacated at TSC provided significant support in the collection of data at that
location. In addition, - other NASA centers and sb.pport contractors-were
contacted by telephone to request reports xelat4d to the ground data manage-
ment problem.
3, ].. ^ Information Located
Appendix A provides a listing of all anaterial located either directly related
to or significantly contributory to . Spacelab. payload ground data management.
3. 1. 3 Data Integration
Documented results of the various studies and NASA planning. documents were
reviewed and significant data related to Spacelab _experiment ground data
manag.erxYent were. extracted, These data were then integrated with infar-
motion gathered through discussions with NASA personnel. F"ar ease of
147
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display and cross reference, the data were gathered and summarized on a
	 Il
single large work sheet. The work sheet and reference documents reviewed
are displayed in Figure II-3-1.
u
:^
,^
,^
•	
-	
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Figure II - 3- 1. Information Search Documents and Work Sheets
3. 1. 4 Significant Finding s
Many limited-scope studies of payload ground data management have been
made; however, no overall assessment work has been conducted and many
questions remain unanswered. It became obvious during this review that
experiment data generation and data transmission technology are significantly
more advanced than ground data processing technology. Consequently, experi-
ment data will be generated and transmitted through the STS and TDRS system
(TDRSS) at rates up to 50 MBPS, Ground data management systems will have
to be developed to cope with these high rates for support of real-time opera-
tions as well as postflight anal;•sis.
148
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Spacelab expeximents are lacking a total integrated set o£ operational require-
ments. As a xesult, postflight arid. real- ti^xze ground data processing
requirements have Hat been suffiently defined for ground hardware system
definition. Some of the ger_ pca,L z a:laixencients of significance included a strong .
desire by the payload. community to monitor, and in sorx^.e cases exercise,
ground commands to the payloads from z^emote facilities where theix payload
development :activities have been concentrated. In addition, some experi-
menters (e.. g. , solar physics} have expressed a need for ground monitoring
of high-rate image data in real or Haar real time to allow for reprogramming
of payload mission operations.
Several studies resulted in rough order of magnitude (ROM} cast estimates far
ground data handling systerxas (Table II-3-1}. Since actv.al payload user
requirements had not been defined, requirements were parameterized isi
terms of mission use, turnaround tzme, data volume, and system throughput
data rate. A .set of design points was selected which spanned the passible
system performance requirements explaining the wide range srz ROM costs....
The ROM casts noted are, therefore, a function of possible user requirements.
Table II..3-I
ROM COST ESTIMATES FOR SELECTED PAYLOAD
GROUND DATA HANDLING. SYSTEMS
ROM Facility ROM Operating
Sensor/Payload	 Costm	 Costryti per Year
t
2. bInterferometer Spectrometer/	 I. 8 to 8. I
Atmospheric and- Space Physics
-(Ref Z5}
Ultraviolet Spectroheliometer/	 I0. 5 to b5.4
Solar Physics
Ref 29)
i. 1 to I7. 0
Synthetic Apert-ia.re Radar/Earth 	 24 to 111	 3. 2 to 34. b
a.zxd Ocean. Physics.(Ref b}
Earth Viewing Remote Sensing	 36..I t6 I07. 2	 NIA
Using-Multispectral Scanaaers/Earth
Resources
(Ref 34}
=Cost in nv.11ions of dollaxs (1975 to 1.976}.
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In each case, a sensor was selected from a payload discipline for evaluation
which was considered to drive the overall - cost, .ROM cost nuxrsbers were
s,xtracted from the referenced documents.
The dominating conclusion £turn the studies reviewed is -that the high data
quanti^i.es from a few Spacel.ab pa.ylaads is the mast sign^.ficant parameter
driving ground data system design. Proposals range from means to reduce
data quantities (e. g. , onbaaxd compression and selective processing) to large
ground data processing complexes with high associated casts designed with
gxawth potential as a key requirennent.
3.2 PAYLOAD DATA REQUIREMENTS
One of the zxxore significant findings of the informatiarx search was a lack of
definition of payload ground data requirements. Yt was recognized that
development of detailed requirements is often impossible until late in the
payload development stage when measurement programs are defined and
payload operating plans established. However, general requirements can be
anticipated and are necessary to allow far conceptual design and long-range
planning of the ground data processing facilities. The reports collected
during the information search were researched to extract applicable. require-
xx^.ent data. Various personnel within the payload c . omznunity were surveyed
to supplement this information. Effort was concentrated an the payloads and
types of instruments anticipated to fly in the mid-1980's.
A questionnaire was formulated (see Appendix B} to be used as a guide for
data gathering from the existing documents and from the persaxzal interviews.
This questionnaire wa.s not distributed to the payload community for them to
complete as this approach had been previously attempted by others and was
unsuccessful. It was used a.s a checklist during documentation search and
personal interviews. In conjunction with the questionnaire, a table was
constructed to oxganize the requirements data. (see Appendix C).
3. Z. 1 Documentation Search
An automatic search of the_ NASA Payload Planning Data Bank (PPDB) was
performed (a sample computer search is shown in Figure Tx-3-^} to deter-
7IZIne which payloads In particular- an:d which scientific disciplines in general
generated the greatest digital data rates and quanti^Ees.. Figure ^I-3 ^3
summaries the data from this. search.
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The documents gathered during the information search were reviewed and
data requirements. extracted. A summary of estimated. scientific data
characteristics is presented in Figure II-3 w4. Figure u-3-5 Lists the pxi-
mary references used in the search. The housekeeping data characteristics
were all very low in data rate and appear compatible with current plans for
processing this data,
'	 Appendix C provides the detailed results o£ the docume22tation search in table
form. The table is organized by subject matter responsive to the require-
rne^.ts quesi:innnai =^ e discussed earlier.
3. 2. Z Personal Interviews
Various personnel throughout the payload community were interviewed to 	 ' '	 ^
determine their ideas and opinions as to what future payload ground data 	 -
requirements would be. The more significant findings of this survey are 	 . -	 -
summarized below:
• The payload community in general has a strong payload operator
concept. In many cases they believe each instrument should 	 _
have full parallel coni:rc^l from onboard and from the ground. They
would prefer to have ground control from their home site for
x ea s ons of { I) availability of support equipment and software,
(2) availability of support personnel and. data, and (3) time and	 '
travel budget constraints. This concept results in heavy require- 	 ^°
menu far real-tixxke ground data transmission and processing 	 „.
systezxss.	 ^.
• Historically, much data that has been transmitted to the ground
and processed has been useless to the scientist, because of poor
.quality ox lack of scientific value. There axe many methods to
.reduce production and transmission of this data which- should be
explored. For example, development of a cloud analyzer could be 	 ^-
,.
beneficial ^o several payload disciplines. Dependent ` of the expEri- 	 '
meat objectives, there -are- cases--when -data should. be generated	 a
only when clouds are-absent or-,when-clouds are present. .Develop- 	 :..:..:
meat of such a device. may be .too expe^r^sive fox the individual
payload bud may prove cast effective when used for several payloads
with tYie resultant redi^.ced ground data handI.ing and processing
costs..
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^ The long-term archiving of unprocessed (raw) data was not believed
to be cost effective, Past usage a£ this data has been e^ctremely
law. Zt was suggested that- one to three months should be adequate
fox archiving of this raw data by NASA.
r It was recaxnrnended that all scientific data be available at the
Payload Operations Control Center tPOCC^ for potential real-time
or near zeal-time xx^onitoringxn support of mission operations,
Image processing will be required at the POCC to allow interactive
control a£ the imaging instruments. It was believed that a 1-MBPS
real-tirr^e image processing capability would be satisfactory,
^ A requirement will exist for sirr^ultaneous downlinking of TV and
high-rate (greater than. 2 MBPS) digital data. The current STS
wide-band data transmission systems preclude this simultaneous
transmission.
^ Up to 10 manually switchable inputs to the Spacelab video network
will be required to accommodate l0 pointing instruments which
could fly on afive-pallet mission.
^ A text and graphics uplink capability of 1 MBPS should be provided
for star charts, new observing plans, etc.
s Onboard data storage capable of storir_o high rate data (much
greater than 50 MBPS} for relatively short t7eriods and for
subsequent playback via TDRS at sl{^wer rates should be provided.
ms
	
	 Central data analysis facilities make sense fox the large users
with similax image-producing instruments; however, concern was
expressed over potential satEi.ration by a zcw instruments.
er Onboard centralized computer support is not recommended due to
corriple^ity and cost of software integra^zon and verification, Use
of microcomputers with individual instruments is preferable.
Complete data autonomy should be a goal for each payload.
^ As instrument design improves .and as: scientific objectives become
nnore demanding, data rates wi11 increase. Figure II-3-b depicts
.atypical example of how a facility class instrument planned for
flight in the mid-1980's and a scientists desire to evaluate solar
- flare associated shock waves at a velocity of 1, 000 km/sec could
result in a data rate of. 1,.800 MBPS.
^.
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X 0.1 ARG SEC 0.1 ARG SEC
SHOC }CVIfAVE VEL 1300-1500 kmISEC,
1000 km/SEC TYPICAL} 1000 km1SEC 400 km15EC
FREQ QF OBSERVATIi ?N REQUIRED	 p; 14 PER 5EC 6 PER SEC(FRAME RATE}
ACTIVE REGION TO BE MONITOREp
	 Y 40d ARC SEC 100 ARC 5EC(LENGTH OF SIDE)
NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEINENTS (Y21X2 1	 B 7.6 X 1d7 7 X 106
81T5 PER ELEMENT {256:1 GRAY SCALE}
	
C $ 8
TOTAL BATA RATE (1 } (A X B X C) 1800 MBPS 48 MBPS
REAL-TIME DATA RATE
(ONE IMAGE EVERY 1d SEC} 12.8 MBPS 800 kBPS
(7} IF INFORMATION REQUIRINGSIMULTANE^USOBSERVAT [ON5lN DIFFERENT WAVE
LENGTHS AND POLAREZATIONS IS DE51;iE p , THE NUMBER lS CORRESPONpINGtY HIGHER•
1"igure 1( -3-^. So (ar Physics 'i-Meter Class Helir^saape i]atia Ra#e definition
3. 3 SYSTEM CONCEPTS
3. 3. 1 Current Plans
The Spacelab Payload Data Network is seen to primarily consist o£ the
Orbiter and TDRSS data link, the terrestrial telecoxnmuxzications system
between the TDRSS ground terminal and NASCOM terminal systems at GSFC
^.nd JSC, and a return data link via a dam^:stic satellite (DOMSAT) fxo^rr the
TDRSS ground terminal to J'SC and GSFC, as shown on Figure 11-3-7. In
addition, low-rate payload data integrated into the Orhiter's bit stream may
be obtained in a backup mode via the Space Flight Tracking and Data Network
(STDN) consisl:ing of stations in F.'^irbanks, Alaska; Goldstone, California;
Rosman., North Carolina; Orroral, Australia; Madrid, Sr^in; and the launch
control stations at Bermuda and Merritt Island, Flori+ •1a. Using the Merritt
Island station and pad facilities, it will also be possible to transmit payload
data to the network via the TDRS £or checkout purposes.:
Real and non-real tune data will be provided to users at .7SC and the tape
mailixig system is indicated as continuing in use at GSFC. In addition, it has
been projected. that users xnay wish to employ their awn DOMS.A?' terminals
for direct high-rate data reception although no firrr^, plans, ^^^ave been developed,
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Figure IF-3-7. Spsacelab Payload Data i^etwnrk
3. 3. 1, l Onboaxd Systea-ns
Payload data will interface with the Spacelab and Oxbiter systems via xemote
acquisition units (R.AUs), the high--rata multiplexer, and an input to the
Orbiter's Ku-band signal processor (see Figure^l_i-3-$}. The .data processing
assembly; consisting of the corxaputer, inputf output (^/O}., .main xxxemory unit
(not shown}, data display units (not shown); and 'the RAUs pexform the
functions of command processing and distribution, date. acquisition, data
processing axxd transnz:i.ssion, and data displa.^.
The RAUs constitute the low-rake payload dais. interface. The ma;ttimum
capability of this interface:, as indicated or..^ the right-hand side of Figure II-3 -$,
is compatible with the data bus- average sirnple^c rate of 600 kSPS and maximum
transfer xate of l M$PS in the burst mode. The figt:; es she3v^xn for command
and data acquisitions were obtaix^.ed from the CDMS Specification, L^ocunr^.ent
No. SS-E.It-0004, and are believed to be maximum individual rates with pro-
gramrr►ing apportioning the bus capability as necessary for ^^ctual opexai^on.
The average: output . xate of the system. to the Orbiter:pulse code modulation
{PC1vi} units for experiment ground control is 64 kBPS as indicated by the
7.56
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upper left-hand capability data. Actual maximum transfer rate is 1 MBPS in
the burst mode. The data is integrated with Orbiter data to comprise a
128-kBPS data stxeaxn which may be transmitted. via S- or Ku--band systems.
T.^. addition, the capability for command uplinit and Grbiter -state vector update,
which *hrould include position and velocity vectors, rrzssion elapsed time
(MET), Greenwich Mean Time (GMT}, and attitude as well as target update
(position, velocity, GMT}, via the multiplexer/demultiplexer interface are
shown.
The high-rate multiplexer (HRM} , shownn at the bottom of Figure u-3 -8
cons^.itutes the interface for high-ra.te data. It also includes a data input frorri
the I/O at 1 MBPS-which is essentially the data bus rate. Outputs interface
with the -High Data Rate .Recorder (HDRR} , payload . recorder, and the
Orbiter ! ! xu--band signal pro^sessor. Interface information was obtained
from The System Concept and the System Requirements far the Spacelab High
Data Rate IvFi^.ltiplexexJDerx^ulti.pl.exer^ Dacun^.^nt No. SLPfZI07 dated
May Il, 1976 (Referexxce 37).
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Figure II-3-9 shows the detailed functional data flow of the HRM interface
between the Spacelab experiments and the Ku-band signal processor. The
HRM can operate in seven distinct rnades for downlinking the Spacelab data.
{see Reference 37}:
A. Multiple zed data in real-time transmission on ane of the three
Ku-band signal processor {KUSP) inputs.
B. Multiplexed data xecorded on one of the two tape recorders,
C. Combined tape recorder dump and real-time transmission of
input data.
D. Recorder direct data dump and multiplexed input data on separate
KUSP ixtputs.
E. Direct access to the. 50 MBP.S input and the multiplexed input data
transrx7itted on separate KUSP inputs or recorded,
F. Direct access recorded, data and multiplexed input data trar_s-
mitted on separate KUSP inputs.
G. Multiplexed input data or direct access input data transmitted and
recorded (on the high data rate recorder) in parallel.
The characteristics for the two onboard tape recorders are listed in
Figure II-.3-10. The two key characteris^ti.cs to make note of are (I) data
rate input and (2} data storage capacity which is a maximum for the HDRR,
32 MPBS and 3. 6 x 10 i ^ bits, respectively.
The KUSPs functional flow charts are illustrated in Figure II-3-I1 which
indicates the switching logic available to downlink the Spacelab'.s a:^periment
data. The KUSP may operate in two different modes as illustrated in the
Table II-3-^,
3. 3. 1. z TDRSS
It is the intention of the TDRS5 to be effectively transparent to the Spacelab's
data ^ietwark. The TDRS acts as a bent--pipe to the Ku-band return link anc^
a relays the data to a ground station located at White Sands, New Mexico. The
.ground station provides the bit synchronization for.the return ^ink.and.decodes
the TDRS encoded data. This data is then retransmitted to J5C and GSFC
via a NASCOM land line (at 1. 5^k4 MBPS) or a proposed DGMSAT (at a: data.
rate comparable to the TDRSS return data link). A TDRS ground station
fund=tonal flovcr block diagram is shown in y'igure II-3-^.^.
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Figure it-3-'t 2. TE}RSS Ground Station Functional Flow
-	 3. 3. 1. 3 JSC Ground Systems
' '	 Real- tixrse ground support of Spacelab payload oi^exations is currently planned
to be supported from a centralized POCC located at JSC.
.7SC plans to acquire the v?ride -band scientific data from the TDRS ground
^ '	 station via a DOMSAT. The operational data stream (and low-rate scientific
,_
data) will be received via land line capable of 1. 544-MBPS data transmission.
'',	 The operational data will include the voice loops and will be processed and
~	 available to the POCC in real time. It wi11 be possible to display 50d paraxn-
^^ ^	 stets of the operational f^^ta on cathode ray tubes (CRTs) and /or strip charts.
^_.!	 This data wi11 be available for immediate recall fora 6 --hour period.
The wide-band scientific data will be demultiplexed and up to 4 channels of
data extracted.. Processing data from three of these chanrcls will be limited
to z56 kBPS each and the fourth channel limited to 2 MBPS. Five hundred
parameters from each o£ these chanxa.els can be displayed (CRT capability will
limit tots-1 display to $Da parameters at any instant). Dam. scheduled far
display is available for immediate recall fora 6 -hour period. Other data on
these channels will be recorded axed can be made available within 4 hours of
any 6--hour period..
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Television data which is connpatible with the Orbiter system can be displayed.
Current plans do not account far procESSing of payload analog data or for
image processing of digital data, Text and graphics uplink capability will be
limited to 8 kBPS for the early Shuttle flights and upgraded to 128 kBPS
effective with Shuttle flight l7.
The JSC POCC will provide standard unit conversion, limit sensing, and
simple logic-arithmetic coxxaputations. Special an^.ine and offline payload
conapta.tation support can be provided on a case-by-case basis.
The following information on 3SC ground dafa. processing was extracted from.
Reference 24.
Mission Control Center (MCC) and TDRSS Interface
The MCC and TDRSS interface is comprised of voice, telemetry, video, and
command data. The voice interface will include single or dual air-to-ground
and ground-to-air duplex voice links between the Orbiter and MCC, and also
postpass transmission to MCC of all recorded voice tapes. The telemetry
interface will include real-time landline transmission to the MCC of up to
1 MBPS of payload data. Transmission to MCC of multi-megabit scientific
data will be provided by a TDRSS/DO!VISAT/MCC interface. The video inter-
face at MCC will accommodate both real-time and postpass video data.
The TDRSS/DOMSAT/MCC interface will be identical to the TDRSS and MCC
interface and will allow for a throughput (including the multi-megabit data
stream} of the entire Orbiter and payload downlink streams, as received by
the TDRSS ground station.
MCC and POCC Interface
The exact configuration of the circuits and interface characteristics between_
the MCC azzd POCC are. not determined at this time. However, the. POCC
must have nearly unrestricted access to the data at MCC. The interface _will
be comprised of voice, teiez^xetry, and video data. The voice data will
t.onsist of two full--duplex voice channels for payload support. The telemetry
data interface will be comprised of housekeeping low-rate sensor data, along
with ahigh-rate scientific data, link ^eurrently.one channel of 2. MBPS and
three channels of 256_ kBPS of data}, 'I^he ^rideo interface will consist of a
one-way transfer from the MCC to the PC-{:".0 of Orbiter video data.
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^„	 3. 3. l.4 GSFC Ground Systems
^_	 GSFC is responsible for the Spacelab payload non-time-critical data pro-
- ^ ^	 cessing.' Processing functions c^:rrently planned at GSFC for the early
" a "	 Spacelab missions are (i} data capture (,record) o£ all payload data telemetered
'^'	 on the wideband li}1k and {z) verify, format, anal forward data. to experi-
-"	 menter's £acuities for reduction, analysis, and archiving. The full pro-
r"-.	 cessing system will be sized ^Eo process and deliver a17. data within 30 days.
r-	 Firrx^. plans far_ later Spacelab missions have not yet been made. More
detailed information on GSFC ground data processing can be found in
Reference 24.
3. 3, Z Incomt^atibilities of Current Plans vs Future Ground Data
... ,	 Requirements
It is clear from the data requirerxxents itemised in Subsection 3. Z-and the.
corresponding ground data processing capabilities listed in. Subsection 3, 3. 1,
that new data handling techniques will be required to accommodate the
Spacelab experiments during the l9$5 -3.990 time frame. Reducing the instxu-
meat data. rates arbitrarily to match current ground processing capabilities
will cause a significant reduction in the instrument's performance.. This is
`	 Illustrated in Figure Xl-3-I3 for the synthetic aperature radar {SA R) sensor.
^=	 The desired. ground resolution for the SAR sensor is equal to or less than
_^..	 I00 meters which relates to approximately 50 MBPS for this example. A
^ T ,	 further reduction in data rate would produce a disproportionate degradation
in resolution.
The range of expected data volumes and data rates for four key image sensors
4^ is shown in: Figure 3:1-3-I4. This plot illustrates the combined data handli^a.g
roqu7.rements for these instruments. Also,. the ax ea representing the
current ground data handling ca abilities was- signified by cross-hatching theP
.
	
	 appropriate values on the sarx^e plot. The data volume limitation was deter-
mined by a survey of the digital storage technology performed during this
_	 study (see Subsection 3, 3. 3). Again it is clear that more advanced data `
handling techniques will be,:required to properly. process the data from " these
instruments,
^.. The rriore significant grotxnd..data regtrtirer.^iexxts. of the fuL^xre which. exceed
the data peaces-sing capabilities currently planned for the early_ Spacelab
L^^.	 n-^i.ssi.on are summarized below:
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,^_	 ^ Imaging instruments will generate digital data rates far in excesn 	 1
(potentially 1, 000 MBPS} of cuxrent recording, transmission,
r^
and pxocessing capabilities,
^ Real-tin^.e image processing will be xequixed to allow. interactive
r	 control of the image producing instruments. (It is anticipated
^^"	 that a l -MBPS real-times image processing capability will be
acceptalale. }
^-	 ® Simultaneous transmission of TV and high-rate scientific data 	 ^,,,
.-^	 (much greater than the Z -MBPS capability currently planned)
^..	 will be requixed.
^ Data quantities ppotentially in excess of 1 x 1Q 13 bits/day) will
far exceed the cL^rrent capabilities to xecoxd .and process data
within a a• easonable period of -time.
3. 3. 3 Proposed New Concepts
A pexspective flow diagrarri of a conceptual Spacelab data link is shawx^ ixa
Figure Ii-3-15. The major elexxiezxts in the end-ta-end data link are (1) the
onbr^ard systems (Shuttle), (2} ground systems providing real-time prc
cessing (JSC), and (3} ground systems providing data. processing that is riot
time cxitical (GSFC) .
The £unctions proposed to be perforrrxed onboard the Shuttle are data .storage,
data compression, interactive control and display with both haxd and soft- 	 ^
copy capability and data transmission. The functions recomix^ended for the
real-time processing', site are quick-look analysis, diagnostics, and
temporax• y storage. The ;a.on-tune-critical processing functions that are
recommended are image processing (limited), data base processing, creation 	 ##
of instrument data files, and provision o£ a complete data interface with the 	 ^
I
user.	 j
a
3, 3. 3, 1 Digital State--o£--the:--Art Storage Survey (References 43 to 56}
Figuxe Il-3-16 pxesents a table summarizing the results of a brie£ survey
made of available and proposed (1980's) digital storage devices, It will be
noted that we have made no distinctions between airborne and ground equip--
rnent. An analysis tkzat i^xclud.es such distinctions would be a useful follow-on
eff ox t.
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^igare it-3-'i5. Spacelab Data ^o^nrntink Stour Capabilities
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 1980'5 2$16
CAPACITY $lT RATE ACCESS TIME ' COST PER B1T CAPACITY BIT RATEp IGITAL pATA
STORAGE DEVICES (BITSI IBPSI IMICROSECONDSI ICENTSIBITI IBI TS} IBPS} . APPLICATION
1. MAGNETIC CORE 7x163 TO C 1 M5P5 0.16 TO 10
--0.56 10^ 7 MBP5 MAINFRAME MEMORIES
Bxi0^
2. MAGNETIC TAPE 3x109 TO &MBPS 104 TO ex 105 ^ 6.0001 1012 20 MBP5 PERIPHERAL aAEMDRIES
7.5x101 S
3. MAGNETICDI5K 10870 7. 5 MBP5 2x103 TO ^' 0.0015 7Q12 4T0 pERIPHERALMEMDRIES
5x1010
704 TO
8x105 70 MBPS
4. METAL OXIDE 0 .8 MBPS 0.1 TO a "• 0.30 109 7 TO i0 pStlPS MAINFRAME MEMORIES
SEMICONDUCTOR Bx10T BUFFER AND GACIiES
IMOS1 PERIPHERAL MEMORIES
5, 81P0LAR- 10270 16.5 MBPS OA2 TO 0:8 -- 1.56 109 770 MBP5 MAINFRAME MEMORIES
SEMIGONDUCTOR 168 BUFFER AND CACHES
PERIPHERAL MEMORIES
6. MAGNETIC 108 TO C 1. 6'BPS 100 TO 8x143 ^^ 0.05 70g TO 10 MBP5 SPACEFLIGHT RECORDER
BUBBLE 169 1010 MAIN MEMORYEXTENSiON
LARGE FILE DATA $ASE
BUFFERS
7. CHARGE CpUPLE6 106 TO 7 TO 10 TO 504 -- 0.76 709 32 MBPS SMALL STORAGI;
DEVICES (CCD) 109 5 MBPS BUFFERS AND CACHES
CONTROLDATASTORES
8. ELECTRON BEAM 10^ TO ^• 1.5 MBP5 0. 370 50 ^• 0.05 7071 TD 150 MBPS IMAGE STORAGE pEVICES
1010 1073 1,008 {PARALLEL
CHANNELS] -
9. LASER BEAM 1013 0 MBPS 5 TO 20 10.4 7073 > 200 MBPS	 ;IMAGE STORAGE pEVICES
IAARALLEL
CHANNELSI	 ^
Figure 11-3-'i6. Table o'f Digital Storage Tectlnalagy^
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Magnetic-coa.•e storage is widely used fax the nnain storage and is directly
accessible by the cornputer^s processing unit. The data. is stared in a spatial
array of elern.ents; ix^. this case, each element can store a single bit and
^. physically consists o£ a tiny donut-shaped object, which is the magnetic co^.•e.
Same of the techniques o£ storage organization used with .core storage
	
•- -	 {e. g. , zD, 3D, and 2-1/ZD schemes) a^.• e also applicable to other technologies,
especially magnetic films. As a rough indication of speed and capacity avail-
able in the year 1474, we took the Ampex ECNF (Reference 43), as an example,
with cantxoliex modules of 10 7
 bits:	 ,;+„
^ Read/write cyle
	 l IvIBPS
^	 Capacity	 - l04
 bits
It is estimated that the magnetic core technology will Snot advance significantly,
There is much ^Nritten in the literat^.re on the various types of magnetic tape
	
'	 systems (Refe:rences ^3, 47, and 55} and the values in the tables are reaso^i-
able estimates of both airborne and ground devices. Access to these
machines takes place in a sequential fashion. Data are recorded as magnetic
	
r--.	 spats on typically 9 to ZS positions across the width of the tape. Such a .:,et
of nine positi^^ns rz-^ay, fox example, represent eight information bits and one
bit fox parity checking. Corresponding to each bit position is a read and
write head used for xecoxdin.g or sensing information on the tape. Thus data. i
are retrieved ar sent one bit at a time (nine bits i.n parallel) to the recording }
heads. When the tape is at rest, recording or reading can start only when
the tape is accelerated to, or near, maximum speed. This delay is called
	
-	 Mart time; it is on the order of 5 msec. An example of a high speed capaciry^
	
..,	 system is the Ampex Terabit rnemary which has an in~?ut and output biL rate 	 ^
of 6 MBPS aa^d a capacity of 3 x IO lZ bits^3800-ft reel. Further advancar^ z^^	 .-^
	
`	 -Ehis technology is also expected to be limited..
Magnetic disk ins available in a variety of arrangements. Une scheme uses	 a
	
M4	 the recording surfaces on rotating disks; all disks rotate together at a fixed
speed — the-;, axe not stopped ar started for access p^xxposes. Read and write 	 `^
heads are ^.nounted in a comb.arxangenzent and each comb has one head fox 	 '
each recording surface. Data are t^Tpically stored serially by bit along each
	
^„	 of the multiple concentric circles (i. e. , tracks'+ of each disk. Since all heads.
axe positioned together, a single comb position makes a sit of tracks avail-
able. .This set of ;:racks is referred to as a cylinder. Since head-positioning
	
LJ	 -
	
,-,	 ^	 'I C7
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or seek time requires the longest delay far xandoxn access, the capacity of
a cylinder is important. In addition to seek time, random access also
requixes a rotational delay which is approximately an the l0-cosec range.
	 ^^-
For high-speed capacity ^na.chines, the input and output bit rates range from
2. 7 to 6. 5 MBPS and have capacities of approximately lO g
 bits (reference 43).	 --
Developmental disk devices have increased capacities of up to 10 12
 bits.	 y
Semiconductors, at 'she present tune, do not serve the mass memory market;
however, they do provide a solution for temporary storage {e. g. , buffers).
Metal oxide semiconductor (MOS} and bipolar transistors are fabricated as
monolithic integrated circuits, which is defined as an inseparable assembly
of ci^ cult elements in a single stxucture which cannot be divided without
permanently destroying its electronic function. 	 '
The MOS transistor is an active semiconductor device in which a conducting
c??.annel is induced in the region between two electrodes (source and drain)
by a voltage applied to an insulated electrode {gate) on the surface o€ the
semiconducting material (chip}. Bipolar devices such as transistor-transister
logic (TTL}, emittex-coupled logic {ECL), etc. , use the conventional p-n
junction effect to establish integrated circuit {IC} gates which can act as
memory circuits. The junctions are formed by application of alternating
steps of various masks and diffusion depths to a semi.conductox matexial. 	 '•-
Charge-coupled devices {CCDs) ark similax to the MOS shift-register devices 	 --
but depend an the controlled movement of electrical charges rather than an 	 .:
transistor-like circuits. CCDs are more co;.npact, simpler, and lower in
cast than integrated circuit devices. The prix'nary application of CCDs is
high-density, low-cost storage.
The values used in this survey for semiconductor memories are the result of
surveying published documents (References 43, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, and 56).	 ^ -
The advantage of these devices are their high packing dEnsities. The results 	 ...:
3.nd^.cate that semiconductor memories will be useful as data buffers, low-
capacity main ra-+.emoxies far microcomputers, and caches for frequently used
data.
Magnetic bubbles, with the same logic design as .shift registers, are' developed
in a .single-crystal layer of a ferro- ar ferrimagnetic material and data can
be made to move along paths on the surface. This technique offers law-cost
^	 i66
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'	 plus high density {i, e, , Reference 43 stipu^.ates 10 9
 bits jin. ^ forecast}, but
is considerably slower in access time than the sexnicnn.ductar technologies.
	
^`	 This device znay be a likely cazzdidate for .spaceborne recorders because of.
^^,
their high reliability and increased storage density witkz corresponding
decrease in weight and power.
Qptical x^cording and readout znez^a.ory systems. consist of a beaznsource
	
'	 {laser}, .beam control device, memory medium, beam deflector, focusing
	
'	 and pivoting rrsediuzn, focusxzig and. pivoting optics; acid a light detector. The
	
.- .	 high packing density-potential of optical xn.ernories of more ^;han lO g bit/in. 2
	
....	 redia.ces the size of a TO 12 bit, znexnary to .IO, 000. in. ^ of recording: surface
	
.	 {Reference 43}. .However,. ..these capabilities have not been realized because
of the following problems.
A. Develop^.xa.ent of a sh.itable, nonvolatile, erasable, optical
storage znediutri.
B.. Development of high-speed, high--repetition--rate, law--cost
	
' '	 digital deflectors which . can adda.• e s s a large number of
xesoluti.on ^leznezzts.
	
. -	 C., The adclressability of a field of 10$ bits presents a difficult
.,
problem clue to diffraction, depth of field, depth of focus, etc,
^,	 .
.	 ,.
^.-.
Electron beam devices seen. to be far .more attractive as a recoxdixzg device
^^	 than laser beams ;}^.eferences 54}. Electron beam recording utilizes a spot	 ^
:_
size of the order of .102 ^tm `,which produces densxt^.es of IO L ^ bits/in: 2 : . 'The	 ^
^_.
electrical signal to be recorded rn.odt^:l.ates- . the intensity of an electron beam
vcrhich is .directed at a sil^rer halide recording medium {other rriediurris axe
being v.sed, e.'g: , MCS SiOZ/Si interface}, In the readout process, the.'same
^.:	 scanning patterzz is used.as that used. to record. When thy; beam, ..acting as a
^..^	 constant current source, .s^xikes the film, a spot of light (equal in size.to the 	 ^
,..
cross section of the beam} is generated by a scixxtillator coating over ^:he
^.
emulsion. The intensity of the light, when viewed through fk,:e film is z^.odu-
:laded as the: spot is sca:^ined al ong the recording. .Finally, a photo xriul:tipliex,
^_
collects the. photons: that have Penetrated the fi].rn anal converts them to an
^, Electron fl:c^w.
Iii the 1950 s, electron beam memories are c'oriszdered to be cost 'competitive
-	 with all'ozaline: raxzdom .access. stored devices {Refex^:nee 54}, but with far :..
._superior performance. 	 .
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3, 3. 3. 2 Array Processor Suxvey
Our study included a survey a£ the technology of high-data-rate image p.ro-
cessing in 197-76. Figure II-3-17 sumrnaxizes soxx^.e of the results of this
survey.
The axxay processor is usually caxnpxised of an array of special puxpose
xnicxoprocessaxs containing pracessing elements (PE}, viz. , algebxaic, 	 ---
trigonoxxi.etric, ax exponential operations, which process data in parallel 	 , _
,^,. .
along sepaxate paths oh orbit--by--bit basis. The array pracessor operates in
conjunction with a host computer which provides overall pxagram contxol.
Figu.xe I.1-3-18 illustrates a typical configuration for an array processor (data
,_
	
-	
path flow diagram fox the AP-IZOB Array Txansfoxxn. Processax^ fxom Float-
ing Paint Systems, rnc^. 	 a
^.
One of the majax applications of array processors is digital image processing. 	 E
Typical con^.putational functions which can be salved with this processor 	 --
	
f	 i
include image zxiatching, coxxelation, spatial transformation, image regis»
trati.oh, radiometric cozrec^t^.ons, change detectioai, statistical classifica- 	 _	 ;'
..tuns, anal vaxious ix^.age enhaxxcement techniques. A1sa, the array pracessor 	 a
may be used to contxol the image display and, recording equipment.,
	
-	 ,
.	 ^
	
'	 3. 3.3. 3 New Data Handlir:g Concepts in the Literature
	
.	 Initially; two xiew: data.handling. concepts. were e^a.rnined`.that vtuere .described
in the published literature:. , t1) GE's Onboard Experixxa.ent 17ata Support.
	 ` "
Facility (OEDSF} (Reference R) and ^2) the Instrurrxent Telemetry Packet.
,. ,.(TTP} Concept, a GSFC xeport (S^eference 1Q),
	
.	 The. OEDSE` concept is .shown in Figux:e .u--3--19. This.cox^cep^ uses a m.atri^-.
	
,^	 ..
structured pipelined processor that interfaces directly between the sensoxs r.....
.and the Spacelab's CDMS., viz. , the high-rate multiplexer, high-rate data
	 '
recorcl.er, and the expexi^rsa:eit computer. ``This processor operates' smi]:arly
	 "
..._^
^o an arxay'proces.
 sor; ix^,a:ddition, .it handles multiple sezxsor complezr3.ents'
anal c.^mbiz3,ations of low .- and . high-data xates.. Tie OEDSF wottilcl be fabri- 	 '.
Gated with large-scale integxa^Eion (L5I} circuits (usually clefiz^ed as > loC? gates .	`^^
pex chip} and would dedicate an entire matrix to each sensor. This concept...
	 -.
,...
v^iould do most of ^Eh:e cl:ata px.oces-sing e onboard. die `shuttle.
,. ,..	 r—+.
,. ^, 1^a
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NDTE: THIS DESIGN 15 RESTRICTED ^f0 AN ONSQARD CONCEPT
i=igure 11-3.19. GE`s Onboard Experiment Data Support Facility Concept (QEi7S^)
f
.There axe same passible disadvantages to this concept and they are:
.	 A. The- data throrxghpu^ of the OEDSF system may be 3.imited to	 j
capabilities of the onboard .recording devices. 	
._	
^
B. There would be a limited capability to select. significant
s^(irn:portant^. por.tioris of the stream of .irx'zage data. for transmission 	 ^
__
to the ground.
C. The matrix structure rs^v_st bE: carefully designed to avoid conflicting 	 ^ -^
xxiathexnatical operations befxig perforxxxed on data front different 	 -
sensors.
,_,
The ITP concept was described ice. a GSFC report and pxobably was addressed
^_
spe.;ifically for autoxua-^ed`earth-orbiting spacecraft. Figure ^I^-3 ..^0 shown a
- si^.nplified`bloclk diagram. of the.'ITP cpnc.ept; xiote that most .of :the data pra.-
..:
cessing takes. place.on the ground, The I.TP concept is envisia^ied to handle
data. from, a .single. sensdr. . Ixtitially, ,the ITP would assemble the sensor data
along with any required ancillary data and tkxeri buffer this caxnbined format
for subsequent downliT^lri^g ar for fu;cth^:r processing. Later:_versians would 	 ^-°
'likely inc7.ude ma^.e sophisticated'torms of . efficient co^.ing techniques. 	 _ .-
772	 r °^
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Figare Ib3»20. Proposed I]ata Acquisition and Pracessirig Suk^system Concept
{A. Ferris and E. Green, A Proposed Concept far Improved. I^lASA Mission Data Nlanagament Options, GSFC, 	 ',
_.	
X-^33 76-87, October 1g7B)
	"•	 The onboard equipment will be comprised of multipl y; ITP processors and a
single multiplexer which is used to route the ITP data. to designated output
devices (e, g. , transmitter. ar recorders). The ITP processor may be zxlple-	 9!
mented as a microcomputer comprised of a micxoprocesser, a. sexnicanductor
	
^- .	 memory, read»only memory £or program execution and random access;
	 ^
memory ^R,AM} for buffer storage; and a I/O control unit.
	
	 ^
i
3..3,.3,4 Ner^r.Advanced Concept.
A third concept was dEVised during the last-phase of ,the s^.dy and is shown in , 	
a
	
^^	 Figure II-3-21. This concept is proposed to accomplish -the- onboard data
hanc3.ling task for ahigh-data rate irriage sensor. .A new equiprrierit complen-ieixt
	 ,
	
'	 is required that includes ^1) a special.^purpose inicropracessor used as a
,.. pattern recognizer, {2) a high-speed first-in/first-.out buffer, (3)...a..pip.el3ned
array processor, (z) a. high-speed and capacity xecarder, and ^5) an inter-
active quick-look display,
,.^
Onboard Processi^.gs,
Most of the irn;:i^ e.sensor.s .axe observing.phenoxnEna (e. g. ,..solar . flares} that
occur only occasionally fox .short periods of tune, but at extremely high data.
rates. A patfern recognizex, coupled to a first-in/first--out ` buffer merx^.o^y
^. a 73
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KEY STEMS
1} DATA GOMPRE55iON: TYPICAL ACHIEVABLE COMPRESSION RATIOS ARE4 TO 70;1	 -
2} THE RECbIiDER MUST SE ABLE TO RECORD SHORT-DURATION H[GH•AA7A•RATESIGNALS AND PLAYBACK
	 '
AT SLOWER SPEEDS (a.g., BIPOLAR, BUBBLE, ANd CCD MEMORY SYSTEM51
	 ',
	
.	 3} , PATTERN REGOGNIZERIIMAGE SEGNIENTER CAN 150LATE SIGIV[F1CAN'I' EVENTS AND C^ISCARD THE RE5T
^} ;; C:^pABIL1Ty
 SHOULD EX15T FOR ONBOARD 1NTERACTiVE GRAPHICS WHICH CAN ALSO BE TRANSNfIT1'ED
7G THE GROUND ( NOTE: THE DISPLAY WILL ILLUSTRATE PROCESSED /CO^ED DATA)
	
:.	 5} FOR lilGH RELIABILITY OF7HE EXPERIMl=NT 'S,SPEClALSOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC . SCHEMESWILL BE NEEDE p .
"THE DATA FOR THE nUICK•tOOK DISPLAY IS71ME SHARED WITH THETRANSMITTED DATA
(i.e., DATASTEALIN@]; HENCE,THE HIGH•SPEED.RECORDERSERVESADUAL ROLE
Figure ii-3-29. New Onboard Data Handing Concepts
an array processor used to compress the .data; ax^.d a high--speed digital
3
recorder will perxxzit detecting the appropriate signals and recording. for	 ^`.
.^
subsequent transrtiissian at a low^da+a rate. The pattern recognizes will be
9
impl.erneaated by a microprocessor whic?^ cart also be used fox. tre^:d. analyses,
image segrrientati.ons, and the initiation of control signals to the .rest of the
,image sensor processing equipment. This microprocessor will isolate the 	 _h
significant events - and discard unnecessary data. The high-speed buffer-	 ^-=
simply controls the input rate to the array processor, 	 -
^,
The ax:ray processor will be used far image .data. compression, _image corn-- .	_	 ^
pression techniques (References 57 to b7) ca.n achieve a reductian'in cla^a 	 ',`
rate anal volume of 4s1 to 10:1. Exarriples o£ such techniques axe: `{ lj low-
spatial^fr.equenc^r notch faltering fo7.J,ow.ed.by  .contrast s^re£ching: and.
_...(2) ^Iadaxnard transformations {Reference b5) combined with removal of
,-	 ^
-
high,,.low--valued,. sequency compoE^ents (also called zonal filtering}. T[^e
....	
.^._,
^^.ata is then routed to a high-speed capacity recorder',
.	 ^	 _779
	
,^	
...	
A7CiSpNNPLL DC^UGI,I15	 .
-	 i
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The xecordex must be-able to record short-duxatio^. high-data-rate signals
and playback. at slo^ex speeds, Fsipolax, CGDs, or magnetic bubble systems
may be used far this device. The recoxdex^s output will be routed td the
Orbiter transxx^,itter and to an interactive onboard display. The data -for the
quick--look display wil.T. be tixxxa shared with the transmitted data which means
that-the same data will be sent to both locati:oxzs. It should be noted that the
	
'-'	 clisplay will have to accommodate . compressed and encoded. data.
	
_ .	 Special. b.plink commands will be required fox intexact^.en with the aluick-look
display any. simultaneous txa^n.snais.sion of - the d^.sp7.ay signaJ:.to the POCC
which will prova.^^.e a real.-tinge check of the . experiment and permit early
	
.	 remedial actions to take place. This establishes a. requirement -for onboard
	
.	 interactive graphics,
	
'	 Because. of Lhe importance of assuring the cprr^ct operation . of the escpexx-
meats, some form of diagnostic .softncrare should be placed onboard for detecting
	
Y	
_
a failure and recomxnendiza.g corrective actions.
Ground Data- Processing
^'he followir}g . d.a.ta handling. concepts axe xecomrrsended-for the zeal-time
	
^^ _	 Spacelab processing site (e, g. , 3SC) which also includes the POCC.
^.:
^'
Hadaxx^ard fox other transforin.s, se . e . Refexence 42) decoders. will.. be rEquixed
to decode the _quick--look data transmitted froze-the Spacelab. :An array
	
` +	 processor will be.used.to perfoxxn the inverse transforr^aation necessary to
	
,..	 .
	
^'	 display the visual. image. l:mage processing at the JSG POGO urould be limited
	
-	 to quick-look az^ialysis and evaluatix^.g the' quality of the down7.i.nked data:
Tt is-also -suggested-that users -who wish to commuzzicate directly with the
	
.	 Spacelab be allocated a. coded audio - signal. (e. g. , a voice-print signal match)
..
_,
that tle: user can enter into a-^:elephone lizie for faclita:tir3.g i:tlerr^^L^.ficatiors'an^.
_organiza.tion of. the -eligible users. A central switchboard at the POCG will
determine the ortlex in which the users wz1.7. have access. to the Sp.acelab.
	
,!	 -	 The users at -the JSC P^CC -_are a subset 'of the c`c^mplete-.set- of, Spacelab
exp8riiiiexzt t^:ser.s. `These. users will want a quick look at weir data.
Displayi:ug this. data: to them will require last decoding, array processing,
:.,, 175
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anal ixitexprefation of - the users ^ high--level-Language commands. Thus, 	 ^
responding to the t^.sexs requires a substan.ti.aL am.ourxt of fast digital infor- 	 }
rrsation processing. The amaunt of this processing available to the users is
limited, thus, the users must compete fo:r the _available digital processing,
The scheduler/controller will arbitrate among These users conflicting 	
.
demands. Dependzz^.g an each Yxsex's commands, th4a format of the ussx's
data, the.ixxfaxxnatzon density of the. user's-data, the relative importance of 	 .. .
_ the data, and the amount of preceding computing time cansuxned by the user,
^^.
the scheduler xxaust arrange (l} the sequence and sizes of the data blacks to 	 °^-
be stored: ixz the high-speed irxass s#:arage ^see.Fig^tire 7I-3-Z3), and ^2} the 	 _
sequence and. frequency of the ruxxxaing of .each. user's . display pragraxn. The
.	 schedule will b.e implemented as software zrt ^k^.e scheduler/controller. 	 ^
Storing the data blocks in the hagh-speed mass- ir3.emoxy requires a reservation 	 V	 ^
of. segz^ents .o£.the mass memory for .the elements of these blacks as they
arrive from the de.camrnutator. The addresses of the heads of these blocks.
axe conveniently stored in an associative memory (see Reference b8) within
the scheduler/controller. The associative nature of .this mErnory facilitates 	 --^
._	 responding to each user's request for vaxi:ous types of data.-
Where a user's program, say user A s s prograrr^, is suddenly interrupted by
another user, B, and user B has a higher priority than user A, then user Ass
ix^terrnediate data may be stored at the dap of a stack memory (Reference 68)
for, equivalently,- apush-down mernary}, The- iaaterxnediate data of user A 	 -	 ^
will be retrieved txrhex^ ta.ser B.'s program is completed. Lf. a still highex.-	 ^
^_iority user, C, intexxupts user . B, then user.B l s intormediate data are
stored at the top of the s^h.^:ck pushing dovtrn the data of the other-users in the 	 ^
'.	 v 	 A	 3
.
	
	 staclk) u.n-G^.l user C g's pxagram:.xs completed. Th9:s computer algorithxxx :.
structure will riot only determine priorities-but facilitate day^to.-day changes.
in. ^:h.e sehedr^.ling o£ the experirsxents,
Because. of the izr^portance of correcting expexixnent failures a.s rapidly. as
'.. pos:sible. and since a full diagnostic .and repair. capabilxtg will not lie :feas^.ble
_.
onboard the Shuttle, it w'ilL probably: b,e necessary to _Have a full failure
analyzer on the ground (J'SC anal MSFC). The analyzer will assist JSC POCC
to ad 'se	 Sac	 remed'al a.c `ons fc^^r liardwa.r.e and saftv^iare failures .va ,the p . elab on	 ^.	 ti
that the -oxskaoard syste3rxk cax^rlot ct?S.r-^,^ztai.
,.
'17^
McnoNN6^lL nouGLC.r^ .	-- ^	 ^ __	
.:	 ..	
^ .
	 ^	 ..	 ., !
Suppose a hardware failure occurs in the-data processing section of the Space
lab and either (1) this .
 hardware failure cannot .be diagnosed onboard or (2) the
hardware failure can be diagnosed but a repair procedure cannot be discovered
nnboaxd — pexhaps because of a Lack of an appropriate spare part. Then a full
sixxzulator of the onboard data processor, including a capability for siznulat:^.g
hardware failures, may enable the POCC crew to .suggest alternate schenze.s
for at least a partial repair.
S^xppo s e a s oftwar a fa.ilux a occurs that is too c omple^c to be dzagno s ed onboard,
Then, a full sirriulation of the system is. needed . at JSC ox MSFC, T.o enable.
- this simulation to take place, a full mern.oxy dump from the onboaxd cornputex
system to the ^'SC simulatox would provide the JSC pragrarrimers the infar-
m^tion they need fox a diagaiosis of the failure, and for finding schexxxes for at
least a partial repair.
The analysis of hardware and software failures is likely to be greatly helped
by special saftwaxe written as a diagnostic aid. We refex to this as diagnostic
software.
The following data pxocessing . techn.ques arc:.suggested for, non-tixnewcritica7.
processing of Spacelab data. at GSFC, Also, axray processors will be
.required to implement the appropxiate (e, g. , Hadarnaxd) decoding technique
needed to restoxe the iirxzages into a visual .scene.
°'	 At this . , site, the - data is received in the form. of a vaxiety of waveforms multi.-
-	 plexed together, nanrnultipleJ^ed sigxials, rrsedium-rate data, and high=data.--
--	 rate image sensor data. lYlost of the new data handling concepts presented
here:^:xe only concerned with ixna.ge processing szn.ce the analysis of n^n--
image sensox .data is well within the current state. of the art.
..
Figuxe-ll-3.-22 is a table that lists standard. digii:al image processing
"'	 techniques which. should be considered for GSFC and examp^.es of their
corresponding ,applications. These techniques are. discussed iri detail in
..	 ,	 .	 .,,	 .
Reference 4z and will'nat be elaUorated. on in thin roport, It'should be noted
thal:.sorrse real-tim.e processing algorithms xnay be included at this site, p'or
^, .. exarrap7.e, as sociati^ve xnex^iory designs xnay b .e used ta. facili:tate dynamic
`, loading of new pxograms. Also, .data base processing (Reference 41) rriay be
.	 .
777
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EXAMPLES OFAPPLICATiONS
INVERSi; HADAN`VARD fOR FOURlER} TRANSFOR^VATION INTO
VISUAL SCENES.
SCENE ANALYSIS; E, G., DISCRIMINATEON BETWEEN TERRAIN
FEATURES LiKI~ FORESTS,-URBAN AREAS, BO p IES OF WATER,
ROADS, ETC,
REMOVE SHADING EFFECTS CAU'SE p
 BY NONUNIFORM ILLUNCINATION,
CORRECTIONS OF DISTORTLONS (N SCANNER OR TELESCOPE (OPTICS}
ELIMINATE FLICKER IN SLOW MOTEON VIEWING OF RAPID EVENTS
fE.G., SOLAR FLARES}.
CORRECTION OF D ISTORTIONS DUE ^'O IMAGE MOTION AND
ATMOSP>-]ERI C TURBULENCE.
CONSTRUCTION OF TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS FROM STEREO-PAfRS.
ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION OF SENSOR DATR FROM SEVERAL
ISENSOR} FILES.
FuNCrlota
I..} DECODING
Z.} IMAGE SEGMENTATION
3.} NOTCH FiLTE.nING
4.} GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
5. } I NTERFRAME
RECONSTRLICTI0^1
b, } DEBLURRI NG
7.} IMAGE cORRELAT1aN
g.} pATA BAST; PROCESSING
NOTEr MOST OF THESE NEW DATA HANDLING TECHNIQUES APPLY TO IMAGE PROCESS I NG ONLY.
Figure 1#•3-22, ^leusr Data Handling Cancepfs, Non Tinte•Cri#ical [^FSC}
used for caxrelating data fxom several sansaxs and can have applications fox
both quick-loolz analyses and visual image processing evaluations (GSFC).
3. 3.3. 5 End--to-End Concept_-
This final section will address a coxrpl:ete Spacelab experixxzen^..data link which
is compxis.ed of (l) onboard systems . and (2} ground systems --real-tune	 i
processing (3SC) and ground systems and non-time = critical processing (GSFCr, 	 '
Thzs end--to-axed concept- is illtzstxated in Figure Z,T-3-Z3,
Onboard Processing
Since the ^.ot^r-rate data will ba received at the onboard data handling interface
with widely v-axying speeds anc^. waveform spectra, thus data will be processed
by LSZ--desigx3.ad microcoxr^puters. The processing will be. cprriprised of . 	 j
buffering, foxmating plus data correlation, and simple forms _of data coin- 	 '
px.ession, i£ .desired.... The low-rate dada etxearn.s will ba xnuJ.tiplex^d into . a	 .,_
.......
sixxgla bit ^ trea.r^ v^rhich is in turtn combined with .the hi:gh^clata rata signals
in th.e HRM.
Because of the immense data. rates produced by saxxxe of the. image ^ensox,s, :
..^
'	 it is axecessaxy to use parallel pxaces-sing techxxiques where possible. 2`his
can be ixzzplexn.ented by arz^ay processors in v^thich the matl^exnatical operations 	 `
178	 ,._^,
rvranoNltl^i.L oav^rss` s: j .^	 ,.
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.axe distributed thro^xghout an axxay structixre and the data is pipel3ned (at 1 to 	 j
••- 41VM words per secaxtd data rate)	 through the processor.	 Use a£ high:-capacity,
_ £ast-access memory devices . ( e. g, , rnagnet9.c bubbl.es^ will be used as b^:£fers	 ''
` betv[reen the high:-rate data proceCs.ing and the HRM,	 A scheduler will. be	 '
i^a.cluded in the. HRM to provide. remote control. o.£ the downlink data.
.._
:.,
,.
Gxaur^rl Data PrQCessing 	 z
Since the same or relatEd objects axe often abser yt~d by two or more imaging
sens. oxs, it is . desirable .to .correlate .the data, from. these .sensors... Fox this
..	 -_
_
.purpose, a data base_pracessor will provide a method for coxrelatir^.g data
.,	 ,
with various Formats and. codes. 	 Use o£ programmable read--onl:y memories
(PROM) or other £owns o£-£i.rmwaxe will expedite the mplernen^atioxi of the
	 ;.:
" ^ data base processors,	 Gxoiznd use of thy: axxay p^acessors;will provide the
... invexs:e transformation o£ the irx^age data,. corresponding to the selected
-	 -
,.
onboard data compression technique. 	 Array pxoc.essors may be used for both.
;^. q-t^.iek-look analysis and data quality evaluations,
,^t
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Computer^asszsted e^cpeximent scheduling will xnake use of stacked and
associative menzaxy {so£twaxe} designs. Much o£ the scheduling of experi-
rnents £or data acquisit^.on xxray be carried out by stack or push-down rnerri-
o;.^ies {i. e. , last--in/^ixst-out}. These mernaries store the addresses o£
. programs for initiating the acquis3tian o£ data, Assaciat^.ve xx^exnories afire
v.ssd to facilitate -die dynaxx^.c loading o£ new programs, when a change in a
program. talces p^.ace, the new pxagx^am must be ^.oaded into the main merxa,oryr
from. a .mass storage unit {e. g. , dislc}. The addresses of t^.e statexxients in
this new program may be allocated with the help o£ a.n associative xnerrxary
wh^i.ch designates the available space.
	
._	 .
', 	 Database Processing
When data a:xxives from the decoznmutator, it is in a vaxietY o£ £orma.ts,
depending on the num^`ar o£ bits per sample, the time between. samples; the 	 ^ -^ '' i
.
	
	
number a£ samples . to be viewed in each £rime . of a display, .the nuxxfbex a£
samples per woad of memory, and the in£ox:mation requested by the user,
-	 j	 r
For example, the user may wish to see the cox^relat^.on betweexi two sequ^:nces
of observations im^r}.ediately follow.ixxg a salax flans: {I} the magnetic £field 	 ...
along an earth meridian coplanar with the sun,.. and. {^} the amount o£ cosmic
ray. particles in selected energy ,intervals. These- data need to be placed into
a data structure to facitifate the retrieval a£ the desired in£oxmation and to
Facilitate correlating sizx.^ultaneous data: 	 '
_..
`	 1
_	 The database processor facilitates this task by placing all. the data into a 	 --	 I
consistent data structure, in bi,ocks coverz^.g a speciFzed time interval. 	 ^
These data are thexi retrievable Far output processing a.ra.d/ox corre:la.tiou;
even.. though the t;ser requesting the data. znay riot be Familiar with: the d.ata t s	 _.	 ^
'^	 £oxanat and .data . structure..
,_
.:..	 ,	 .	
,.
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-,	 Section. 4
CONCLUSIONS P^1VD ,piECO^vIMENDATIONS
IVlajor observations related fio the Spacelab payload data processing system
requirements are shown ::n Figure II-4-I. The most overriding observation 	 M^
iM that. the high. data rate. and volume frozx^ a few Spacelab payloads are the
`	 most significant parameters driving ground data system d^sign. A high per-
,}^	 tentage (greatex than QO%) of Spacelab digital downlink data is image data.
;`...w	 Tt is expected that ianage data. rates will increase in the fciture to levels well
--	 abov? the 5v" MBPS rake as science and technology activities in orbit are in-
	
.	 creased. Simultaneous video as well as high-rate science data will be re-
quired which will fuxther increase transmission. and handling requirements.
In addition to these incompatibilities, other program issues are still. unre-
.	
^	
solved,. such as the fact that zx^.ast users prefer real--time mission support
_ from. their home sites rather than at a centralized facility. Although many
" '	 questions remain unanswere:d, consa.derable effort is being expended at this
time by NASA and the payL{^ad com.rrunity to solve these incompatibilities.
Conclusions from the grr^und. data management analysis are shovcrn on Figure
II-4=2. Payload data processing requirements are expected to increase, but
firm, requirements axe not yet available. Most users are-very flexible -they
claim, ' ! This is what we would like, but tell us what vtre Head to live.. wit^iin.
Thus, data requirements are Largely conceptual, .and firm requirements will
have to be evolved with payload hardware and software development. This is
`'
	 the. paradox of the problem because integrated payload data requirements,
'^ -	 which axe not= yet developed; are needed naw in order to properly-plan for . th.e
'	 ^ -.	 necessary ground :data xnanagex^ent system....
Tt has been stipulated by NASA that the Orbitex /TDRSS Link will accorxa.zx^odate
,.
data rates up to 5Q MBPS; azid ^Eh:e subsystei^.s to accomplish this rate are
well defined. However, .the ground processing systems are limi4ed to early......
mission support requirements..(-^? MBPS) and, thexe .fore, ..these systems are,.
,^-,
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not as advanced as the TDRSS. Tha projected data rates greater than 50 MBPS
will require izxi.proved onboard as well as ground processing systems. The
ability to process in^.age data in zeal time will be required to support inter-
.	 active payload mission operations. In order to meet the higher data rata
payload xequiretxa.ents, several proposals have bee^a made ranging from more
sophisticated data processing;_ designs and computing complexes. to the. use o£
advanced technology data recording techniques. Data compress;ion and ^.ltex-
ing (se3.ective processing) at the s-ounce will become necessar T^  using inicro-
processors _that reflect the rapid de'v'elopzr}.ents in integrated circuits and
other specilized equ^.pxne^.t. A strong union of the payload. 'c.ornxnunity and
the data processing community is required: s:o allow end--torend system-plan-
ning for an effective data processing system,
^vexall xecornmendatior^s for the ground data management analysis - effort-are
sammari.;ed on Figure .I1^4-3.. It.is recoxremended t^iat direct action be taken
to cl.evelr.:p a system x^r the sixx^.ultaneous d.ownlinking of video and digital
data at a rate much greater than the current constraint of 2 MBPS. Methods
to £anther reduce the process^±ng of useless data should be encouraged such
as the combination of onboard/ground interactive gxaphics combined vai_?^u
computer-assisted scheduling., In general, .NASA should pxoanote ta.r^.:^uture
.use o£ payload micxocomputers (plus memories) rather than the use ^^£ a.n
onboard centralized computer. Complete payload autonomy shculr^ be the
goal of future planning«
A follow-on study is recoxnxnended that would develop integrated payload data
-'	 processing requirements and user.. g^xidelines rebated £o payload data manage-
'-•	 ment capabiliUi:es for use by both-the ,payload -and data processing comxis.unities.
^..; A:n investigation o£ new elea^ronic technology advancexrzents..needs.. to beacon .- :: .
ducted for applicat^.on wii:hin the payle^ad data processi.n.g system. lm.proved 	 l
computer . designs, -such as array processors, could be used to implement
data compression technagv.es. In adcli^tion; higli capacity/:speed memory.f^.	
-
systeans could be used as bu££exs (such as na.agnetic bubi^les; bipolar semi-
i..
conductors;. or charged coupled ^.e;v^:ces) cad as image.stoxage.dev^.ces (such. ..
as laser and electron beam systern.$).
^:
{	 , ,	 ,.
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Appendix B .
	^^	 SPAGELAB PA"X'LOADS GROUND .DATA HANDLING
--^^
REQUIREMENTS QUESTTONNATRE
_This appendix outlines a q+^estionnaire used during this study as a checklist
	
'.	 to gather gxound data handling requixemen,ts -via a docn.mentation search and
	
,,	 personal interviews.
	
^_ :	 I<..	 PRELAUNCH
.Axe there any . prelaunch activities (i, e. , Level I, II, or TTT which xeq+^i.re
gxound data handling operations ? If so, is data handli^^g st^.ppoxt xequired in
real: time or neap real. time? Do,ariy ^of the prelaunch tests xequire command
and control frotx^ remote-.locations (e. g. , POCC} ?
	
^^	 IY. .LAUNCH, ASCENT, DESCENT, AND LANDING
Axe there any data handling requirements needed duxing these mission phases ?
	
^-^	 Are there any ca.mariand and control operations xegn.ired during these phases.?
	
^^	 STS. MISSION OPERATIONS.
A. What m:eihod of do^xrnlixaking the e:^peritxient housekeeping data is
desired?- '4Yhat 1:arrns:t, word.- size,: -and data .rate is required?
B. Is real--or:,near--real-time scienti..^ic data required by the 5pacelab
Tµ
experim,en^ex? What method of downlinking is desirable? What
will be the - data format, woad size, data xates, and repetition
`..
	
mates ?
	
^-	 G. Axe ground corr^E^iancls and^or two-way : voice required for payload
operation. , ? : , .What will be the foxrn.at, -word size, and t^.plink -data
,..
rates ? What is the desired com.itiand va]:idation method.?
D. Ts (offl:ine) te^npoxary storage bf scenti:fic, .hov.sekeeping, conz-
,..
z-i^a^.id, anal voice regixired? .V^hat is the estinnated data volume, .
_.
duxation oJ• storage, - and. repetition rates required for this storage?
^-^
	
,.	 +	 ^..
n- ..
,..	 .:.	 -	 .
^	
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E. Is real-- or nearreal»tirr^.e experiment data desired at a xer^aote
site- (other than the POCC) ? Where? What type o.^ data {e. g. ,
voice transcripts/tapes, scientific, and correlated engineering
data) and how prompt is it required ?
F. Are there any special computational techniques desired for use on
the scientific data, near real-tithe ?	 How .often is the tecl Enique	 -
required ?	 What is the quantity of data required ?	 Computational	 ^^ -
speeds and output pxoduc s
G.
.^.,.What are the desired outpcits frorxt the POCG {e. g. , c.omputex »	_
compatible tapes) ?
H. What type of engineering or housekeeping data is desired to come-
. late with the experiment data {e, g. , Orbiter trajectory, Spacelab
attitude, instrutx^,ent pointing angles,.. and m.issie^ ti.trii,ng) ? 	 Axe _	 .
there .any .special requirements for this. data,. griz, data accuracy
and method of integrating the data-with the. scientific data?
^. Is archiving of the scientific data required? 	 Define requirements,	 ^-
e. g. , data forth {computer cotxa:patible tapes, film, etc. ), data
vo^.ut^e, ..and dixration of storage.? 	 ^ ^	 `-
zV.	 PC?STMISSION OPERATIONS	 ;
A. After the mission, are there any special processing techniques
^_
and data output forrr^ats required 6y the Spacelab experimenter{:s),
either for downlinked data or data returned via the Orbiter ? 	 _ '	 ^
B. Are there any . constraints on the postmission data volutx^.e and the
,.
tithe lines of the data delivered to the experimenters ?
C. What type o.£ housekeeping (or engineering) -data is d-wired to
correlate vtrith the scientific data and are there any unique
xequiretnents far this _data (e.. g„ data acct^.racy)
D... Would a.centraliz,ed data.pxocessing and a.nalys . is . ,^aeility be useful
,.
to you, i£ provided ?
E. What type of onboard data processing and operations would be
useful to t^iake tl?.e.ground data handling-process .tno,re-cost ; .
effective ?	
,.. _.
192	 -,
^.	 ..;^. .'.'	 d►yC170NNELL .DObGl./il^. 	 ^	 ^	 ..
4
^..^i	
^
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QUIiSTIONNAIR]C RI<SULTS FOR TI-TE GROUND DATA FIANDLING OF SI'^,CI;I.^.I3 IrXI'IItIl^NTS
GROUND BATA HANDLING I"tEQ^II^IVi^NT3 — ON-^RT3IT
--	
- ;
Spacelab Information ► h'fethod and Dorm Method and form 1liethod of Performing Temporary Storage Remote Site Data Ap
Science	 Payload or Source or df Downlinking of Dotvnlinking theCammand ^ Can- Regmts far the . Requirements
Discipline	 )Mxperiment Contact the 5cientiGc Data housekeeping Data trnl ofRxperiments Dotvnlinked )].eta (otlt^r than PDCC)
1. Solar	 50.01-5 I13Df "'Spare- 13.2 i►1I1P5 digital r:,^eIected engr par- Video display used for 1Vrap-around redord- Scien
Physics	 Dedicated Iab l;Jser output (phpta-. ameters for failure .. proper target selection ing technique stating frgm
Solar Sortie I^teractinn heliagEaph}. detection—onboard and accurate instrument only curient data elimi
is4ission Study, Phase TV display for orgrnund monitor, painting, history iareduce onho'
2 Review,, " crewfgroitnd Sample tali target overall data volume-
pmci
1975. display. %mages, savior only onboard nrground Corn
78G framesJnrbit iritnge changes of a pre-	 .scheme. nd ^
Digital data sent to scribed magnitude. duel!
.ground via trans-
mission link or to Devise convenient (on-
sing.,';
ltiglt-speed recorders.. board) Sensor calibration Sri fr^1techniques to improve
the overall scientific e•s•.
.data quality. data
-data.
Prep'1
ducti
data'
2. Solar	 Dedicated I3a1i lanes. Data rates range Telemetry overhead A video uplink is pro- Sioxing data from 2 Data from the Iliagr
Physics	 Solar Physics "Sltuttle>;ra front 1:$21c1IP5 and housekeeping . posed far processed !0 7. days; for ex- TDR5 ground eta- Ada
Payload (e.g. Grad Data to 7.28 I4TIiPS. data assumed to be images to tie used by the periments including tion will 6e relayed techr
Canventianal Frocessing Shuttle sfigulated i0;a of the scientific payload specialist to aid	 _the imaging UV spec- to a preprocessor Sec.
-and Imaging Paratoetric TI.Di format: data rate. in eXperinrCnt operations. frometer requires facility, tlten sent Refo
LTV Spectra- Regmts far 8 bits^tvard or late- The telemetry data Data storage and turn- data storage capability to a control facility scien
meter flte Disci- per multiple. is integ►ated with around Pima require, o!' ^ixlt]' ^ bits (see .and placed'on cam- wltic
pline of frame is an integer the scientific data. meats may pxec]ude TaTile 42). pater-catnpaiible rasEe
Solar. multiple of 16 bits. the use of the 3411ISP5 tapes which are (see 1
Physics," Alex frame length: data 1lnk for control sent to an analysis Imag1973. $;192bi#s. purposes and the faoiGty. mfox ,21tiiBPS downlink The functions to ccNonbyte oriented may ]rave to be used designated for fire lisheidata shall be organ- instead: preprocessing and 4,5,?
fixed into total .
control facilities aan Dngilengths w3tich are 6e considered to Ue
multi Ies of 8 bitsP sine;included in the POCC loa1C
The range of the [see See. 4,2 and 4,3) 'eonv
average data rates The analysis facility equafor the cases studied
w uc may ^e tn- r leaare presented in
Table 3-^l.
' eluded iri the POCC)
_
will: (1) archive	
.are f
images tyitlt little sci-
'Visa
entific info and (2) ^
,.
.process images of sci- smgydata^^
entific value (see ..
Sec4.^i.1) Flati
-
_algoi
,:	 ;	 .
'..
Stott
_
,.
A
,.; ^ ICINA^ PAGE
i
..
^	 ^ ^ ^^^ I ^
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FOR TIiI; GROUND I}ATA IIANDLING OF 5I'ACFIaAI3 FXPI;RIMIrNTS --MISSION OPirRATIONS
GROUNA DATA FIANDI,ING RBQUIRT:MBNTS — ON-ORBIT
11letltod and Type
Perm Afetltod of Perfarmir:g Te¢[tltarary Storage I2emofe Site Daia Application of Special Correlated pause•	 Data Storage
eking tine Command &Can- Ctvgmts fox the Requirements C'amputatianal POCC Desired keeping Data with	 Requirements
tg Data feel of Iaxperiments Do ►vnlinked DAta (atltcr titan P(ICC) Techniques putputs Scientific Data	 at the PbCC
gr par-^ Video display used far ^Vrap•arnnnd record- Scientific data samp]eI Sample instrument
tiara proper target selection ing technique staring from high-rate output to line noise vehicle
^ctA[d and aCCUIate instrument only. Current dAta eIiminate useleSS data— Cnntx01J5tablllty And
error. pointing. history to reduce onbaasd orground - hardware gimbal
Sample full target overall data volume— processing.. jitter.
images, saving only anbtiard ox ground Comparison of current Sample payIaad
image chAnges of a pxe- schema. And past date to avoid sensor outputs to
scribed magnitude. duplicate data psnces^ supplement target
Devise. convenient (an- sing, selection function.
board} sensor calibration Sof#ware editing of instru-
techniques to improve meat data eliminating,
the overall scientific e.g., instrument saturated
. data quality. data and out-af tnlesance
dote.
PreplAnned data xange re-
due#ion due to evolved
data system canfdence.
ahead A video uplink is pro- Storing datA from 2 DAta from rite hfagnitude decoding: The outputs Initially fire integrated	 See Table 4-2.
ding posed for processed to 7 days; far ex- Tl]RS ground stA- A data compression from the pre- housekeepingJscientific
to be images to be used by rite periments including tian will beaelayed technique (see processing/can- datA are time carte-
cntific pnyldad specialist to aid rite imaging 13V sgec- to a preprocessor Sec. 4.5.1}, trot facilities Iated and separated
in experiment apexations.. trometer requires facility; titan sent : Reformatting: separating will be (see : iota #tvd data records.
dA#a i7ata storage and turn- data storage nagability to a control Facility scientific data into arrays I'ig. 4.3 And housekeeping data
^itlt around time require- o'f	 1x10' z bi4.s (see. and placed on corn- wlticlt correspond to a Table 43) are nogvexted to
iota. manEs may preclude Table 4-^}, pater-compatible rASter dr spectral scan •Scientific data .eitgring units prior to
fire use of tht SQ h1BPS (ages wlticlt are (see' Sao 4.5.2). - high-quality being recombined
. data link fax cantxal sent fo an analysis. Image registrations • trans- v^ uaf display tiy9th the scientific
purposes and the facility, formation of image paints hard copies data,
2 DlIIPS downlink ?7te functions to correct far pre-estab- ^- hard copies The formatter edm-
may trove to be used designated far rite lisped criteria {see Sec, of GRT plats, banes the appropriate
instead. , prepracessirtg and 4,5,$}. histograms, and , housekeeping data
control facilities non ]:ngliteering unit conver- data summaries vyith rite scientific data:
be considered to be slant (1) conversion via — Htgit-speed .Mere stroll be real or
.included in fire 1?OCC look-up tables and (2} poorer tabula- near reAi-lima limit(see Sec. 4.2 and 4.3) aonvexsian via math tious checking and trend
The analysis facility equatialts: —Image and analyses pexfnrmed
(tvlticlt mAy ba in- Measurement limit sans- tabular micsa- on the 3ousekeeping
eluded in the POt^G} ing: data outside limits film
, Housekee inp g
data for display and
will: (1) arclt ive Are flagged. paid copy recording.
- images Wltlt little SCi-
entific infer aria (2)
-.
Vrsual display proces- '
data	 .
_Hard copies
process images of se[- smg. Scale scientific of CRT plats,
eiidf"ZC value (see data and drive displays.: liistagiAtrts, and'
Sec 4.4.1 } Plotting And histogram data summaries
algorithms..
	 _ .. High-speed
Statistical computations. _ pririit^ tabula=
trans
— TabuIac
miarafilm
E
-	 ^
_.
,.
^	 ^	 i
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QUESTIONNAIRE R)1SULTS ); QZi. TH)r GRAUNA DATA HANDLING OP' SI'AC>JLAB >:XP>~RI;4iENTS
GRQUND RATA HANDLING REQUIR^M);NTS --- QN-t7I{I3IT
SpateIab Informs#inn hietltod and Form hlcthod and form hletltnd of Purfarming Temporary Storrgt	 Remote Site Data Appiic
Science Payload ar 5ottrce or of Aotvnlinking of pownlinking the Command &Con- Regmts fri the	 Requirements ['a
D]sciplinc Experiment Contact tltc Scientitie t}ata Hausekeepiug Data Yrol of )~xperlments DnU :eiin?ced pats	 (other tltar► POCC) ^
1. Earth T^v^ key iti- IBhI "Ground The synthetic open. The housekeeping This function.tvill be Because oI' the ltiglt	 Nonc . given. For rei
and s:ruments 5tlpport Re- ature radar (SAR} data wfl[ bemulti- handled by air]ground data rate the data ing da^
Ocean are: imaging quircments is estimated to have plexed tvittt the voice eltunnel supple- -maybe stored an- (1) de
Physics radar (syn- for selected an overall (i.e., 4 sensor data. mcntcd by sensor board the Orbiter ley data cc
thetie opera- Sltut#le Pay- channels: 2 wave- ]tousekeeping data -- means of special Itiglt cltetk
tare and the ]Dads," Aug lengths]2 polariza- The housekeeping grocessed real•#imed density tapes (HDT) —^ plottin
multispeetrul 1975. Lions) data rate data was estimated and quick-Iook sensor the IiDT are 12,SDD rehiCle
stunner (KISS; . - ranging from I,SD to contain 10D data -processed ft Iong, 33,DDD bit]in, fade,
— rite h15S ryas to 25D hiBPS parameters. Sample near real-time (i.c., if packing density with status
evaluated in (see T'ig 4.5. iD).. nt 5. times ptr sec -- the downlink is 4'l sticnti^it data grnun
the EO dis- at apprax 3 kBPS available}, tracks. The mission
cipline study- The data vol fora data rate,. tivill require more than. For qu
5-day mission (t^R ^ 5Q tapes. ing — ;
215 h1BPS) is ex- tamp
peci..d to range be-
tween 1.11 x iDI3
and 3.1D'x 171a
bits — for a duty.
cycle between l3
and ^l0 hr]mission
(see I'ig 4.5-ID).
• Tltc addition of on-
board data process- `
ing is required #o
plavide far down-
.. linking far sensor
data far quick-look f
analysis. ^
2. Earth Synthe#ic IBM "SAR Use ofsensor dun-
:	 and Agertuxe Ground ing the mission
Ocean Hadar (5AR) Data Pro- vanes from 2.5 to
Physics - cessing 26 ]tours.
Fatility . DeC- ,
inition TltEw sensor data rate
'Study," Tan is approximated of
197fi: I97 h4BP5.
The data volume is J
estimated to Vary	 ._
from 2.8^F x 10 12. i
to 29.fi x 1012 bits -
per mission.
9
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PACEI.AB EXC'EI{IbI1:NTS - hIlSSI pN OPI±RATIpNS
[irNTS -- pN-ORBIT
..	
J
141etltod and Type
Iicmnte Site Ilaia Application of Special Correlated Rouse• Data 5tarage ^
Requirements Computational POCG Desired keeping Data with Requirements	 -
(other than P4CC} Techniques l7ntputa Scientific Data at the 1?OCC
t lVonC fivan, I'or raal-time hausekcep• .One of rite I1lultiplexed witL the Image data	 J
ing data proeessi^g major facets of scientific data, stored oti	 --
(1} dceatnmutatian and the system is IiDT's may
zy data conversion (2) limit to provide n tots! ltetween
git checi:ing, trending and storagefretrieval SO and 200
') -• platting, (3] tabulate capability of the tapes per mis-	 .- -.
0 vchicie pasitlan and atti- scientific data lion, (See
lin, lode, (4) establish sensor for the experi- Fig. 4^,5-IO]. 	 ,.
tit status, and (5) manage ment user.. This tame data
ground rerotdcrs. would require	 ^-
t between
Ilan For quick-look process- 27,000 &	 __ ,
utg - evaluation of data 75,000 cam-
campressedradar images, puffer-compati-
b1e tapes	 -(ccT^ which	
,..,
are cltaracter-
ized as 2,400
feet Iang ^vitlt
9 tracks at a	 s
packing dens-	 '
ity of ].,ti00
- 	
_
./
bit f in.
__
^,
,.	
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QUESTIONNAIRE RIrSULTS POR THE GRdUND DATA I3ANDL^3G 011 SPAC^LAB
GROUND D:A.TA HANDLING REQUIREh1^N7fS — i
5pacelab Information .: Metltad and rarm Method and I;orm
	
Aletl^od of Performing	 Temporazy Storagr:	 Rei
Science	 Payload or Source nr of Dotvnlinking of Downlinking	 the Command &Can-	 Itegn7ts Far the	 R
Discipline .	 Experiment Can#act the Seientflic Data Housekeeping Bata
	
trol of Experiments	 Downliriked DaUI	 {vtr
1. l;nrtlt	 Earilt •Viewing GE "EVAL Assuming 11 sensors The standard equip-
Observe-Applications Concept are vn simultaneously, meat onboard tine
lions	 Laboratory Definitions) the data rates vary Spacelab can neither
(EVAL) —Pay- Partial Space- from.320 iIPS to buffer nor directly
Iaa^l Analyzed. lab Payload 12D hiBPS. Itandle the 120 MI3PS.
Consists of ^ Technical The data rate of tl^e It is recommended
15 Sensors Report," tltema#ic mapper that a very high-roteSept 197G. (TM) isestim¢ted to datarecvrder	 -
be 120 MDPS. (VHR!]R).be addea
onboard the Splice-
Tite sum of the data b characterized.
rates (excluding he ^
TM) is a
	
rox, topp • Aatn rate-120 .
be 636.kIIPS. MBPS
The TM sensor is • Paclun^ density-
estunated to gcn- ^41:BP5	 j
crate 6 x 10 11 • RecardJptayback
bits f day, speeds-15UJ50,
Although downlink- 241n.Jsec	 i
ing the data is tea- •Data 5taxagc-
siblevia lire TDRS5 2x1[}11 bitsJreei
-at 50 MDPS, iltc^^
feel the current
EVAL requirements
can besatisfied-
simply witl ► - the data
returned by the
Siiuttle;
2; Earth EO-D6-S 113M "Space- -The estimated data On-orbit control only Nominal flight Jura-
- Obser- Seven-Band lab User -rate ^ 240 MI3PS, tvitit MS5 displays and tfon.nf 7 days
vatians Multispeciral Interaction All data. to be re= controls.mounted estimated,	 i
Scanner Study, fumed via the witldn Ylte Spacelab. gp observations(h4S5) Phase 2
.Shuttle and no an- Provide a televised intervalsf mission	 I
Review," orbit dump of the telescopic view a the with a,2S. b duty
May 1975_ data is anticipated. terrain being observed cycle far each	 I
by the MSS: hour of the missldn. 	 {{
Use onboard processor iDa#a to be recorded	 ^
providing data sampling. - oriboazd. rite Space- 	 ;
technique tv screen un- Iab and wifl require
-	 desirable data. approx 27 . reels of
tape for an esir	 ,
mated 2.7xIa12	I
bits of MS5 data..
	
I
1i
,_
`.. ^ y^y^	 fQnf41^ /V'
^^^
^^cxr:.aa^G1_
I	 I	 i	 I	 1
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iSULTS rOR THE GROUND DATA I3ANDLING OF SFACELAB I;XP)rRIMENTS — h4ISSI0iV OPERATIONS
GROUND RATA ^iANDLI^1G REQUIREM}al`!TS — ON-OR)3I7'
Metltad and - Type	 ^i
:titod and corm	 tti[etliod of Performing Temporary Storage	 Remote Site Data Application of Sgecial Correlated House-	 Rata Storage
f.Dawns :nl:ing
	
the Command & Can- Regmts for the	 Requirements.. CnmputaGonal	 I'aCC Desired	 . keeping Data with	 Re^uixements
usekeeging Data
	
tral af);xperimants Dativnlinl:ed Data	 (other tltari POCC) Tecltuiques	 Outputs Scientific Data	 at the 1't7C.0
The standard equip- The cunent>~VAL
c^
ment onboard il^e system lvas esti-
Spacelab can neither mated to have
buffer trot direetly 18 tapes {@ ^I^i
handle qte 120 MBPS. 2 x 1D 11 hits/reel) .
I# is recommended from the V11RDR
that a vary Itigh-xa #c and one tape
data recorder f:om the stand-
(VI^IRDR) be added and Spacelab . ^
. onboard the Space- IIDRR (i33.44x
E09 bits/reel)lab characterized
plus f1m fromby;
. Data rate-120 the large
MBPS format camera ^.
+ Packirigdensity— fur each 6-day -
2D . kBPS mission.
v.7fer_nrd/playback .	 i
speeds^150/SD,
20 in./sec
• Data Storage JI
2x181 1 bits/real
,.
On-orbit control only Nominal Bight dura-
tvith MSS displays and tion.xif 7 days
controls mounted estimated.
within the Spacelab. 30 observations
Provide a televised intervals/mission
teIescapic vie}v of fire ^vith . a 25 o duty
terrain being obsdrved cycle far each
by the MSS, hauraf the mission.
Use onboard processor Datn to be recorded
providing data sampling onboard rite Space- .
technique to screen un- lab and wi[E require
desirable data. approx 27 reels of
.tape for an esti
mated 2 .7x1012
bits of i41S5 data.
9	 ^.,
^:
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C3G^TIONNAIltE RIiSi}LT5 FOR TI •^ I3 GROUND DATA HANDLING 0^ SPAC^LAB EXPI:RIIII^I^i'I'S --141IS
GROUND DATA HANDLING It^QUIRI;Mi 3NTS — OI1.OR13IT
5paeelab .	 lnfarmatian Alotitod and Farm Iilethnd and Farm 34latitod of Perfartring Temporal-y Storage Remote Sitc Data	 . Application
Science	 Payload ar
	 Source ar of Downlinlcirtg of Do^vntinking the Command &Can- Regmts far the Ttequirments Coinput
Discipline	 Experiment	 Cgntact the Scientific Data Housekeeping Data_ trot of I'sxpeziments Dotvnlinked Data (oilier than POCC} Tecltni
1. Ad-	 EO-3,	 Aeronutranic The data format is Telemetry data will LRC personnel nt 75C to 'Minimum input DRS zegd to accepE Tits camput,
vanoed	 Ir0-7J$,	 Ford "Lang- byte (8 bits) ar include 5pacelab sys- do #lie ATL command- buffer iegmts for #ite and reformat the qulrements
TecEr	 NV-i,	 ley Applies- muitibyte atiented; toms data, experiment ing; limi#ed cormm^nd data refarmntting recorded data ]'ar at the DR5)
rtology	 1VV-3; and	 lion lxperi- for format sttuc- equipment data, and _capability should exist- system (DR5) are each experiment Tabies 5:?-G
Labors- );0-9 are five	 merits Data lure (sea sec. Shuttle systems data, at LRC - far specia]ited given per experiment (located at LRC, far each exp
.	 tarY
	
of` the High	 Management 4.3.1,2): experiment manage- in Table 5 . 1-1. 15C, or GSCC},
(ATL)	 Data Rate >Jx.	 System ClverheadJlto»sekeep- ment and contingency
Mis-	 periments	 Study Fine} For data rate and . ing allocated ds +,a situations—the cam- Titc data volume for A payload control
Sian	 (see Table	 Report," data vai, see rates are given in mends wtili be routed S experiment group- center (PCC} regd
4.3-1, ref.}	 Dec 1975. Table 4.3-35 Sec 4,3.2 to 4.3.7 via 3SC. ings ors given in to remotely moni-
per eat;h experiment. - "Fables 5.2-1 tltru for and control the
Dots M1ate regmt ` Aix-to -ground voice 5.2-5 an a per mission chec};aut sequence
in bits per sec Irstimated data rates capability for scientific basis—the data vol- of the ATL at K5C
- max: far info-regd at the operations a# the PC )SC;. ume ranges from (located at LRC or
$0-3 23 MBPS POSC; 4.24 X 10' to 2.12 KSC) .
1;0-ZJ8 42fi 11iDP5 • Arr . round voiceJg The follatvtng data sate- , ^	 pX 10.	 bits	 er
each at 32 kBPS garies arc required n# mission. A payload opera-
Min: <1 BPS ^ Atralog or digital the PC)5C; bons sup^orE center
dup]ex voice (4 • 'i'eientetry data (i.e., Approximately 88 (P05C} regd to
Data volume: is channels) I'05C 5pacelabJSnut#le: reels (7,21}Q ftJreel} support missians
esti:nsted to be 35C systems data and for a medium ea= operations {located
8.8 X 10' ^ bits - + Telemetry: experiment equip- pacity raaorder (at at LRC ar 35C}.
per daY• Spacelah--5 kBPS- meat data) i0 k Biis/in.) are ie-
Shuttle_5kBPS • Trajectory data quired for the major
.
•p)rx mt-20 . kBP5 Command portion of the ex-
• 'I'rajectarydata + Video periments (on a -
at 5 kBPS n Misc {i.e., cammr •d mission basis)
•Command data histories, data Iogs,
at 8 kBPS statusJverifieatinn
• Video analog at messages, envirgn- i
4,2 MIiz bandwidth mental data, simula-
• Miscellaneous at lien, training data;
S kBPS ' and consumable usage f
. Voice duplex links
POSCJ35C
1
I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 f
nf6).
I+ SP^ICI;LAI3 IsXI'IRihIENTS —MISSION OPERATIONS
:IrhI1vNTS — DN•DRI3IT
Methodand'i'ype
rage Remote Site Data App&cation of Special Correlated House ]iota. Storage
he Requitesnents Camputatiana! PDCC Desired	 keeping Bata tvitlt Requirements
rata (atlter titan PQCC) Teahniques Outputs	 Scientific Data at the PDCC
rt DRS regd to accept The computational re- becam of pay- The no. of
or the and reformat rho quirements (to lte done load data CCTs*$` for
ng recorded data far ar tl:e DRS) are given in streams (up to each axper-
re each experiment Tahles 5.2-6 and 3.?-7 2 hIBPS). meat is ^lven in
invent
.(located at LEtC, for each experiment, Table 5.2-8 -- ` "
35C, oc GSFC)^ Deliver paYlaad total of 16,584
data gieater CCTs (at 1,600 `Y
e for A payload control than 2 Mlll'5 in cItaracters per
^ auP` center {PCC) regd raw data format. in.). -
^ to remntely,mani-.
:u for and contrn! the Generation of
_
nission checkout sequence computer-cam-
vo1- of the ATL at KSC patil3lc tapes -
_
n ((orated at L1tC or (CCT) For affsite
!.12 KSC}. scientific data
processins.
A payload opera- _	 "
tiotts support renter Provide hard
lib (P05C}.regd to copy of payload
_	
-
^eel) snppart missions data less than
t- operations (Eacated 2 MBPS.
(at of LRC or ]SC}. _
a re- Communication —~
Major ]inlu betsvean.
x. the 1'OSC and ,.
1SC are regd
forvoiceTM,
..
TV, and ttajeo-
..
,..
tory data. '
,_^
a
;.',
..
.-.	 ,
1
-„'	 i
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i
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^;^yj^^^^}y,
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' QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR T131r GROUND DATA ^^ANDLING OF SPACELAB E.
.GROUND DATA HANDLING REQUlltt+MENTS — ON-
Spacelab InforTnatinn	 Method and Form Method and Farm Method of Performing	 Temporary Storage Remote S
Science PayIaad or sautes or	 of Do^vnlinking of Downlinking the Command &Con- 	 Regmts far the Require
Discipline Experiment Contact	 the Scientific Daia Housekeeping Data tral of Experiments 	 Dotvniiuked Data {other t]tai
1, Astron- 3m Large-space LIlhi "Ground Tate ground data The data rate.attribu- Tifte m^nT data system The experi
omy Telescope support Re-	 handling system ted to the pointing driver will be the cam- i3aia prace^
quirements
	
.requirements fur operation of the mend and central of will be don
1:Sm Crya- for Selected	 astronomy tivill be Eahelle spectrograph the experiments and command 1
genieally Shuttle	 established by date was estimated to be !]te diversity of sensor which is co
Coaled IIi Payloads,"	 volume as opposed 2(1 kBPS (see applications. wish remo^
Telescope Aug 1975.	 to liiElt data Totes. Sec ^.2.3 rh.b) common it
(see 3) API requires real- meat effec
3[]m IR Data dumps may 'i'lte housekeeping time control of the the spectra
Interferam- occur at fiked data rate far tltc cxpertments,. data.
stet intervals with Echelle spectra-
dump durations graph teas consid- Real-time canttoi
ranging from a eyed a smelt free- requires aecurate
fete sec to min at flan of the pointing of the i^le-
datarates apprax scientiFc data. scopes and monitor-
	 -
1 Mlil'S. ing the ltausekeeping
data from each.
The raw downlink instrument.`
data is placed on 1
compu.er-cam- The fiegtiency of
patible or high- the pointing operation
density tapes.. depends on the drift
of the attitude oontral
-
system.
i
i
1
: _
i
^
1
3
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ULTS FOR THI; GROUND DATA IIANDLING OF 5I'ACBLAI3 EXPI;RIMENT3 — MISSI pN 01'ERATIONS
GROUND DATA EIANDLING IL^QUIRBMEI^TS ^- ON-pRBIT
Itiieiltod and Type
utd Fomt itietltad : nfPerforming Temporary Storage	 Remote Site Data Application ofSpecia] Correlated House- Data Storage
niinking the Command & Con- Regmis For the	 Requirements Computational POCC Desired keeping I]ata tvith Requirements
eping Data iroI of Experiments I}ownlinked Data	 (other than FOCC) Techniques outputs Scientific Data at the PQCC
sate at#ribu- The mayor data system The experiment The data s:lstem will be The output is Use mean and standard The estimated
: pointing driver will be the coot- data processing required For instrument CCl's of scien- deviations of certain data volume far
^ of ttte innnd .and control of will be done at n limit checking, tren8 tific data for housekeeping. data, the Echelle
pectrograph the axpetiments and carnmand facility analysis, platting, - and use in scien- e,g:, spectrograph and spectrograph
toted to be the diversity of sensor which is concerned histogramming. tific analyses. vidicon temperatures, will range from
(see app]icntions. with removing voltages, at #nude . ZQ"' to ti X 10"-
	
i
'h.b) common instru- Evaluate the funefional reference data, ete, hits per year
A PLrequires real- meat effects from performance of the colt• {see Figure-
ekeeping time control of the. the spectrum oration sources, Qafek look checfis 3,2-12};
for the experiments, data. should be made of in- ^	 a
^ectrn- Make sure the target formation on the sys- The estimated
s consid- Rea!-time control source of radiation is a tem pointing and in data volume for
a1I free- requires accurate . - member of the class spectral- and spatial- the mid-IR
ie pointing of the tale- being studied. (teleseape spacing) Fourier spectrorit-
data.. scopes and monitor- sampled data, eter willrange
ing the housekeeping The processing is divided from 1013 #o
data from each into ttvo categories: ana- The teleseape ephem- 1{1= a bits per
instrument. lyticalond-experimental arts data should be year (sea Fig.-
data processing.. merged with the pro- 3.3-5).
Tlie frequency of reseed images which ;
the pointing operation 'I11e analy #ical data pro• ate placed on CCTs. The spatial inter-	 '•
depends on the drift cessing xvill be used by ferometer wr:!
of the at#nude control #1te PI to make command The CCT5 should can- approach {f,5 X
system.. & central decisions, Lain a profile of the 106 bits per
ratio ^tio
	
epee umr	 n	 tr (	 emission se
Statistical algorithms are Sec 3.A.7},
required. to estimate the
spectra', SIJRs.
Freprdcessing of the raw
data consists of format.
and - unit conversions.
image distor#ian artd
radiametriacorrections, ':
data filtering grid data ^,
-
compression.
^
Imago processing tvi!l.re-
...quire spectra canvolutiijris;
fast Fourier #ransform aril
discrete Fourier transform
aigorithms and spectrum
5NR calculations.
Instr modeling algorithms
will be usedta monitor
gradual instrdegradation
:. '	 . 'during the mission:
,.
::
i
s
i
i
c
,	 ,
-
.
_	 _ ,r	 _
_...._w_.,^
-- -	
-
^=	 ^;
The transmission..
'	 per day is estimated
-
	
	 to be56.8x14^. 	 .
.bits and the rates
may range from
23 kBPS to 1 MlI3P5
from either recorder.
I	 ^	 I
	 I	 i	 I
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS rOR THE GROUND DATA HANDLING OF SPAC^LAI3 EXPIiItI^IIINTS — !
GROUND DATA HANDLING REQUIItE14IENTS — ON-0RBIT
Spacolab Information Aietltod and Farm hletitod and I` [trm	 Metltad of Performing 'femparary storage	 Remote Site pats Applicat
Science Payload ar Bourse or of DownGnlcing of Dotvnlinking	 the Command & Con- Regents far the	 Requirements Com
Discipline Experiment Contact the Scientific pats Housekeeping pats	 tral of Irxperiments Dotvnlinked Data	 {other than POCC) Tee
I. Space SP-1^S Com- NASA h13PC There is no rcgmt . T.he ltausekeeping	 Voice communications Tltc onboard rccord-
Pro- prised of rite "Spacelab for analog, TV; or data rate is estimated	 may be used to control ing fates and sto- ^^ 	 °
cessing failotving Sub- Design Ref. film data to be to be less titan 10	 the expexlments, capabilities of ,at^t Ly
Appli- elements: ]4lissibn datvnlinl:ad, up- BPS. fire 5pacelab recorder
cations (1) biological, 	 , Analysis - linked, or stored (rate in: I, 2, 4, $,
(2) general _Vol IV hfis- 1fi & 32 hII1PS and
purpose, sion C _ The max dnta storage of 3.G x 1010
(3] automated_ Space Pro- rate anticipated. bits) and the Orbiter's
furnace, cessing is 14 . 51:BPS. payload recorder
(4) automated Applications" (rata in: 25.5 to 1024
levitation, The data vol for kBPS and storage of
(5} Doze, and a fi -day mission is approx 3.4 x 10 9 bits
(fi} poSVer acid expected to be fatal) are more-titan
cooling. 3.035 x 104 bits - adequato far storing
(nnuotation and tho date during the
calibzatiati data mission,
has not been
included)... T'or a mare efficient	 -
design, the luglt re-
The experiment cording rates of the
data toil! Uedown- onboazd recoriiers
linked bout in real- may be adjusted to
time and near real- accommodate the
#lme (i .e., recordez latver data rates of
data playT'tck). the scientific data:

--
...
^	 I	
^ ,
TaUie C-2 (Page 1 of.5}
^. QriJ^STiONNAIRE RESULTS FOR THE GAOTJND DA^'A HANDLING OF SPACELAB EXPERIMENTS — POSTMISSION OPERATIONS
z
^ -
MetEtgd and Typc Recommended
pp Spacelub POCC Spediai	 Anticipated Data of Correlated	 1)esiravility Supplemental
d Sciepce Fayload or information Processing and Desired.	 Volume and Housekeeping Data.	 of a Central OnUoard Data
^ .Discipline ];xperiment Source or Contact Scientific Data Outputs 	 Time Constraints 3vitlt Scientific Data.	 Processing Facility FracessingJOperations
1.	 SnIar SD-Ol-S DCdicated IDivI "Space]©U User Vehicle attitude data . OnBoard navigation
Physics Solai Sortie Mission lritetackion Study should UC delivered as scheme for autamaflc
Phase 2." Review, soon as pnssiUle eit]ier . contzol with ground
.1975. separately or consnli- updates for datn
-
dated with the. scienti: coIlectian.
fie data.
Radiation monikor
added to eliminate
degraded data sensi
five #o radiation
effects,
- Instrument far deter-
'^ tinnJpredictidn of
[Q^ solar bares to reduce
data volume and
improve scientific
return.
Need for improved
inflight caliltratian of
instruments.
_,^	 ^
f ^-
:^
Table C-2 (Page 2 of 5)
QUi1.STI03V14AIILI; RESULTS FOIL THE GROUND DATA HANDLING OF SI'ACELAB E3^'ERIhIENTS ^- I'05T14iISSION OP13ItATIONS
^ . Recamtnendedlvietlmd and Type
'^ Spacelali . POCC Special: Anticipated Data
	
of Correlated Desirability	 5upplomental
^' Science Payload or Infar{nation ' 1'Iacessing and Desired Volume and	 I"Tousekeeping flats of a Central	 Onboard Data
^	 ^ I)isciplir►e laxperiment Source or Contact Scientific Data Ouputs :Time Constraints	 with Scientific Datu Psoccssittg Faculty 	 Pracessin^lOperations
F - _
- -
r
1: 1=urth and Two l;ey instruments i13h1 "Ground Sup- Tha system should pro- in order to provide
^ Ocetln are; imeging radar port Requirements wide the PI with tare any real-time dawn-
Fhysics (synthetic aperture) fc^t Selected Sltttttie capability to observe linking of the image
M.. and tltp.MSS -the . Payloads," Aug .1975. Small segments of the data some form of nn-
I4155 w^s.evaletated: 'data... hoard data complas-
it} rite Earth Sion techniques must 	 .
Observations 'The scientific data be provided.
discipline study processing was con-
. sidcred beyond tl ►e
scope of the study..
llotvcver, because of
the laige amount of
image data to be
processed it Svcs sag-
Bested to irt^plement -
a spacial program-
motile signal proses-
.	
N._
	
^
-
-
^	
- Sar tOpCIfaCm	 ^ ^	
-	 ^ ^	 -
g {;) development of
an index tape
[2} develop selected
data segments froth
the Iaty SAR-data.
'2. Earth and Synthetic Aperture : IBi4i "SAR Ground Aiay require state-of- The anticipated
Qcean Radar Ditto Processing ' the-art teclinique far turnaround. time
Physics	 :: facility Definition registering itita^e tivith will range from 1
Study," Jan 1976.. identiTiaUlc ground to 6 month
cantrdl paint. The prnc^stng
time it{ sec. niay lie
computed on the.
- basis of 16 hrlday
at 22 days^niantlt
which yields a sys-
rem tltraugltput
data rate range
. between 1.$ and
245 MBPS.
..Bate: Lt was considered likely litat the system:]vould use ltighKIen5iry tapes to store the SAR racy data and that
the ma^ar part of the scientific d gta processing tivauld. take pl pce during the pastinissiampltase.
•,.,,,.^.--.T
}	 ,
^^..^-
.^
^
'r
,.
-^	
^ r	 -	 1	 r
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QUESTTaNNATRE RESUL'T'S FOR THE GROUNT] DATA HANDI;ING OF SPACELAT3 EXPERIMENTS — POSTMISSTON OPERATTaNS
x
_.
Method and Type ^	 Recommended
SpacelaU POCC Speeial	 Anticipated Data of Co;related. Desirability	 Supplemental
Science Payload qr Tnfortnation 'Processing and Desired 	 VoItEme and I^Iousekeeping Data al' a Central	 .Onboard Data
Discipline Experiment 5ourcu or Contact Scientifrc Data Outputs	 -Time Constraints ^vitlt Scientific Data i'racessing Facility . Pro pessingf Operations
1, Fart^t hnrth Viewing Appli- G1w, "1;VAL Concept ..	 The curn:nt 1^VAL sys- Tltey recommend
Observations cations Laboratory Definitions/PartinT tem reeommendatian placing a VI-TILDR
(1VAL) - payload Spacclab Payload will require tltc, pxoo- anbnard the Space]aU
analyzed consists of Tee]mieal Report," assing of 18 VI3ItDIt (far specs see P 5 5).
1Ssensors Sept 1976: tapes ofTM data and
1 high rate data For ]afcr DVAL systems,
recorder tope con- they zccoit►mend plao-
twining the data from ing an onboard exper-
tIte other sensors.* invent data st:pport
facility (OEDSF) in
The dsta'arc to be the 5pacclabwlticlt
made available to the would provide prac-
experimenterswithin essing For quid:-lank
o : 6 Yo 7 days of and data compression
acquisition. techniques
2.	 >;artlt FQ-QG-S. I13M "Spacclab User
Observations Seven-]Sand l^niti- Intexaetion Study
spectral Scanner .. Phase 2lZevie^^r,"
play 1975.
*Bused on asix-flay mission
"^ ^.-f
^'4J.-
+.^'
__. _
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QtJEST14NNATRE RESUItTS F6R THE GROUND DATA HAND>aING OF SPACI;I,AB EXPERIMENTS - POSTMISSION OPERATIONS
3'c► °,
2 Method and Type Recommended$pacelnb POCG 5peciai	 Anticipated Daia	 of Corxelaied Desirability Supplemental
Science Payload or	 Information Processing and Desired 	 YaIumc and	 liousekceping Dafa of a Central t7nlraard Data
Discipline Experiment	 Source rr Contact Scientific Data Outputs
	
'Time Constraints	 with 5cicntii3e Data Processing _•acility PrbcessingJt7perations
C
0
I. Advanced EO-3;	 Aerontt#conic Ford Tltc DRS generates	 13astd on a single	 In addition to The DRS tvill da tItc
M Tecltnalogy EO-7f$,	 "Langley Applicatign CCTs and . associated	 mission approxi-	 reformatting, tlteDRS majvrpart of the
I.aUorntory NV-1;	 1;xperirnents D;tta taUula#ions of refor-	 mately 7,000 CCTs wit[ perfeim: experiment pxacess-
llission:: NV-3; and	 hidnagament System matted c;cperinient	 (at 1,G00 cl3araciers •Data and system ing and can Ise located
E0.9. are 5 of the 	 Study Final Report;" data and delivers the	 per in.) would Ue 	 healElt monitoring at LRC, JSC, or G5P'C
- dnta xafe experlmenis 	 Dec 1975. data to tIte PL
	
generated by 5 Iiigh •Sync loss and data .
dai^ratc experir	 qualitychccks
ments (see Sec
	 • 5crcening capability
4.1.L4.2 P 4-9)	 • F,xperiment data
annaiatirn
Nate: Tfie dntn reformatting system (I)R5) performs (1) ATL integration and checkout and (2) Pask(Iight processing:
The payload n^eratlons support center {POSC) performs the mission operations processing.
ra
0N . .
;.
1
s
o
{	 -	
7
^
-.
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QUESTIONNAiRIr RESULTS FQA THE GRQUND DATA, HANDLING OF SPACELAB EXPEIZIhiEN'I `S -^- PO5T 14iISSION OPERATIONS
t
K
n	 hicthad and Type	 Rc^ommended
C	 SpaoelaU .
	
POCC 5peeial	 Anticipated Data
	
of Correlated	 Desirabt^lry	 Supplemenfal
0	 •Science.
	
Payload or	 Information	 Processing and Desired 	 Volume and	 Housekeeping Data	 of a Cent[ai	 Onbaa[d Data
Discipline
	
Experiment	 SourcearCantact Scientit"icDataOu#puts TimeConst[aints
	 with5eientilicData	 PraecssingFacility PrgczssingfOpo[ations
1. Astronomy 3m Ltirge-Space	 II3M "Ground	 The most extensive	 See Mission gpera-	 All the analytical dataf	
''Telescope-	 Support Regmts fox mass data analysis is 	 bans Table, C 1.
	
processing to lte
Selected Shuttlo. 	 required fax. deter-	 accomplished at a
1.5m Cryogenically	 Payloads;" Aug 1975.. mining stellar nhun- .	centxal facility (^
Cooled lIt Telescope (sec 3)
	
dances from the spec- 	 opposed to the pro- .
	
tral line strengths. 	 processing of the
3lltn IR	 ^	 data}.
Intari'erama#er The fallowing are
examples of table
look ups to be used
far data evaluation
s Ionization state
p	 and excitation level
G''	 for each clement
• Make a table of
stared image rceti-
	
fication funotian5	 -
to determine intnge
mnnipulntion
required #o align
the received spec-
trnl lines'rv:tlt the
calihrafiak^lines
•Table of radio7tet
ric corrention fnc-
tars far fire Fourier
spectrometer data
_^F
..	 ^.
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Appendix D
PAYLOAD OPERATIONS FLOW AND MALFUNCTION ^"_FACT ANALYSIS(TASK 2, zA)
Eaxl in, the contract eriod 1vfDAC was directed to conduct a brie£ s stemsy	 p	 ^	 Y
analysis of the flow of payloads frog the developer through integration - anal
^'	 operations. The purpose of this analysis was to determine ways to i^n:inimize
the complexity o.f tae payload integxationpracess, and specifically to minimize
;^^,	 the risks of integration-related payload mal.£unctions that could bottleneck
t^se flow or rosuLt in major compromises in launch availability, etc. The
scope of the task effort was li^xa.ited by MSFC direction to a brief overview of
two areas of interest, malfunction analysis feasibility anal 1ess.ons learned.
^' D. 1 MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS. FEASIBILITY
r '	 A study was canducted to determine the feasibility and practicality of using
^^^'	 reliability analyses of planned payloads to predict the quantaty and types o.f
=-^Y	 malfunctions which rni^,ht occur during Levels III, II and Z payload integration
k^;	 in order to identify preventive upstream measures, The results of the study
ir^dieatE that sufficient data do net normally exist for experiment hardware
^^ to permit the reliability analysis to .occu.r in tit^.e to implement preventive
ac^Eions. In addition, the g3a.antitative results of such analyses -would be
st^.bject to interpretation and diffic.ul.t to app^.y to planned operations, designs,
`^'	 and uud ets. .Alternate. techni ues were evaluated with the General A lira-g	 q	 pp
^^	 tion o.f Previous Experience to payload design and operations planning appear-
ing to be the most practical approach to both prevent and cops with nzal:.func-
r ;	 tinns during any level of integration. Section l of this Appendix D docurn.ents
..^ ..the detailed results. o.^ the study.
• ,
	
D, z . LESSONS LEA'ii.NED ,
^^,
A.`bri.ef xevievr was conducted. of previous . pxog.ram...operation& for expedience
r^
factors and specifir. lessons-]._earned to identify those with possible applica-
`	 blity to . Spacelab pa^.yload operations Il.ow planning so as to tninirxii^e the
,..
^'
^.,
,:.
' 2b5i
•. ^	 ^ MCOONNSLLA0IJGLA^ _	 '_	 - _

I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 k	 c	 II
f
. ,	 Section I
MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS FEASZSILXTY
^.	
The Space Transpoxtatioo: System (STS) is expected to operate . routinely,
somewhat Tike a modern airline, with regular schedules to be maintained.
•• •-
^..	 1Viauy o^ the payloads, however, have the potential fox being nanroutine due
to their inherent xesearch and development nature, and could disxupt or
^-	 loottlemeck tb.e ^J.ow schedule's i.F not carefully plana:ed. This study vvas con-
ceived to detert^.ine i.^ reliability analysis-techniques could be used to pre--
"^	 dict the numbex and type o^ integration-related ma].^unctions which might
occux during Levels rIT, II, and I payload integration in. order to identi.^y
-	 preventive upstream measures. Objectives and general appxoach arer. ,
s^Mnatx^.arized in Figuxe D-I.
^-	 21318	 ;
MALFUNCTION PREDlCT14N
OBJECTIVE- DETERMINE FEA5161LiTYO> = PREDICTING MALFUNCTIONS 1N
L1=Vf^L 11 l , ! i, AN p I l NTEGRATi O)11 AND SUB SEQU^NT I DENTi FI CATi ON
OF UPSTREAM PREVENTIVE AGT";ONS^	 -
;^,	 _	
-	 ^
r^ APPROACH - ^'FlREE TECHNIQUES WERE EXPLOREb ,
^:	 _	 1. DESIGN AND STATESTICAL ANALYSIS OF PLANNE p HARD ►NARE
,;, .
2. STATISTICALRNALYSlS OF PROBLEM DATA FROM PREVIOEIS
RELATED .PROGRAMS
3. GENERA[: APPI.f CATION OF PREVIOUS EXPER}Efi^ECE ,
REFER^i^10ES - 1 P&MP INFO NOTE... 5, DATED 6-1b-T6
! P&MP ! NF0 NOTE ib; DATED T-J.5-T6 ,^
-	 figure D-1. Objecteves and Approach" ,	 ,
}_	 InitiaJ,ly, discussions were head with senior reliability analysis personnel ta' 	 ^
^; seale backgxound in£armation and guidance. rt' - was Iountl`that the con.dtzc'^ of
a tn.al€uric'c^,on analysis for a speai^ic experiment or experitxzent . g.roup ^sror^.ld
require knawlsdge a£ the ha:xdware desigru, the design oF- the Sp acelab.. and
Shuttle test equipment interfaces, arxd the operatFOnal usage i.n the various
teat le^'els. Faxther, it was expected that specific design reliability data
^.	 , .. 207 ,:	 ;..
AKCDONlVEtI. DOilGLd1X
	J	 ^
^.
^-
would not normally be available at the required time to permit rigorous
	 .
analysis leading to malfunction. predictions for. which preventive measures
	 ' .
could be identified and irriplemented in a reasonable time frame. Were it
not for this incotx^.patibility in timing, such analysis would be feasible.
k
f After initial disatxssions., three .techniques were identified as possible candi-
	
. ^	 dates for predicting in^egratio.n-related ma],funations:
	 ^---
A. ]]esign and .statistical analysis of planned experit^ent hardware,
	 t :..
	
'	 B. Statistical analysis of problem data. -from previous related progxaxns.	 _
C. General application bf previous e^pe^ieixce to payload design and
.. .
.operations- planning. ,
7.. I Ai^tALYS15 OF 1'X.,AN'NED .HARDWARE
A rigorous design analysis of the- planned experiment hardware, coupled with 	 ^_-	 ,
available analysis data frbrs^. 5pacelab hardivar^ .systems, could yield relic- 	 ^ "
	
!	 bility data for use in _subsequent statistical probability analysis.. The. result--
	
. l	 ing malfunctions (and rates)cauld then be assessed for effect on the planned
operations, th^zs completing the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)..
- The following points, summarized in Figux^ D-2, should be noted fox this
	
}	 ^^^
technique.
	
.,	 ^
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EKPERIMENT DESIGN QATA NECESSARY F4P TH l5 Af^ALYS l5 NOT GENERALLY-
	
...	 AVA l LA BLE AT Ti-1 i S Tl M^ 	 -_ ,
^_
NUMERlCA^ R^SUL'f5 OFANALY515 MAY I<[OT BE D>_GISIVE AND WOULD 	 ^
:.,
Ri:QUIRE.EXERG,IS'eOF C4NSIDERABLEJUDGMENT,1^lAPPLIGA^'!ON	 - ..
ANALYSIS DOES NOT ]NCLUDE EFFECTS`OF POSSlBLEQUALITY PROBLEMS,
-•
O gERATOR)RROR, .ETC.	 ,
ALTHOUGH NOT NOW P055I:13LE, THISTECE^IVIQUEMAY-LATI=R PROVE TO BE 	 _
Fl=ASI BLE BUT MAY NOT BE PRACTICAL DUE TO COSTS AND SEIBJEGTiVE NATURE
DF 1TS APPL1CATfON	 ^ .
Figure Q,2. l7esign - and S^a^tistical : Anaiysis of Planned ^lardware	 `T'`
.	 ,	 ...
^_..
A. Experi.rrieiit d.esig^. data vvas not gene^ail.y available during the
	 _
stix.dy to the depth necessary to support sample analyses. -The
data needed includes schetn.ati.cs; component design and reliability
	
r^	 ^
data, hardware descriptions, operating requirements, time lines,
interface data, developrx^ent test data, -etc. Further., it was -not:
f	 2^8	 ''
..., M5
..
i	 -
_^ _
	
..
-
^^ expected that this type data would norma^.ly be available .for given
.payloads. in titx^.e to per^ra.it tirraely it^.pletnentation o£ analysis and .
a£ resultant corrective ►neasures.
B.	 Analysis does not include effects a£ possible quality pxoblenris,
operator cr procedure errors, and the cascading effects o£.othex
hardware failuxes.
C.	 Nurn.erical xesults of analysis rxzay be difficult to interpret
^!: ^	 sufficiently to drive decision zn.akexs decisively.
^,
D.	 This technique xa expected to be feasible only if unusual efforts
-but,.	 -may	 beare exerted eaxly in a payload program.,	 itnot	 pracx-
ical due to costs anti the subjectivE natare. of its application. 	 I^
was thought that con.sidexatian should be given to analysis o£
selected high--cost, complex, high-pr^tentiai impact payloads as
a means a^ further expioxing feasibility while .lin^.iting . expenditure
.._ o£ xesaurces.
r
i.. 2 STATxSTICAL ANALYSIS OF PIt.EV^OL7S EXPERIENCE
Tf data from previous payloar? integration ea^perience, applicable to Spacelab,
	
`^	 were available in sufficient quanti#;y :^.nd .consistency, .a statistical analysis .
-.-,
could produce. nuEx^,exically related._ classifications o£ rxsalfunctiona which
could .lead to nurxxerical predictions . of Spacelab integration malfunctions
where hardware and/ar operational equivalency can be reasonably ascer^
tamed. `The following comments (sum.rnarized In Figure D-3 apply to _this
	
;._:,
	 technique.
,r:
2isza
• ALTHOUGH LOTS OF DATA APPEAR T4 B1: AVAILABLE, MOST OF THE BATA
	
r,	
REVIEWED THUS FAR EXHIBIT lNCONSlSTENCIES AND CONFUSION FACTORS
UUHICH - WOULD MAKE D1Ri=CTAPPLICATlONTO SFACELABDIFFICULT,
E,G., SKYLAB DATA CLOUDED ^Y NON.lNTEGRAT1 01^4-RELATED F,;lLURES
	
'-'	 • RETRIEVAL Of DATA FROM EXPERIMENT SUPPLIERS MAY BE DIFFICULT
AND COSTLY
	
`+'	 • THIS APPROACH WOULD NOT Ll'AD TO SPEC1FlC DESIGN SOLUTIONS,
	
,_	 UNI.! KE TECHNIQUE 1
• APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS WOULD ALSO BE DIFFICULT
	
^	 -	 Figure D-3. Statistical Analysis of Previous ^xperiance
	
i1,	 -
'	 ^
2 9
...	
^.^ ^. ..
	
MCp dNlV ,6LL DOLIGLSaa ^
_ 
^^.^	
.. ^
	
^	
^.	
^ ^	
..	
^	
i^
-,	
^^[,^
	
.,	
___
ia
!
3
-^
;;
fI
,^
a
^i	 _	 i	 I_	 1	 I	 I	 I
A. A potentially large amount of data exists for review. The review
(up to the point of task terrr^.inatiorr by MSFC) appeared to indicate
some inconsistencies and confusion factors which would make for
difficult applicability to Spacelab. Far example, the most directly
applicable data available, that from Skylab, is clotf.ded by non-.inte-
gration-related failures of many experiments.
B. Retrie^ral of raw data from- experiment suppliers regarding malfunc-
tion.c.ause and .
 corrective actions eras not attempted and could be
difficult, time consuming, and costly.
C. Unlike - technique number one {subsection 1. 1.), this technique would 	 ..-,
not lead to specific design solutions ,£ox. expected problems but
would provide clues and criteria for generic approaches to minimiz-
i
ing problems.
D. As with technique number one; nu ►nerical results of this technique
could be quite subjective in application.
E. This technique appears to lack feasibility due to inconsistencies. in
data and lack of data directly applicable to Spacelab.
^.. 3 GENERAL APPLICATION OF PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
A thorough review by quali^%ed personnel of previous .experience. applicable
to Spacelab could be accomplished similarly to technique number L•wo, {sub-
	
. !	 section 1. 2), but with less emphasis on numbers and more erx^phasis on. ex-
perienced judgment. This technique could lead to predictions of genexic types
df nn.alfunctions and problems and o^crerall guidelines and criteria :for minir^iti-
- ing them.. The fallowing points {.summarized on Figure D -4) should be noted.
• THIS TECHNIQUE WOULD BE SIMILAR TO NUMBER 2 BUTWITH L>_SS 	 2^sz^
EMPHASIS ON NUMBERS AND MORE EMPHASIS ON EXPERIENCED
JUDGMENT
^ THIS APPROACH WOULD APPLY PREVI4U5 OVERALL EXPERIENCE FACTORS
(QUALITY, DES f GN, .HUMAN ERROR, ETG.) TO :THE SPACELAB INTEGRATION
• NUMERICAL PRED1CTi0NS NOT P05SI BLE, BUT RANKED. CATEGORIES AND
TREND PREDICTIONS COULD BE MADE
i
• TH I S TECHN IQUE AP PEARS FEAS f'BLE, PRACTICAL, AND LEAST EXP1;1!fS ! VE
	
^'	 • USE OF HIGHLY QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL TO }}ERFOf2M
STUDY IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE -
Figure q -4, General Application of Previous Experience
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LESSONS LEAI^.NED
r	
when fully operational, the STS will b^: required to support a high launch rate
.	 (up to b0 per year) in a regularly scheduled airline-•hype operation.. To avoid 	
.^.^,
bottlenecks in the payload i^a.tegxation flow it vvas thought that experience gained
on past prograrr^.s should be probed fax possible - applicability to Space^.ab flow
"`	 planning. Toward that end, a brief study was authorized by NASA to review;
in concert with Sp acelab flow plans; lessons learned on previous programs,
and to compile those applicable to Spacelaii. 'This : s.ection pxovides the results
^. _: .
	 of that study.
Sp acelab flow plans, as documented in rr^any studies by NA5A and contractors,.
-	
were studied first i.n order to pxovi.de -the background: against which to evaluate
,^ .
	
	
applicability of previous program s s les sons learned. The programs reviewed
(Gee Figure D--5) included Skylab-OW S, Skylab-AM/MDA; a^at^.rnfApollo;`
-'	 Getx^ini; Mexcury, and the AMES ASSESS Progratx^.. The-types of data_ re-
. u ^	 viev,+ed included lessons^leaxned ,documents frorxz both . NASA .and .contractors, ...
,. ^
	
	
technical reports of prograt^ operations, hardware rejection histories, and
pexsanal interviews with veteran prograt^ persanne^..
M^t{GU^2Yr_	
• AMt_S AS5E55
*DELTA
SATURNlAPOL.LO
•SPARTAN^_
^:
•TYPES OF QATA REVIEWEQ
^--.
LESSONS LEARNEQ - Mf3AC
^..	 • LESSpNS LEARNED -NASA
• TI"CHNI CAL. REPORTS. OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
`°-,	 • ^IRRpWARE RESECTION NiSTORIES
^.._: PERSONAL INTERVIEWS OF ICY P12OGRAM PERSONN1=l, 	 ^
figure R•5. Lessons .earned
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	r	 Although a wide range of source conditions and discrete lessons learned were
evidenced, there was a general similarity in same areas from program to
	
j	 program.. For example,. neatly all progra^n.s stressed the importance . of
early orientation and involvement of operational personnel, in order to obtain
	 ^^
their input to design and flaw planning and to help them in preparations to
	 f
per.^ortn their fttnc'cion. Safety planning was no^ed'to be required. iri early
phasES of design and flow planning, not stag-an afterthought requiring corn
	 -
prpmising solutions, to problems. Another example of similarity is that
	 -
nearly all programs recognized the need for a wel.^. plantzed, highly discip--
	
.:._
^ lined, and timely techniquE -for bath visibility and control of all program
a.ct^ins affecting hardware availability, .configuration, problems and test
requirements.. Nearly all programs developed such techniques as their.
operations matured. Early planning -and program direction provides rrrc^men-
tum, usefulness, and efficiency to such techniq^.i.es. Another. exa.tnple which .. 	 ^^	 '
appears to be of great significance to Sp acelab is that nearly all previous
	 ^ - ;	 ^^
programs underestimated the txl.agnittxde of effa.rt required to plan,. support,
	 - -
carry out, document, and control loose flight equipment (stowage iter^ns) both 	 _, ;
before and during flight. Spacelab will add the dimension of between flights
to .this troublesome area.
A Iist of those lessons learned, thought to be directly applicable to Spacelaks 	 ',
payload integration flaw planning, is contained in Table D--1. In addition, a 	 J	 ^
series of checklists (Tables D-Z through D-7). Ii.as been cacnpiled to be respon-
1live to the lessons learned at discrete milestones in the payload hardware-
	
.	 flow planning.
	
^`	 An account of problerris encountered during checkout of the Skylab Orbital 	 ` ,^..,
Workshop (OV1?'S) at Huntington Beaeh.was r`eviewed,: Tlie' distrib^tt.ion of
problems was of interest, indicating that- only 11°ro ofthe total.. number of
-	 ,_
zproblems were- due to hardware - system. malfunction and that 9% were nzech--
,.	 ,.	 .
	
^..
	 t .:.
a pical fit problems. The remaining 8Q%a ware due to. factors unrelated to
,_ .,
hardware crj.alfunctions,` These were Zargely problems. generated upstream.
in :i^n:anul'acturing, "engineering, and docurnEntatian proc.ess.es  and all . found.	
by-the integration team. A breakdown of the problems can be seen in 	 ^ -
Table D-8.
	 ^ -
,^. ^ .
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S.,ESSONS LEARNED
.	 ^_
1. Early orientation and involvement of all functional personnel is 	 _ _
^- desirable to obtain their. input anal help there get prepaY • ed to do their
' jab.
2. k'light crew involverr.^ent is a special application of itetxi 1 to be
e ir^phas i:z e d.
3. Early identification of organizational relationships and specific
`^ ^ individuals_ responsible for certain .Functions is mandatary to effect
a smooth, efficient flow.
	
This includes all NASA - agencies and
contractors.
4. A single, unified technique is necessary for both visibility and control
' of all program actions affecting hardware availability, cot3figtxration,
f^^... problems, and test re.quixements.	 Should span ,all agencies and	 1
-F. ..:
locations, and be automated.
5. A design journal should be kept to document the des_ ign evolution,
reasons fox changES, .etc.
6. A concept should be considered in :which all hardware is identified as
falling into a stbsystem with. an assigned subsystem engineer manager
' who` is responsible to the chief. engineer and program m .anagex fox. all	 3
^. program operatiacxs affecting subsystem hardware.
3
'	 7..
i
The hardware designer should be . in-the.-loop fratx^ design-to-
^^ zxianufacturirt.g-to-test.and checkout^to-opexa.tion.
r,	 $, ^ A clearly identified document should be The. Source for all -test ;
..:; requirements fox given systems..
•	 9.
^phase^o^Builgt'uin test po nts andvaccess featu^es should be provided fo g
`'" test a:nd:troubleshooting.
10. Early .use should be made of mockups and development fixtures to
-^ foresee problems, train personnel, `etc.	 -	 1^
11. SafEty planning and xe^views must be built iii from the start and `not be
-	 '
^. a tag-on afterthot3.ght.
'	 12:.. Unifortizity of terminology,: disciplin^:s, and test procedures i:s des^.x- ....
_	 ...
able at all locations to tYio -re easily compare operations, u.se traa.sferred ' 	 ` .
`_` personnel, etc.._
l^:	 `-
^,
Flight hard^vare.:sl^.oU.ld'b`e taiated .and-tested as a systetrs as early. as .
possible, even though subsequent operations .such as shipping may
	 ^
require disassembly.
	
_	 i
^..^;
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'^ Table D»l.	 [Page 2 of 3)
L ESSOI^S LEARNED
I, 	1.4. Include debugging of flight operations procedures in ground checkout
operations.
15. Ilse identical GSE at different locatiians to enable procedure similarity,j cornpaxison of data, personnel .Familiarity, etc.
16. Bench testing of corx^plex ka:ardwaxe should be of high fidelity, represent-
ing, to the extent possible, in^txse conditions and interfaces.
	
Use .
 of
other related flight hardware in test set-u.ps is desirable, 	 =^^
~^	 l7. Less reliance o^. simulators and more emphasis on installed, all-up
r systetxas tests is highly des.ixable.
18. Disnipline is necessary to farce spa.xes to be properly configured. and
rigorously tes^:ed to the same requirements as the primary flight units,
1 l9. Guidelines to experiment developers`axe necessary for both technical
planning . . and operational planning, 	 (Reference Ames. ASSESS. Pxogran^.
Experitx^enter 1 s Handbooks) .
.,	 .
20, A central experiment repair, maintenance, and minor rriodificatian
• facility is necessary to avoid unnecessary hardware shipping, recycling, 	 .
etc.
21. Loose equipment to support experiment checkout must be identified' and 	 ^
tracked - for each location-[includes GFE, CFE, miscellaneous GSE,
J^ . etc. ).	
_ _
22. Loose flight equipment (stowed in various ways) represents a huge pro-
blem needing special-treatment for logistics, docurr^entation methods . ,-
.. stowage location, scheduling, change traffic, etc.: 	 (bath before and
during flight) ,	 ..
...
`	 23. A fit check rn:atrix should be planned for all ^:ritical interfaces of loose
I	 equipment,. tools, .etc.	 .
f
l	 24. Every previous program has e,.perienced severe contamination problems.
i	 Contamination control, `and personnel education therefore must start
€	
early (includes both interxa.al and external. sys.te^s). 	 ^ .	 '
..	 25: , _Special attentiar^ and education for all personnel vcrho handle hardware
I	 is required to preclude damage by providing tender-Ioving•»care
attitudes..
2b.
	
	 Mod.xl.ar.,packaging, access for planned oper^ttians and repairs, and	 .,
vulnerability to dannage should all be consid^:red in designing -for -mini»
trau.ti^ operations r,oblems.	 rp .^	
..	 ^27. (]xgani:zation and operating. disciplines- are required tq insure rapid
feedback of problems to the appropriate personnel and to insure a rapid 	 _.	 ^
-	 xespo.nse and solution.
• ^..
r	
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ef	 Table D-2
PRELIMINARY LIST OF PAYLOAD FLOW CONSIDERATIONS --
HARDWARE AT P
1, Pxavide Hardware Developer with Following:
	 ^ -
s
	Overall xnanagexnent plaxx	 - -
s Overview and familiarization with STS	 -
Detailed organizational interfaces 	 ^^ - .
Operational. requirern.ents
Systems test requirements 	 `i,,,
Safety Criteria
s	 Design criteria checklist
s Detailed hardware i.ntexface requirements 	 .
• Detailed flaw plan
z. Provide- all Affected Agencies and C4ntractr^xs with:
^ Familiarization with planned payload and hard^ivaxe
•	 Specific orgar^izatianal contacts
Schedule. anticipated	 ^ .
^.,	
J
Table D-3
	 !
PRELIMINARY LIST OF PAYLOAD FLOW CONSIDERATIONS — 9
DESIGN DE VE LOPMENT	 ; ..
1. PDR - Plan'for Items Listed Below	 - -
2. CDR -- Measure Performance to Items_ Below
^^	 3. Criteria to be Considered:	 J
^`	 ^	 Design criteria checklist 	 '
._
^	 •	 Safety criteria
..;	 .
^	 Systems: test. regtzreme:t^tsr
,.. ,
r Operational requirements
s	 a	 Detail hardware interfac es
r	 Identification of potentially ha;ca^d'ous operations 	 -'
Identification of damage-vulnerable hardware
	 ^, ,
'k	 .	 Malfcxnction.a.nd.failure e.^facts . . an operations	 :__ `
^ Identification. of test equipment requirements throughout flow
Initiate and maintain test control - plan
•	 Initiate and rria.ntain . desl.gn and ax^.alysss journals (3.ngs.)
^^
s Initiate and maintain design requirements input to visibility
system
	
-	
`
^.^ -i Z^8
MCAO.-:.:;ALL DOilGLAS	 - -
Table D^4
PAYLOAD FLOW CONSIDER.F^TIONS DURING ^'`ABRICAT70N
7.. Initiate and Maintain :^`abxicatian. Status ^rzput to Overall Visibility System
2. Close Follow-Up by Designers
^- ^ .	 Solve pxoblexns
,:: •	 Verify desa.gn intent satisfied
3. Ixitiate a^.d I1^axntain Qaality Contxol Plan;
4. Initiate and Maintain Configuration Control Plaza.
•	 Ope,^. items xeported via visibility system
Table D^5
PAYLOAD FLOW. CONSIDERATIONS DURING DEVELOPMENT TESTING
_	 1, Inztia^Ee and Maintain Developxxzent Test Jnput to Overall. Visibility .System
` :	 2. Designers Responsible for Development Tests
3. ..Operators and Users Monitor Tests
r	 Develop inputs for downstream opera.tians
^:
•	 Txaining
4. DeveJ.op ^sputs for Quality Contxol Plan .
`	 ^	 5.. .Monitor and Feedback Inforrrzation for ^;onfiguration Cozstxal Plan.
j;	
,
,_. Tabie D-6
.PAYLOAD FLOW CONSIDERATIONS DURING ACCEPTANCE TEST
.	 1. Initiate - and Maintain Test States Input to Overall Visibility System
^-,;.	 2. Designers Ti^zvolved iri.:Acceptance.'Test ... .
"'	 -	 3. Operators: and Users Monitor (Pexforrn.) Tests
,.
• Develop inputs far downstxeam opexatians
.:	 •	 Tra.ixxing
^.	 4. Revie^xr Developzxien-^ Test PxobJ.exns axzd__React, a;s Required-
_ ^	 ^ -	 I^rTaYti^a^^n C^]i^a1^'$tn C':nn4-rn1 l7ian
^...
aTable D^7	 ^, -
PAYLOAD FLOW CONSIDERATIONS DURING LEVEL V & IV INTEGRATION
	
-,
1. Tx^itiate and Main^aarz Integratioxx Status Input to Visibility System,	 .
2. Maintaixx duality Caxatral Pian 	 -	 ^
•	 Problem reparti.ng via visibzlzty system
^	 3. Review Acceptaxxce Tesf: Prablen^.s and React, as Required 	 ._
^^ 4. Operators and Usexs Monitax Tos.ts	 j	 ^
5. Maintain Configuration Control 	 ^""^"
i s	 Report via visibility system	 ..	 i,
^	 6. Haxdware 'Pest	 .
I •	 Fat check all interfaces areal, if possible)
—High-fidelity templates, fixtures, etc. , if required 	 :..
•	 Exercise a1L functional packs	 -	 ^
.	 Identify a11. systems and subsystems and treat individually and 	 ,_ ,
collectively	 ^.
^- Identify complex interfaces and-test realistically, e.g., compes9.te 	
r
^ data-check with RAU or. high- . fidelity simulator, etc. 	 ._ .
•	 Exexcise all mechanical devices possible•in, l-g environment
-- Provide l-g adaptors and supports far selected payloads 	 `'F•
„	 -•	 End-to-end calibration verifications
Verify redundancy elem.ants.
•	 Verify data cha.nrielazation
•	 I^sclude all loose and stowed flight hardware	 ;__
•	 Consider. system.-proof. tests 	 _	 .
Table. D-8	 ..:
OWS PROBLEM DISTRIBUTION
•	 OWS No. I Experiment Checkout Problem Sammary: 	 •
I9% - Improper identification	 _	 "^.,	 ',
`. ;• 33^jn - Test procedure deficiencies 	 .^ .
E_ '28°0 - Mi.nor. discrepancies. (loose, scratched, damaged) ' 	 •T.
9% -. Mechanical fit .or interface
Il% - Hard`rvare system rnalf^.nction
i
-^
^aa%	 k
r
^
.^^_
-	
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